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PREFACE 1

An Overview

This dissertation consists of five independent essays:

Reliability and Responsibility: A Theory of Endogenous Commit-
ment. A common assumption in Political Science is that candidates are com-
mitted to their policy announcement. In the first chapter I present a model of
political competition where candidates announce policies that might not corre-
spond to the policies that are actually implemented. I analyze the possibility of
transmitting information to voters through costless electoral campaign. I stem
on Down’s intuition that meaningful electoral campaigns must be based on can-
didates’ reliability and responsibility. Through the analysis of an incomplete
information model of finitely repeated elections I show that electoral promises
are able to transmit reliable information to voters. Electoral campaign pro-
vides an instrument to discipline politicians linking re-election perspectives to
the fulfillment of electoral promises and contributes to solve the informational
asymmetries between candidate and voters. An unavoidable proportion of am-
biguous politicians emerge. These results are robust to the consideration of
equilibrium refinements.

Implementation with State Dependent Feasible Sets and Prefer-
ences: A Renegotiation Approach. The second chapter (fruit of a joint
work with Luis Corchón) provides a framework of analysis for situations in
which the feasible set is unknown to the planner. The concept of reversion
function is used, which describes the process that society uses to deal with un-
feasibilities (punishment, renegotiation, legal system). This reduces the problem
of implementation with unknown feasible to the case in which preferences are
unknown. We characterize the maximal set of Social Choice Correspondences
that can be implemented in a class of renegotiation functions that do not re-
ward agents for infeasibilities. Applications to Exchange Economies, Bargaining
and Bankruptcy are presented. The impossibility to take into account in the
renegotiation process of individual messages imposes strong restrictions to im-
plementation. The results are compared to the findings of literature on “feasible
implementation”.

Ramón y Canal: Mediation and Meritocracy. The third chapter (fruit
of a joint work with Antonio Romero-Medina) analyzes the centralized matching
mechanism associated to the Ramon y Canal Program. This Program is used
in Spain to promote the hiring of top researchers in Spanish R&D centers and
academic institutions. We model the process as a bilateral matching market
to study if the mechanism provides the incentives to hire good researchers.
We analyze the model both under complete and incomplete information. The
comparison of the theoretical findings with the available data of the program
indicates that the model provides poor incentives to the agents involved and
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does not prevent from collusion between research centers and candidates. While
the objective is to reward the best researchers the mechanism only guarantees
"almost stable solutions.

The Condorcet Winner: Incomplete Information, Implementation
and Multiplicity. The fourth chapter studies the implementation of the Con-
dorcet Winner under incomplete information. It is shown that a trade-off be-
tween the robustness of the Condorcet Winner and equilibrium multiplicity ap-
pears. For a non negligible set of probability distributions exact implementation
of Condorcet consistent social choice functions cannot be obtained. The result
is proven in single peaked environments and extended to more general setups.
A positive result is provided for uniform priors.

Coordination in Sequential Admission Mechanisms. The fifth chap-
ter considers a family of admission (or hiring) mechanisms in which participant
are allowed to send multiple applications, as it happens in many real life situa-
tions. This is done by extending the model presented by Alcalde and Romero-
Medina (2000). The possibility of applying to different colleges imposes serious
coordination problems to colleges themselves. Unstable equilibrium allocations
may arise. Stability can be recovered only imposing application fees.



Chapter 1

Reliability and Responsibility:
A Theory of Endogenous

Commitment

Abstract

A common assumption in Political Science literature is policy
commitment: candidates maintain their electoral promises. We drop
such assumption and we show that costless electoral campaign can
be an effective way of transmitting information to voters. The re-
sult is robust to relevant equilibrium refinements. An unavoidable
proportion of ambiguous politicians emerges.

3
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1.1 Introduction

It is commonplace to say that electoral promises cannot be taken at their face
value. However, parties and candidates invest a considerable amount of effort
and resources in producing electoral messages. Presumably, electoral campaign
is believed to be a credible mean to attract voters’ support. But if campaigns
are a mere act of promising why should they influence citizens?
Intuitively, campaigns convey information useful to predict future policies

and future policies should be predictable from present ones. Otherwise, the elec-
toral process could not accomplish its very objective of selecting and retaining
politicians according to electors’ views. Electoral campaigns, to be meaningful,
must alter electors’ beliefs about the policies the elected officials will implement.
A widely employed explanation is that politicians and elected officials seek re-
election. Electoral promises affect voters’ expectations about the policies that
the elected officials will choose. They provide a benchmark linking promises,
policies and reelection (retrospective voting), because a credible threat to re-
election is imposed (see Barro (1973), Ferejohn (1986) and Austen-Smith and
Banks (1989)).
Nevertheless, the disciplining role of electoral competition is only one face

of the coin. I prove here that electoral promises provide also a solution to the
informational asymmetries between candidates and politicians. The difficulty
arises because campaigns are “cheap talk” changing electoral messages alone
doe not alter agents’ payoff.

Downs (1957) himself underlies intimate the relationship between preelection
statements and post election behavior. He asserts that it is necessary for rational
voting being meaningful.

Now we try to prove that a party’s ideology must be consis-
tent with either (1) its actions in prior election periods, or (2) its
statements in the preceding campaign (including its ideology), or (3)
both... A party is reliable if its policy statements at the beginning
of an election period-including those in its preëlection campaign-can
be used to make accurate predictions of its behavior... A party is re-
sponsible if its policies in one period are consistent with its actions
(or statements in the preceding period),... (pp. 103-105)... The
absence of reliability means that voters cannot predict the behavior
of parties from what the parties say they will do. The absence of
responsibility means party behavior cannot be predicted by consis-
tently projecting what parties have done previously....We conclude
that reliability is a logical necessity in any rational election system,
and that responsibility-though not logically necessary-is strongly im-
plied by rationality as we define it. Of course this conclusion does not
prove that reliability and responsibility actually exist in our model.
We can demonstrate that they do-and therefore that our model is
rational-only by showing that political parties are inexorably driven
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by their own motives to be both reliable and responsible...(pp. 105-
107). In our model it is necessary for each party’s ideology to bear
a consistent relation to its actions.... Any other procedure makes
rational voting nearly impossible... (p. 113).

However, most of the classical models of electoral competitions like the
Hotelling-Downs one assume that politicians commit to their electoral engage-
ments. The questions about the credibility of campaign promises are left unan-
swered.
Building on Downs’ intuition, the paper provides an explanation based on

both informational asymmetries and dynamic aspects, in our case career con-
cerns. Each one of the argument alone is not able to provide a satisfactory
solution. Under complete information, politicians cannot credibly commit to
policies different from their favorite ones unless elections are infinitely repeated
(Alesina (1988)). The result can be relaxed only allowing for indifference in vot-
ers’ preferences (Aragonés et al (2005))1. With the prospect of a unique election,
costless electoral campaign cannot be meaningful (Harrington (1992a)) unless
one drops the assumption of full policy enforceability (Harrington (1992b))2.
The paper that is closest to our approach is Harrington (1993). He presents a

model of finitely (twice) repeated elections under bilateral asymmetric informa-
tion. Elected officials can choose between two policies. Candidates’ and voters’
types are the policies they think to be the most beneficial to their income. The
type space is finite and beliefs are not consistent with the common prior assump-
tion. While voters’ only care about their income, candidates’ preferences are
lexicographic: they first care about holding the office and then about the policy
they implement. In this case, each politician prefers to carry out the policy
she beliefs the most effective. The author proves that there exist equilibria in
which each candidate truthfully announces and implements her favorite policy.
Policy preferences play only a tie-braking role so there is no interaction between
reelection concerns and policy preferences.
This paper presents a model in which candidates’ care both about office and

about the policy they implement if elected. Politicians’ and voters’ preferences
are private information. Differently from Harrington (1993), the type space is
continuous and beliefs are derived from a common prior. The distribution of
agents’ preferences is symmetric with respect to the origin. Candidates’ compete
for election by announcing a particular policy. The campaign announcement is
costless. The winning candidate implements a policy and runs for reelection
against a randomly chosen opponent. The analysis focus on symmetric and
monotonic equilibria in which centrist politicians are elected with higher prob-
abilities and implement more centrist policies. Monotonic equilibria permit to
rule out very unlikely behaviors where extremists present themselves as centrist,

1The authors themselves admit that this approach does not seems a "compelling expla-
nation because of how campaign promises can have effect since it rests on the existence of a
nontrivial set of indifferent voters".

2Costly electoral campaign can be relevant (Banks (1990) and Callander and Wilkie
(2005)).
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while moderates make an extremist campaign, and have an intuitive appeal.
Furthermore, I show that in all non-monotonic equilibrium electoral campaign
is meaningful. I refine out-of-equilibrium beliefs with regard to totally unex-
pected policies, using a refinement first introduced by Bernheim and Severinov
(2003)3.
This refinement is called monotonic D1 Criterion. It adapts the D1 Criterion,

proposed by Cho and Kreps (1987), to monotonic environments. I characterize
the set of these equilibria. Innovating on Harrington (1993), I prove reelection
pressures and policy motivations interact giving relevance to electoral promises.
A necessary and sufficient condition for informative campaign is a sufficiently
high candidates’ policy concern. Candidates suffer the tension between pleas-
ing their constituencies and seeking the reelection. The cost of ambiguity is to
implement policies that are faraway from the candidate’s favorite one. So ex-
tremists are less willing to fully pay it. But they do pay a price, even when they
fully reveal their preferences. It is because they are forced to please the centrist
electorate to enhance their election chances. Centrist candidates prefer to pool
on the same electoral campaign to increase their election perspectives. Reliabil-
ity as commitment to the electoral promises of a relevant part of the politicians
emerges endogenously. In the same way responsibility appears, present policies
can be useful proxies to predict future ones. But ambiguous (or dishonest be-
havior cannot be eliminated). There will be always politicians who act as pure
office seekers4. I show that their share decreases as the degree of policy concern
increases. The ambiguity of centrist politicians captures a feature that Harring-
ton (1993) was not able to account for: the partial (but relevant) responsiveness
of policies to electoral announcements found by empirical work (see Harrington
(1992a) and (1992b)). The result also connects with the debate on the nature of
political center. It is compatible with the vision of a political center lacking of
a well-defined ideology and better defined by its opportunistic behavior, which
is popular between the general public (see Hazan (1997)).
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 1.2 I describe agents’

behavior and I introduce the characteristics of electoral competition and the
definition of an Electoral Equilibrium. In Section 1.3 I present some preliminary
results that clarify our choices and I prove the impossibility of fully honest
behavior. Section 1.4 introduces the equilibrium refinement that I analyze in
Section 1.5. Finally, Section 1.6 draws the conclusion and suggests possible
directions of future research. An Appendix contains the proofs that are not
included in the main text.

1.2 The Model

Candidates’ and voters’ preferences are private knowledge. Candidates compete
for office by making campaign announcements. The winner chooses a policy
taking into account reelection perspectives. There are two elections. The policy

3See also Kartik (2005).
4The result is general, does not depend on the equilibrium refinement used.
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space is P = [−D,D], where D > 0. There are two candidates: R(ight) and
L(eft). Let PR = [0,D] and PL = [−D, 0] be candidate R and candidate L
policy space, respectively.
Candidates’ policy intentions (their types) are assumed to be independent and
symmetric random variables. Candidate R type, αR ∈ [0,D] is drawn from the
cdf F (·) with continuous density, f(·) = F 0(·), where f(α) > 0 if and only if
α ∈ [0,D]. Candidate L’s policy intentions have symmetric density.
In the campaign stage each candidate j = L,R can send a message m ∈ Pj .

Based on campaign announcements (mR,mL) each voter casts her vote for one
of the candidates. We assume that there are n voters, where n ∈ N is odd
and publicly known. Once in office, the winning candidate implements a policy
from her policy space, simultaneously a challenger is selected from the original
distribution. Each voter observes incumbent’s policy choice and, casts a vote to
confirm or to fire her. The “world ends” after this election. Challenger’s type
is drawn from the original distribution FL

5.
A voter of type α ∈ [−D,D] has preferences represented by the following utility
function, V (x, α) = −(α−x)2, where x is the policy implemented by the elected
politician.
At each election, amedian voter,mv is drawn, independently across time, from
a symmetric distribution G on [−D,D]. G is assumed to have a continuous
density, g(·) = G0(·). The assumption is equivalent to have a known median
voter in 0 with a symmetric unknown idiosyncratic bias (see Austen-Smith and
Banks (2005)).
Let y > 0 candidates’ private benefit derived from holding the office, let k > 0
be their degree of policy implication and let δ ∈ (0, 1) be their intertemporal
factor discount. Let x be the policy implemented by the incumbent
Candidate α’s utility from winning the election is, at each period

U(x, α) = y − k(α− x)2.

A defeated candidate gets 0 utility6.
Let πi be the probability candidate R wins the election i, for i = 1, 2. When
an incumbent is confirmed in the office, she will implement her favorite policy.
From implementing policy xR ∈ PR, a candidate of type α ∈ [0,D] will then
derive utility:

UR(π1, π2, xR, α) = π1
£
y − k(α− xR)

2 + π2δy
¤
.

1.2.1 Voters’ behavior

Let mv be the median voter. Let µ be her beliefs about candidates’ policy
preferences. She votes for candidate R if and only if E

£
(mv − αR)

2 | µ
¤
<

5From Harrington (1992a and b) it follows that any campaign stage before the last election
would be irrelevant.

6The results of the paper can be generalized to the case in which candidates care also about
the policy implemented by any incumbent.
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E
£
(mv − αL)

2 | µ
¤
which is if and only if mv > e(µ) where

e(µ) =
1

2

E
£
α2R | µ

¤
−E

£
α2L | µ

¤
E [αR | µ]−E [αL | µ]

is the decisive median voter.
Then R is elected with probability π(µ) = 1−G(e(µ)) = 1

2 +G(−e(µ)), because
G is symmetric.
The next example presents the values of decisive median voters for two different
specifications of the beliefs, that will be used along the paper.

Example 1

If voters believe that candidate R is of type α > 0 and that candidate L is
randomly drawn from her original distribution then the decisive median voter
is

e (α, f (·)) = 1

2

α2 −
RD
0

β2f (β) dβ

α+
RD
0

βf (β) dβ
.

In this case we denote by π ((α, f (·))) R’s probability of election.
Instead, if voters believe that candidate R’s type belongs to interval (α1, α2)
and it is drawn from the distribution F , while candidate L is randomly drawn
from her original distribution then the decisive median voter is

e ([α1, α2] , f (·)) =
1

2

R α2
α1

β2f (β) dβ − (F (α2)− F (α1)
RD
0
β2f (β) dβR α2

α1
βf (β) dβ + (F (α2)− F (α1)

RD
0
βf (β) dβ

.

We denote by π ((α1, α2, f (·))) R’s probability of election. Using elementary
Analysis it can be shown that e (α3, f (·)) > e ([α1, α2] , f (·)) > e (α0, f (·)) if
α3 > α2 > α1 > α0 > 0. e (α, f (·)) is strictly increasing in α. e ([α1, α2] , f (·))
is strictly decreasing in α1, α2 (separately).
Finally, limα1→α−2

e ([α1, α2] , f (·)) = e (α2, f (·)) and
limα2→α+1

e ([α1, α2] , f (·)) = e (α1, f (·)).

1.2.2 The Electoral Equilibrium

A campaign strategy for candidate j = R,L is a function mj : Pj → Pj . j’s
campaign strategy is a costless announcement of a policy by candidate j.
If elected, candidate j has to choose a policy Pj . A policy strategy for incum-
bent j is a function sj : P

2
j × Pk → Pj , j 6= k.

Remark 1 Each incumbent is opposed to a randomly chosen challenger, then
there is no loss of generality in considering policy strategies that are independent
from the other candidate’s campaign message. We consider policy strategies
that depend only on incumbent’s type and from the electoral message she sent,
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which is policy of the form sj : P
2
j → Pj. With sR(α,m) we denote the policy

implemented a right wing incumbent of type α, who had sent an electoral message
m. Analogous notation is used for candidate L.

A voting strategy is a 4-uple (r1j , r2j)j=R,L where r1j : PR × PL × P →©
0, 12 , 1

ª
, r1R+ r2L = 1 and r2j : PR×PL×Pj ×P →

©
0, 12 , 1

ª
. r1j(mR,mL, γ)

represents the probability the median voter votes for candidate j at the first
election, when she is of type γ and has observed electoral messages (mR,mL). If j
results elected after campaign messages (mR,mL), r2j(mR,mL, sj , γ) denote the
probability that the median voter of type γ votes for her, when she implements
policy sj .

Remark 2 Like in Remark 1, there is no loss of generality in considering sec-
ond stage voting strategies independent of first stage loser’s campaign, Then, we
consider voting strategies that depend only on incumbent electoral message, on
the policy she implemented and on median voter’s type, which is r2j : P 2j ×P →©
0, 12 , 1

ª
, for j = R,L.

A belief at the first election about candidates is a function µ1 from the
cartesian product of campaign messages PL ×PR to the set of joint probability
distributions on P 2. A belief at the second election is a function µ2 from the
cartesian product of campaign messages, first stage voting outcomes, and policy
outcomes to the set of joint probability distributions on P 2.

Definition 1 An electoral equilibrium consists of strategies (mR, sR), (r1R, r2R),
(mL, sL), (r1L, r2L) and beliefs (µ1, µ2) such that
(1) For all α ∈ PR, mR(α) maximizes in m

DZ
−D

0Z
−D

r1R(m,mL(β), γ)
£
y − k(α− sR(α,m)

2
¤
f(β)g(γ)dβdγ +

DZ
−D

0Z
−D

r1R(m,mL(β), γ1)r2R(m, sR(α,m), γ2)δyf(β)g(γ1)g(γ2)dβdγ1dγ2.

(2) For all (α,m) ∈ [0,D]× [0,D], sR(α,m) maximizes in s ∈ [0,D]:

−k(α− s)2 +

DZ
−D

r2R(mR (α) , sj , γ))δyg(γ)dγ.

Analogous requirement are imposed on candidate L’s strategies

(3) For all (mR,mL, γ) ∈ [0,D]× [−D, 0]× [−D,D]:

r1R(mR,mL, γ) = 1if E
£
(γ − sR(·))2 | µ1(mR,mL)

¤
< E

£
(γ − sL(·))2 | µ1(mR,mL)

¤
.

r1(mR,mL, γ) =
1
2 if E

£
(γ − sR(·))2 | µ1(mR,mL)

¤
= E

£
(γ − sL(·))2 | µ1(mR,mL)

¤
.
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r1(mR,mL, γ) = 0 if E
£
(γ − sR(·))2 | µ1(mR,mL)

¤
> E

£
(γ − sL(·))2 | µ1(mR,mL)

¤
.

Expectations are taken with respect to µ1.
Analogous requirements are imposed on candidate L’s first term probability of
election.

(4) For all (m, s, γ) ∈ [0,D]× [0,D]× [−D,D]:

r2R(m, s, γ) = 1 if E
£
(γ − αR)

2 | µ2(mR, s)
¤
< E

£
(γ − αL)

2 | µ2(mR, s)
¤
.

r2R(m, s, γ) = 1
2 if E

£
(γ − αR)

2 | µ2(mR, s)
¤
= E

£
(γ − αL)

2 | µ2(mR, s)
¤
.

r2R(m, s, γ) = 0 if E
£
(γ − αR)

2 | µ2(mR, s)
¤
> E

£
(γ − αL)

2 | µ2(mR, s)
¤
.

Expectations are taken with respect to µ2.
Analogous requirement are imposed on candidate L’s second term probability of
election

(5) Beliefs are computed using Bayes’ rule whenever possible.

Conditions (1) and (2) say that each candidate’s electoral and policy strate-
gies are sequentially optimal given her opponent’s strategies and voters’ decision.
Conditions (3) and (4) say that voters’ decisions are optimal at each election,
given their beliefs.

Definition 2 An electoral equilibrium {(mj , sj) , (r1j, r2j), (µ1, µ2)}j=R,L
is symmetric if (mR(α), sR((α),mR(α))) = − (mL(−α), sL((−α),mL(−α)))
for all α ∈ [0,D].

Set:

π1R(mR,mL(·)) =
DZ
−D

0Z
−D

r1R(mR,mL(β), γ)f(β)g(γ)dβdγ.

π2R(mR, s) =

DZ
−D

r2R(m, s, γ)g(γ)dγ.

π1R and π2R are candidate R’s probabilities of winning the first and the
second election, respectively.
Define analogous quantities for candidate L.

Definition 3 An electoral equilibrium {(mj , sj) , (r1j, r2j), (µ1, µ2)}j=R,L
is monotonic if:
(R) π1R(mR(α),mL(·)) and π2R(mR(α), sR (α)) are decreasing on [0,D], and
sR (α,mR (α)) is increasing on [0,D]7 .

(L) π1L(mR(·),mL(α)) and π2L(mL(α), sL (α)) are increasing on [−D, 0] and
sL (α,mL (α)) is decreasing on [−D, 0].

7Unless otherwise stated, decreasing and increasing will stay for weakly decreasing and
weakly increasing, respectively.
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In words, an electoral equilibrium is monotonic if centrist candidates have
higher probabilities of being elected, and implement more centrist policies.
Let {(mj , sj) , (r1j , r2j), (µ1, µ2)}j=R,L be an electoral equilibrium.
Let x ∈ [0,D] and set Ω(x) = {α : mR(α) = x}. Ω(x) is called an electoral
pool.
Let x, z ∈ [0,D] and set Ω(x, z) = {α : sR(α, x) = z}. Ω(mR(α), sR(α,mR(α)))
is called a policy pool.
Let x, α, α0 ∈ [0,D], α 6= α0. If Ω(mR(α)) = {α} or Ω(mR(α), sR(α,mR(α))) =
{α} we say that α separates in campaign or in policy, respectively. Other-
wise, we say that α pool. If {α, α0} ⊂ Ω(mR(α)) or if {α, α0} ⊂ Ω(mR(α), sR(α,mR(α)))
we say that α and α0 pool (together) in campaign or in policy, respectively. If
Ω(mR(α)) = {α} and Ω(mR(α), sR(α,mR(α))) = {α} for all α ∈ [0,D], then
the equilibrium is fully separating. If only one of the two conditions holds,
then the equilibrium will be said separating in campaign and in policy,
respectively.
Analogous definitions hold for candidate L. All along the paper, we devote our
attention to symmetric monotonic equilibria. Then, in the analysis, it suffices to
consider only one of the two candidates. We will analyze R’s strategies omitting
the subscript R, when there is no risk of ambiguity. Furthermore we use s (α)
for s (m(α), α), π1(α) for π1(mR(α),mL(·)) and π2(α) for π2(m(α), s(α)).
The following Remark points out the connectivity properties of monotone equi-
libria.

Remark 3 Let {(mj , sj) , (r1j , r2j), (µ1, µ2)}j=R,L be a monotonic equilibrium.
(1) For each α ∈ [0,D], Ω(m(α), s(α)) is connected, hence it is an interval.
(2) If s(α) = s(α0) then π1(α) = π1(α

0) and π2(α) = π2(α
0).

There is no loss of generality in assuming that candidates having the same prob-
ability of election at the first stage use the same electoral campaign (we assume
candidates only use pure strategies). Under this assumption, we can state (2)

as.
(3) s(α) = s(α0)⇒ m(α) = m(α0).

Monotonicity has a very intuitive appeal and helps to get rid of unlikely
equilibria, for example of situations in which centrists and moderates present
different electoral platforms, but extremists pool with centrists.
We say that the electoral campaign is meaningful if there exist α, α0 ∈ [0,D],
such that π1(α) 6= π1(α

0).

1.3 Preliminary results on monotonic equilibria

The first result provides an additional reason that makes monotonic equilibrium
a reasonable choice in this environment. Any electoral equilibrium is, locally,
monotonic. In all electoral pools, equilibrium policies are monotonic and second
stage election probabilities are decreasing.
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Lemma 1 Let x ∈ [0,D] be a campaign message. In all symmetric equilibria:
(i) s(α, x), is increasing in α on Ω(x).

(ii) π2(x, s(α, x)) is decreasing in α on Ω(x)8 .

Symmetric claims hold for candidate L.

From Lemma 1, it follows:

Corollary 1 In any non monotonic equilibrium the electoral campaign is mean-
ingful.

In any monotonic equilibrium, if the types (α1, α2) belong to the same policy
pool, then there is a set of unused policies. This result will be frequently used.
It implies that the policy function has a discontinuity, at the end of any policy
pool.

Lemma 2 Let x ∈ [0,D] be a policy and let α1 < α2. If s(α) = x for all
α ∈ (α1, α2), then there exists h > 0 such that policies in (x, x+ h) are not used
or s(α) = x on (α2,D].

The next result shows that the threat of reelection is effective on the incum-
bent. In order not to decrease her chances of reelection, she will implement a
policy which is more centrist than her favorite one.

Lemma 3 In a monotonic equilibrium, if s (α) is separating on [α1, α2) then
s (α) < α on [α1, α2).

It follows that in any monotonic equilibrium some candidates’ types are
pooling in order to increase the probability of winning the elections. This fact
implies that a full separating equilibrium does not exist.

Proposition 1 There exists no policy separating monotonic equilibrium. Hence
there is no full separating equilibrium.

Proof. Otherwise, from Lemma 3 s(0) < 0. Any full separating equilibrium is
equivalent to a monotonic equilibrium so the second claim follows from the first
one.

1.4 The MD1 refinement
In this section, we present an equilibrium refinement, introduced by Bernheim
and Severinov (2003) and studied also in Kartik (2005) for one round signalling
games in which costless and costly messages are present. Differently from Kar-
tik (2005) in our model there are two senders and receiver’s type is unknown.
Furthermore, cheap talk and costly signalling are not simultaneous. We then

8Property (i) holds in any electoral equilibrium, either symmetric or asymmetric.
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adapt the refinement to our framework. We apply it only to policies that are
never used in equilibrium.
Before the Monotonic D1 criterion is defined, we introduce some notation. We
will refer to the lower and highest probability of election, following a given pol-
icy x. For all x ∈ [0,D] set

πlR(x) = sup
sR(α)>x

π2R(α) if sR (α) > x for some α ∈ [0,D]

πlR(x) = π2R(D, f(·)) otherwise

and

πhR(x) = inf
sR(α)<x

π2R(α), if sR (α) < x for some α ∈ [0,D]

πhR(x) = π(0, f(·)) otherwise

Analogous bounds are symmetrically defined for candidate L.

Definition 4 An electoral equilibrium satisfies the monotonic D1 (MD1)
criterion if
(1) It is monotonic

(2) Let m∗ = (mR(β
∗
R),mL(β

∗
L)) for some (β

∗
R, β

∗
L) ∈ PR × PL. Let x ∈ [0,D]

with µ (x | βR, βL) = 0 for all (βR, βL) ∈ PR × PL. Assume that there exists a
non-empty set of types Ω ⊂ [0,D] such that, for each α /∈ Ω, there exists some
α0 ∈ Ω such that for all π ∈ [πlR(x), πhR(x)]:
π1R(β)

¡
y − k(x− α)2 + πδy

¢
≥ π1R(α)

¡
y − k(sR(α)− α)2 + π2(α)δy

¢
=⇒

π1R(β)(y − k(x− α0)2 + πδy) > π1R(α
0)
¡
y − k(sR(α

0)− α0)2 + π2(α
0)δy

¢
then µ(·, · | m,x) = µR(·)f(·) and suppµR (· | m,x)) ⊂ Ω.
Analogous requirement is symmetrically imposed on candidate L.

In the case in which [πlR(x), πhR(x)] is substituted by [π(D, f(·)), π(0, f(·))]
we would have an adaptation to our setup of the D1 criterion introduced by
Cho and Kreps (1987). (2) extends the monotonicity requirements to out of
equilibrium beliefs. If an elected official implements out of equilibrium policy
x, she should expect of being reelected with probability between πlR (x) and
πhR (x). The refinement assign positive probability only to those types who
benefit most from this deviation. From now on, we will refer to MD1 equilibria
only, if not otherwise stated.

1.5 Equilibrium characterization and existence
If s (·) is increasing then it has at most a countable set of discontinuity points
and it is differentiable almost everywhere (see Royden (1988)). There is no loss
of generality in assuming that the electoral campaign is monotonic increasing
and that m(α) = α when type α is separating, and that agents having the same
probability of being elected at the first election make the same announcement.
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Denote by α1, α2, ...αk, ... where 0 ≤ α1 < α2 < ... < αk < ... ≤ D the
discontinuity points of s.

Lemma 4 Assume that, for some i = 1, 2, ..., k, ..., the types in (αi, αi+1) belong
the same policy pool. Then they belong to the same campaign pool.

Proof. Let 0 ≤ α < α0 < α00. By contradiction, assume that some types in
(α, α0) ⊂ (αi, αi+1) send message m and that the types in (α0, α00) ⊂ (αi, αi+1)
send message m0. Let α0 + ε imitate type α0 − ε. The gain in the probability of
being elected at the first stage is bounded below by a strictly positive constant.
The gain in second election probability is non negative. For ε → 0 the loss in
policy term goes to 0 by continuity, so the deviation would be profitable for ε
small enough.

Observe that α = argmaxα0 π1(α0))
h
y − k (s(α0)− α)2 + π2 (α

0) δy
i

So, almost everywhere.

π01(α)
h
y − k (s(α)− α)2 + π2 (α) δy

i
+π1(α)) [−2ks0(α)) (s(α)− α) + π02 (α) δy] = 0

(1.1)

In particular, if all agents in (α0, α00) pool on the same campaign but use
different policies (π1(α)))

0 = 0 so that

[−2ks0(α)) (s(α)− α) + π02 (α) δy] = 0 on (α
0, α00) (1.2)

Remark 4 If π1 and π2 are C1 and strictly decreasing both problems defined
by the differential equations above and the terminal condition S(D) = D have
a unique solution such that s(α) < α on (D − ε,D) , for arbitrary small ε > 0.
The result follows from Lemma 5 in the Appendix (see also Kartik (2005)). Such
solution is such that s(α) < α on (0,D). Furthermore s(0) < 0. Otherwise the
graph of s should crosses the diagonal at some α∗ > 0. In this case limα→α∗+

s0(α) = ∞. This is impossible: if the graph cross the diagonal it must be from
below because s (α) < α on (0,D).

For all α, α0 such that m (α) = m (α0), set

T (α, β, x, π2) = π1(β)
¡
y − k(x− α)2 + π2δy

¢
−π1(α)

¡
y − k(s (α)− α)2 + π2 (α) δy

¢
.

Remark 5 Condition (2) of Definition 4 can be written in this case as
Let m∗ = (mR(β

∗
R),mL(β

∗
L)) and let x ∈ [0,D] with µ (x | βR, βL) = 0 for all

(βR, βL) ∈ PR×PL. If there exists a non-empty set of types Ω ⊂ [0,D] such that,
for each α /∈ Ω, if there exists some α0 ∈ Ω such that, for all π ∈ [πl(x), πh(x)]

T (α, β, x, π2) ≥ 0 =⇒ T (α0, β, x, π2) > 0,

then µ(·, · | m,x) = µR(·)f(·), where suppµR (· | m,x)) ⊂ Ω.
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When there is no risk of ambiguity we omit the arguments β, x, π2 and we
write simply T (α) for T (α, β, x, π2) and T 0 (α) for ∂T

∂α (α, β, x, π2).
From Equation 1.1 it follows that

T 0 (α) = 2k [π1(α) (α− s (α))− π1(β) (α− x)] . (1.3)

Any MD1 equilibrium is characterized by a cutoff type that divides pooling
types from separating types.

Proposition 2 Any symmetric MD1 is essentially equivalent9 to an equilibrium
in which, for all i, there exists α∗ ∈ (0,D] such that
(i) sR(α) = 0 on [0, α∗]
(ii) If α∗ < D then sR(α) is separating on (α∗,D] and sR(D) = D.

We can go further and characterize all MD1 equilibria. According to Propo-
sition 2 they can belong to four categories:
(i) Babbling: equilibria in which all types pool in campaign and policy.
(ii) Campaign irrelevant but policy significative equilibria, in which all
types send the same electoral message, but the more extremist types separate
in policy.
(iii)Weakly expressive campaign equilibria in which centrists and extrem-
ists form different campaign pools but extremists separate in policy
(iv) Expressive campaign equilibria where centrists pool on the same elec-
toral promise and on the same policy and extremists separate both in campaign
and in policy.
The larger is the degree in which candidates cares about the policy they

implement, the larger are the possibilities of relevant electoral campaign.

Theorem 1 A symmetric MD1 equilibrium exists. There exist k0 < k1 < k2
and there exists strictly decreasing functions α1 (k) , α2 (k) , α3(k) with
limk→∞ αi(k) = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, such that

(i) For k ≤ k0 all MD1 equilibria are fully pooling, which is m(α) = m(0) and
s(α) = 0 for all α ∈ [0,D]. If k > k0 such equilibria are not MD1.

(ii) For k ≥ k0 there exists an MD1 equilibria such that m(α) = m(0) for all
α ∈ [0,D], s(α) = 0 for all α ∈ [0, α1(k)], s (α) is separating on (α(k),D].
(iii) For k ≥ k1 there exists an MD1 equilibrium in which m(α) = m(0) for all
α ∈ [0, α2(k)) and m(α) = m(α2(k)) 6= m(0) for all α ∈ [α2(k),D], s(α) = 0
for all α ∈ [0, α2(k)] and s (α) is separating on [α2(k),D].

(iv) For k ≥ k2 there exists an MD1 equilibrium in which m(α) = m(0) for
all α ∈ [0, α3(k)) and m(α) = α for all α ∈ [α3(k),D]. s(α) = 0 for all
α ∈ [0, α2(k)] and s (α) is separating on [α3(k),D].
Any symmetric MD1 equilibrium is essentially equivalent to one of the equilibria
described above.

9Essentially equivalent means that it is equal, excepted, at most a zero measure set of
types.
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Observe that the expressive campaign equilibrium of point (iv) asymptoti-
cally converges to a fully separating equilibrium, in which electoral promises are
maintained.
Theorem 1 relies on the possibilities of threatening the reelection perspectives
of the incumbent, if she shirks. It requires beliefs to be correlated outside of the
equilibrium path.
In the real world electoral disappointment does have an effect on electors. The
model we presented does not capture this aspect because the idiosyncratic shocks
defining median voter exact position is independent across periods and uncorre-
lated to actions. Electoral disappointment can be introduced as a shift of voters
distribution, correlated with the degree of electoral fulfillment. To make things
simple as possible assume that median voter distribution is shifted to left in the
case of an R incumbent, or to the right in the case of an L incumbent of a fix
factor x > 0, if the elected officer deviates from the expected policy(ies)10 . The
reader can easily verify that the claim of Theorem 1 holds even if we impose
voters’ beliefs about the two candidates to be independent. More precisely, if

x ≥ D − D2−R D
0

βf(β)dβ

D+
R D
0

βf(β)dβ
the k0, k1, k2 found in the proof of the result would

stay the same. Otherwise their value would be larger as it would harder to
induce extremists not to pool in campaign. We conjecture that a similar result
can be obtained also through a shock which is continuously dependent from the
distance between expected policy and implemented one.
The MD1 refinement applies only to zero probabilities policies. It is strong

enough to shrink dramatically the set of possible equilibria. The key, as for
Universal Divinity, is that we ask the support of the distribution to be minimal.
If the function T has a a unique maximizer, α, then to such maximizer must be
given probability one. Like in Banks (1990), this leads to equilibria characterized
by a unique cutoff type.
The claim of Proposition 1 relies on the boundedness of the type space.

Allowing for an unbounded type space can lead to full separation in sender-
receiver games with both costly messages and cheap talk (see Kartik (2005)).
It is not the case here. We would obtain full separation in policy, but total
pooling in campaign. The reason is that, asymptotically, candidates utilities
is null, so it is the effect of career concerns. Very extremist candidates would
be incomparably better off by maximizing their first election probability. Full
separation could probably be obtained in the case in which candidates care also
about challengers’ implemented policy.

1.6 Conclusions

The paper has presented a model of electoral competition under incomplete
information in which candidates care about both office and the policy. It in-
troduces incomplete information and the dynamic aspects of a double election
and it proves that electoral campaign is able to convey relevant information to

10Excluding the case of a totally out of equilibrium policy, which defines the MD1 criterion.
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voters even when campaigning is not costly. The work opens a possibility for en-
dogenous commitment. The result is driven by both candidates’ career concern
and the threat of failed reelection. The impossibility for candidates to sustain
policies that are too faraway from their ideal ones shapes then policy they carry
out in the first term. Extending Harrington (1993), I find that not only reelec-
tion pressure but also policy motivation can give relevance to electoral promises.
Despite of it centrists’ electoral opportunism cannot be eliminated. It can be
only be reduced if candidates’ degree of policy implication is high enough. This
is consistent with the empirical literature which estimates that only a part (even
if relevant) of policies are responsive to electoral compromises.
The investigation can be extended in different directions. On the one hand

toward the study of more complex models of competition. In our model the
" world ends" after the second election. So just before there is no place for
meaningful electoral competition before the last election. Allowing for repeated
interactions should make it relevant. A suitable and realistic model would be
the one of an overlapping generation of politicians that can stay in the office for
a fixed number of terms. The threat to reelection imposed on the incumbent
would be reinforced, and so the degree of commitment.
On the other hand, a partially unexplored field is the nature itself of electoral

campaign. It is usually modeled as a one-shot policy announcements (either
costly or cheap). Despite of it, in the real world, electoral campaigns are com-
plex and longer interactions between electors and politicians. Voters are contin-
uously exposed to announcements. Politicians invest many resources in pools
to discover electors’ intentions and tastes. The empirical literature considered
these aspects as an important part of the process of information transmission
((see for instance Alvarez (1998)). Parties try both to send reliable messages
and to get information about electors. There is little theoretical investigation
about such phenomena, but the models of repeated cheap talk (see Krishna and
Morgan (2004)) could provide useful tools to deal with the topic.
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1.8 Appendix

1.8.1 Section 1.3

Proof of Lemma 1 Let 0 ≤ α < α0. Set t = s(α, x), t0 = s(α0, x), π =
π2(x, s(α, x)) and π0 = π02(x, s(α

0, x)).
(i) The proof of the claim is by contradiction. Assume that t0 < t. From
incentive compatibility it follows:

−k(t− α)2 + πδy ≥ −k(t0 − α)2 + π0δy.
−k(t− α0)2 + π0δy ≥ −k(t− α0)2 + πδy.

Which is:

(π − π0) δy + k
£
(t0 − α)2 − (t− α)2

¤
≥ 0.

(π0 − π) δy + k
£
(t− α0)2 − (t0 − α0)02

¤
≥ 0.

Summing up the two inequalities:

(t0 − α)2 − (t− α)2 + (t− α0)2 − (t0 − α0) ≥ 0.

Simplifying:
(α− α0) (t− t0) ≥ 0

that yields a contradiction because α < α0.
(ii) The proof of the claim is by contradiction. Assume that π > π0.
From (i) and from the definition of monotonic equilibrium it follows that
it cannot be the case that α and α0 belong to different policy pools or that
α and α0 belong the same policy pool or that α0 pools with some other
type while α separate. It must be the case that α pools and α0 separates.
From Remark 3, the pool α belongs to is an interval (α1, α2) (or [α1, α2],
or (α1, α2], or [α1, α2)). In such a case the decisive median voter for α is:

e(α) =
1

2

R α2
α10

β2f (β) dβ − (F (α2)− F (α1))
RD
0
β2f (β) dβR α2

α1
βf (β) dβ + (F (α2)− F (α1))

RD
0
βf (β) dβ

while the decisive median voter for α0 > α is:

e(α0) =
1

2

(α0)2 −
RD
0

β2f (β) dβ

α0 +
RD
0
βf (β) dβ

> e (α)

which yields a contradiction.

Proof of Lemma 2 From Remark 3, part (3)m(α) constant on (α1, α2). There
is no loss of generality in assuming that (α1, α2) is the interior of the cor-
responding policy pool. From monotonicity s(α2) ≥ x.
Consider first the case s(α2) > x. Then policies in (x, s(α2)) are not used
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in equilibrium.
Now let s(α2) = x and set bx = lim α&α2s (α) = inf α>α2s (α). Observe
that s(α) > x for α > α2. By contradiction, suppose that bx = x. Set
π1ε = π1(α2 + ε), π1 = π10, π2ε = π2(α2 + ε), π2 = π20. It must be
the case that π2ε < π2 and 0 < π1ε ≤ π1 for all ε > 0. The difference
π2 − π2ε is bounded below by some positive constant c. Furthermore,
(s (α2 + ε)− (α2 + ε))2 > (x− α2 − ε)2 for all ε > 0 Otherwise, α2 + ε
could profitably deviate by mimicking α2.
For all 0 < ε < ε∗ set
L(ε) = π1

³
y − k (x− α2 − ε)

2
+ π2δy

´
−

π1ε

n
y − k [s (α2 + ε)− (α2 + ε)]2 + π2εδy

o
L(ε) is the net loss or the net gain to type α2+ ε from imitating type α2.
As it is an equilibrium L(ε) ≤ 0 for all ε > 0.
L(ε) ≥ π1k

h
(s (α2 + ε)− (α2 + ε))

2 − (x− α2 − ε)
2
i
+π1ε∗(π2−π2ε)δy ≥

π1k
h
(s (α2 + ε)− (α2 + ε))2 − (x− α2 − ε)2

i
+ π1ε∗cδy.

infε>0 π1k
h
(s (α2 + ε)− (α2 + ε))

2 − (x− α2 − ε)
2
i
= 0, then for ε small

enough L(ε) > 0, a contradiction.

Proof of Lemma 3 By contradiction, suppose that s(bα) = bα for some bα ∈
(α1, α2). Let ε ≥ 0 and set π1ε = π1 (bα+ ε, ), π1 = π10, π2ε = π2R (bα+ ε)
π2 = π20. As s is strictly increasing π2ε < π2 and π1ε ≤ π1for all ε > 0.
Let L(ε) be the net loss or the net gain to type bα+ ε from imitating typebα. At equilibrium L(ε) ≤ 0 for all ε > 0.
L(ε) = π1

¡
y − kε2 + π2δy

¢
− π1ε

n
y − k [s (bα+ ε)− (bα+ ε)]

2
+ π2εδy

o
L(ε) ≥ π1

¡
y − kε2 + π2δy

¢
−π1ε {y + π2εδy} ≥ π1ε∗

£
−kε2 + (π2 − π2ε) δy

¤
,

for some fixed ε∗ > 0. π1ε∗ > 0 and π2ε = π(bα+ ε, f(·)).
Set B(ε) = π1ε∗

£
−kε2 + (π2 − π2ε) δy

¤
, then:

dB(ε)
dε = −π1ε∗

¡
2kε+ dπ2ε

dε

¢
and

dB(ε)
dε |ε=0 = −π1ε∗

³
dπ(bα+ε,f(·))

dε |ε=0
´
> 0 from Example 1.

As B(0) = 0, then B(ε) > 0 for ε small enough. But then type bα+ε could
profitably mimic type bα, for ε small enough, yielding a contradiction.
By contradiction, assume that s(α) > α. Consider type α0 = s(α) > α.
By monotonicity s(α0) > s (α) because agents in [α1, α2) separate. But
then α0 could profitably imitate α: the probabilities of election at both
stages increase and she would not pay policy costs.

1.8.2 Section 1.5

Lemma 5 Let f be a strictly negative C1 functions defined on [0,D]×B where
B is a real interval such that [0,D] $ B ⊂ (−∞,D]. Then there exists a solu-
tion, defined on [0,D], to the following ordinary differential equation problem:



22 CHAPTER 1. y0 (x) (y − x) = f (x, y (x))
y(D) = D
y(x) ≤ x

Furthermore, if there exists δ > 0 such that fy (x, y) ≥ 0 for every (x, y) ∈
{(x, y) ∈ B : ||(x, y)− (D,D)|| < δ, y < x, }, then the solution is unique.

Proof. The problem does not satisfy the local Lipschitz conditions in a neigh-
borhood of D. The existence part of the Proof is by approximation. Let yε be
the solution of the following Cauchy problem:½

y0 (x) (y (x)− x) = f (x, y (x))
y(D) = D − ε

Here the local existence and uniqueness theorem applies. In order to prove that
yε(x) can be extended to the interval [0,D] it suffices to show that there exists
no x∗ ∈ [0,D), such that limx→x∗+ y0ε(x) = ∞. In this case the extension the-
orem applies. First observe that if yε is defined and C1in the interval (x∗,D] .
From yε(D) = D − ε and y0ε (x) (yε (x)− x) < 0 it follows that y0ε (x) > 0
and yε (x) < x on (x∗,D]. If limx→x∗+ y0ε(x) = ∞, then limx→x∗+ yε(x) =
x∗. It follows that, for δ > 0 small enough, y0ε (x) > 2 on (x∗, x∗ + δ]. Let
0 < δ

0
< δ. By the intermediate value theorem yε (x

∗ + δ) − (x∗ + δ) =

yε
¡
x∗ + δ0

¢
−
¡
x∗ + δ0

¢
+ y0ε

¡
x∗ + δ00

¢ ³
δ − δ

0´
for some δ0 < δ00 < δ but then

yε (x
∗ + δ)− (x∗ + δ) > yε

¡
x∗ + δ0

¢
−
¡
x∗ + δ0

¢
+2

³
δ − δ

0´
. Let δ0 → 0. From

the previous observations it follows that the RHS converges to 2δ while the LHS
is independent of δ0 < δ. Then yε (x

∗ + δ) − (x∗ + δ) > 2δ > 0, which yields
a contradiction. yε (x) is C1 with respect to ε on [0,D) (Pontryagin (1962),
ch. 23). yε (D) → D for ε → 0. By contradiction, assume that, for some
x ∈ [0,D), yε(x) is not converging for ε→ 0. In particular, for some 0 < δ < D,
the Ascoli-Arzelá Theorem does not apply in [0,D − δ]. The family {yε}ε>0
is uniformly bounded in [0,D − δ] (because yε(x) ≤ x on [0,D − δ]). It must
be the case that {yε}ε>0 it is not uniformly continuous then supε>0 y0ε = ∞.
As above, it follows that yε (x) > x for some ε and some x ∈ [0,D − δ], a
contradiction. So yε converges uniformly to some y in each interval [0,D − δ].
Each yε satisfies y0 (x) (y (x)− x) = f (x, y (x)), and y0ε converges uniformly to
some continuous z. Then y0 = z. The local existence and uniqueness theorem
implies that y is independent of the choice of δ. The function y is defined and
differentiable on [0,D) and satisfies y0 (x) (y (x)− x) = f (x, y) because each yε
satisfies it. y(x) < x on [0,D) otherwise y0 (x) → ∞ for x → x∗, some x∗

against the uniform convergence of y0ε. The existence part is proved by setting
y(D) = limx→D y(x) = 0.
Now we prove uniqueness. Let f such that that, for some δ > 0, fy (x, y) ≥ 0 for
every (x, y) ∈ {(x, y) ∈ B : ||(x, y)− (D,D)|| < δ, y < x, }. By contradiction,
assume that y1 and y2 two different solutions of the problem. The local exis-
tence and uniqueness theorem implies that the graphs of the function cross only
at (D,D). There is no loss of generality then in assuming that y1 (x) < y2 (x) on
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[0,D). Then, for some δ small enough y01 (x) > y02 (x) for all x ∈ [D − δ,D). For
x next to D, we have y02 (x) (y2 (x)− x) ≥ y01 (x) (y1 (x)− x) = f (x, y1 (x)) ≥
f (x, y2 (x)) with at least one strict inequality. This yields a contradiction be-
cause y2 solves the ODE problem.
From Lemma 2 follows that if some types (α0, α00) ⊂ (αi, αi+1) are in the

same policy pool then (αi, αi+1) is included in the same policy pool. So if (αi, α)
with α ≤ αi+1 are separating then types in (αi, αi+1) are all separating.

Lemma 6 In a symmetric MD1 equilibrium
(i) s(0) = 0
(ii) If types in (αi, αi+1) are in the same policy pool then agents in (αi+1, αi+2)
separate.
(iii) If types in (αi, α1+1) separate then αi+1 = D
(iv) s (D) = D

Proof. For i = 1, ...,. Set si = limα%αi s (α) and set si = limα&αi s (α).
Set s0 = 0, s0 = s(0) sD = limα%D s (α) and set sD = s(D) ≤ D. By
definition si < si for i = 1, 2.... and s0 ≤ s0, sD ≤ sD. From equilibrium
monotonicity it follows that for all i = 1, 2..., x ∈

¡
si, si

¢
T1 (α, β, x, π) < 0

if α > αi and T1 (α, β, x, π) > 0 for α < αi. Then from Condition (2) µ(αi |
m(β), x) = 1 because T increases as α approaches αi. For x ∈

¡
s0, s0

¢
and α > 0,

T1 (α, β, x, π) < 0 so µ(αi | m(β), x) = 1. Finally, for all x ∈
¡
sD, sD

¢
∪ (sD,D),

T1 (α, β, x, π) > 0 then for all x ∈
¡
sD, sD

¢
∪ (sD,D), µ(D | m(β), x) = 1.

(i) By contradiction, suppose that s(0) > 0. From the result above, for ε small
enough µ(0 | m(0), ε) = 1. Then ε can profitably deviate by sending (m(0), ε).
(ii) Let s∗ = s(α) for all α ∈ (αi, αi+1). If agents in (αi+1, αi+2) are pooling
then, for ε small enough αi+1+ε can profitably deviate by implementing policy
si − δ, with δ small enough µ(αi+1 | m(αi+1 + ε), si − δ) = 1. It is because,
from the continuity of x on (αi+1, αi+2), the gain in second election probability
is bounded below by a positive constant, while loss in policy term is of order δ2.
(iii) If types in (αi, αi+1) are separating and types in (αi+1, αi+2) are pool-
ing then type αi+1 + ε can profitably deviate by sending (m(αi+1 − ε), si − δ).
µ(αi+1 | (m(αi+1 − ε), si − δ)) = 1. For δ small enough, the loss in policy term
is compensated by the gain in election probability. If types in (α, αi+1) are pool-
ing then, for ε small enough αi+1 + ε can profitably deviate by implementing
policy si − δ, with δ small enough. µ(αi+1 | m(αi+1 + ε), si − δ) = 1 The loss
in policy term is of order δ2, the gain in second election probability is bounded
below by a positive constant.
(iv) If s(D) < D, for , µ(D | m(D),D) = 1, because for all x ∈ (s(D),D) the
function T has a maximum between x and D. Then D can profitably deviate
by implementing policy D − ε, with ε < D − s(D).

Proof of Proposition 2 It suffices to show that α∗ > 0. By contradiction,
assume that α∗ = 0. In this the equilibrium would have a monotonic
electoral equilibrium with separating policies contradicting Proposition 1.

Proof of Theorem 1 We will always assume that, whenever beliefs are not
imposed by Bayesian, consistency or by the MD1 refinement, if a candidate
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announces a policy and implements a different one, then the median voter
will not confirm her. This is consistent as we allow beliefs to be correlated.
Let us consider the different possibilities.
(a) The first case is α∗ = D so that the equilibrium is equivalent to an
equilibrium in which all types are pooling together at 0 a and at both
stages they are elected with probability 1

2 , and after the first election all
pool on policy 0. The payoff for type α is 12

£¡
1 + δ

2

¢
y − kα2

¤
. This is an

MD1 equilibrium if and only if 12
£¡
1 + δ

2

¢
y − kD2

¤
≥ 1

2y and
δ
2y−kD2 ≥

δyπ2 (D), otherwise type D could profitably separate by implementing
policy D (at the campaign and at the policy stage respectively 11) which
is as far as:

k ≤ min
½

yδ

2D2
, yδ

µ
1

2
− π2 (D)

¶¾
= yδ

µ
1

2
− π2 (D)

¶
= k0

where π2 (D) is the probability a candidate is elected at the second stage
if perceived as type D and the other candidate is selected from FL, which

is with probability
h
1−G

³
1
2

D2−R D
0

β2f(β)dβ

D+
R D
0

βf(β)dβ

´i
< 1

2 , because of the sym-

metry of G. For k < k0 a (continuous of) pooling equilibrium exists but
it does not satisfies the MD1 criterion.
(b) The second case is that α∗ < D, and all types pool at the first stage.
In such a case all types are elected with probability 1

2 at the first election.
At the second stage type α ∈ [0, α∗] is elected with probability:

π2 ([0, α
∗]) = [1−G (e ([0, α∗] , f (·)))]

where:

e ([0, α∗] , f (·)) = 1

2

R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ − F (α∗)
RD
0

β2f (β) dβR α∗
0

βf (β) dβ + F (α∗)
RD
0

βf (β) dβ
.

e ([0, α∗] , f (·)) is the decisive voter when the types in [0, α∗] are pool-
ing and matched to a challenger selected from the original distribution.
Elementary analysis shows that −D < e ([0, α∗] , f (·)) < D for α∗ > 0 and
e ([0, α] , f (·)) it is strictly increasing. Furthermore, limα∗→0+ e ([0, α∗] , f (·)) =
−12

R D
0

β2f(β)dβR D
0

βf(β)dβ
∈ [−D, 0]. limα∗→D− e ([0, α

∗] , f (·)) = 0. So π2 (α) is

strictly decreasing and differentiable in α.
A type α ∈ (α∗,D] is elected at the second stage with probability:

π2 (α) = 1−G (e (α, f (·)))

where:

e (α, f (·)) = 1

2

α2 −
RD
0
β2f (β) dβ

α+
RD
0
βf (β) dβ

.

11 See the proof of Proposition 2 above.
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We have −D < e ([0, α∗] , f (·)) < e (α, f (·)) < D. So π2 (α) < π2 ([0, α
∗])

for α > α∗. e (α, f (·)) is strictly increasing on (α∗,D]. limα∗→D− e (α, f (·)) =
1
2

D2−R D
0

β2f(β)dβ

D+
R D
0

βf(β)dβ
∈ (0,D). So π2 (α) is strictly decreasing and continu-

ously differentiable in α∗.
If s(α) is separating on (α∗,D], it must satisfy:

2ks0(α)) (s(α)− α) = π02 (α) δy

with the final condition s(D) = D. Furthermore, α∗ = α1(k) > 0 must be
indifferent between separating and pooling, then:µ

1

2
+ δπ2 ([0, α

∗])
¶
y − kα∗2 =

µ
1

2
+ δπ2 (α

∗)
¶
y − k (s(α∗)− α∗)2 .

Set H(α) =
¡
1
2 + δπ2 ([0, α])

¢
y − kα2 −

¡
1
2 + π2 (α) δ

¢
y + k (s(α)− α)

2.
s (0) < 0. So H(0) > 0. H (D) = [π2 ([0,D])− π2 (D)] δy − kD2 =£
1
2 − π2 (D)

¤
δy−kD2 ≤ 0 if k ≥ k0. H 0 (α) < 0 = dπ2([0,α])

dα δy−2ks (α) <
012 . It is easily seen that s (α1(k)) > 0 because if s(α) = 0 then H(α) > 0.
Through implicit differentiation

dH(α1(k))

dk
= Hα(α1(k))

dα1(k)

dk
+Hk(α1(k)) = 0

so

dα1(k)

dk
=
−Hk(α1(k))

Hα(α1(k))
= − s2 (α1(k))− 2α1(k)s (α1(k))

dπ2([0,α1(k)])
dα δy − 2ks (α1(k))

< 0.

Then α1(k) is strictly decreasing in k.
From H(α1(k)) = 0 follows α1(k)→ 0 as k→∞.
(c) In the third case there are two campaign pools [0, α∗) and(α∗,D], with
the second separating in policies. [0, α∗) types’ election probabilities are

π1 ([0, α
∗]) =

1

2
F (α∗) + (1− F (α∗)) [1−G (e ([0, α∗) , (α∗,D]))] .

and π2 ([0, α
∗)) , respectively, where (e ([0, α∗) , (α∗,D])) is the decisive

median voter of pool [0, α∗) against pool (α∗,D]: her location is:

1

2

(1− F (α∗))
R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ − F (α∗)
RD
α∗ β

2f (β) dβ

(1− F (α∗))
R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ + F (α∗)
RD
α∗ β

2f (β) dβ

which is, simplifying:

1

2

R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ − F (α∗)
RD
0
β2f (β) dβR α∗

0
β2f (β) dβ + F (α∗)

hRD
α∗ β

2f (β) dβ −
R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ
i .

12Because s solves the differential equation.
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Observe that G (e ([0, α∗) , (α∗,D])) ≤ 1
2 , because e ([0, α

∗) , (α∗,D]) ≤ 0.
(α∗,D]’s election probabilities are:

π1 ((α
∗,D]) = (F (α∗)) (1−G (e ((α∗,D] , [0, α∗)))) +

1

2
(1− F (α∗))

and π2 (α), respectively, where:

e ((α∗,D] , [0, α∗)) =
1

2

F (α∗)
RD
α∗ β

2f (β) dβ − (1− F (α∗))
R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ

F (α∗)
RD
α∗ β

2f (β) dβ + (1− F (α∗))
R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ

From the symmetry of the distribution G, G (e ([0, α∗) , (α∗,D])) = 1 −
G (e ((α∗,D] , [0, α∗))) = 1−G ≤ 1

2 . so:

π1 ((α
∗,D]) = (F (α∗)) (G (e ([0, α∗) , (α∗,D]))) +

1

2
(1− F (α∗))

and π1 ([0, α∗]) = π1 ((α
∗,D])+ 1

2 −G (e ((α∗,D] , [0, α∗))) ≥ π1 ((α
∗,D]).

As above, on (α∗,D] s must satisfy:

2ks0(α)) (s(α)− α) = π02 (α) δy

and α∗ must satisfy:
π1 [0, α

∗]
£
1 + π2 ([0, α

∗]) δy − kα∗2
¤
=

π1 ((α
∗,D])

h
1 + π2 (α

∗) δy − k (s(α∗)− α∗)2
i

Set H(α, k) =
©
(π1 ([0, α

∗]) + δπ2 ([0, α
∗])) y − kα∗2

ª
−

−
n
(π1 ((α

∗,D]) + π2 (α
∗) δ) y − k (s(α∗)− α∗)2

o
As above, it can be shown, that a unique solution to H(α2(k), k) = 0
exists if and only if H(D) > 0 which is if and only if k ≥ k∗1 > k0 where
H(D, k∗1) = 0. α2(k) is strictly decreasing and α2(k)→ 0 as k →∞.
It must be checked that type D does not want to imitate type α2(k) in
the campaign and then implement D, which is
π1 [0, α2(k)] y ≤ π1 ((α2(k),D]) [(1 + π2 (D)) δy], or, equivalently 1

2 −G−
π1 (α2(k),D)π2 (D) δ ≤ 0 but π1 (α2(k),D) = −F (α2(k))

¡
1
2 −G

¢
+ 1

2

Then the condition is
¡
1
2 −G

¢
(1 + F (α2(k))π2 (D) δ) ≤ π2(D)δ

2 .
Consider the functionR(α) =

¡
1
2 −G (e ([0, α) , (α,D]))

¢
(1 + F (α)π2 (D) δ)−

π2(D)δ
2 . R(0) = −π2(D)δ

2 < 0, R0 > 0. As α2(k) & 0 as k → ∞, there
exists a unique k∗ > 0 such that this kind of equilibrium exists only for
k ≥ k∗. Set k1 = max {k∗, k∗1}.
(d) The last possible case is that agents in [0, α∗] pool in campaign and
policy, and agents in (α,D] separate in campaign and in message. Then
the probability of first stage election of types in in [0, α∗] is:

π1([0, α
∗]) =

1

2
F (α∗) +

Z D

α∗
[1−G (e ([0, α∗] , β))] f (β) dβ
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where, for all α > α∗:

e ([0, α∗] , α) =
1

2

R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ − F (α∗)α2R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ + F (α∗)α
.

e ([0, α∗] , α) < 0 as α > α∗. So G (e ([0, α∗] , α)) < 1
2 .

If α∗ < α < D then is separating in campaign D is elected with probabil-
ity:

π1(α) = F (α∗) (1−G (e (α, [0, α∗]))) +
1

2

Z D

α∗

·
1−G

µ
β + α

2

¶¸
f (β) dβ

where

e (α, [0, α∗]) =
1

2

F (α∗)α2 −
R α∗
0

β2f (β) dβR α∗
0

β2f (β) dβ + F (α∗)α
.

So G (e (α, [0, α∗])) = 1
2 +G (e ([0, α∗] , ))

We can write

π1([0, α
∗]) =

1

2
F (α∗) +

Z D

α∗

·
3

2
−G (β, e ([0, α∗]))

¸
f (β) dβ

which is:
3

2
− F (α∗)−

Z D

α∗
[G (β, e ([0, α∗]))] f (β) dβ.

Now s must satisfy the differential equation:

π01(α)
h
y − k (s(α)− α)

2
+ π2 (α) δy

i
+

π1(α)) [−2ks0(α)) (s(α)− α) + π02 (α) δy] = 0
And α∗ = α3 (k) has to satisfy π1 ([0, α∗])

£
1 + π2 ([0, α

∗]) δy − kα∗2
¤
=

π1 (α
∗)
h
1 + π2 (α

∗) δy − k (s(α∗)− α∗)2
i

Exactly as above one can prove the existence and uniqueness of α3 (k) and
of k2 such that the strategies are an equilibrium iff k ≥ k2.
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Chapter 2

Implementation with State
Dependent Feasible Sets and

Preferences:
A Renegotiation Approach

Abstract

In this chapter we present a model of implementation based on
the idea that agents renegotiate unfeasible allocations. We charac-
terize the maximal set of Social Choice Correspondences that can
be implemented in Nash Equilibrium with a class of renegotiation
functions that do not reward agents for unfeasibilities. This result
is used to study the possibility of implementing the Walrasian Cor-
respondence in exchange economies and several axiomatic solutions
to problems of bargaining and bankruptcy.

29
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2.1 Introduction

Since the classic papers of Hurwicz in the early seventies, a great deal of atten-
tion has been devoted to the problem of implementing social choice rules when
preferences are state dependent (see, e.g. Jackson [2000] for a survey). In con-
trast, very few contributions have dealt with the problem of implementing social
choice rules when the set of feasible outcomes is state dependent. The problem
is that, in this case, some messages yield unfeasible allocations. Thus, we have
to describe how to deal with unfeasible allocations. The standard approach is
to design a state dependent mechanism in which the planner can ex-post ver-
ify if players are exaggerating endowments or technological capabilities (i.e. by
asking them to put endowments on the table). If infeasibility occurs, players
expect a serious punishment (Hurwicz et al. , [1995], Tian [1993], Tian and Li
[1995], Hong [1995], [1996], [1998], Serrano and Vohra [1997] and Dagan et al.
[1999]).
We have several reservations about this approach: the assumptions of ex-

post verification of exaggeration only, and a serious punishment if infeasibility
arise are rather extreme. Moreover, it is not clear how to proceed without them.
This approach also produces a curious asymmetry between mechanisms coping
with state dependent preferences (“demand”) and mechanisms coping with state
dependent endowments (“supply”). The former are state independent but the
latter are state dependent. Finally, the implementing mechanisms are hard to
describe so it may be costly to use them.
In this chapter we present a model based on the idea that unfeasible alloca-

tions are renegotiated. We model the social process which transforms unfeasible
allocations into feasible ones by means of a reversion function. This concept
originates in Maskin and Moore (1999) and has been developed by Jackson and
Palfrey (2001). In these papers the reversion function formalized the process of
renegotiation by means of which agents trade goods allocated by the mechanism
or veto some feasible allocations. In our case, the reversion function represents
the way in which society reacts to unfeasible allocations.1 Consequently, the
properties that we impose on the reversion function are very different from
those assumed by the earlier literature.
In this chapter we assume complete information. This is a clean scenario

which looks to be a good candidate for a first trial of our ideas. Thus we
concentrate on Nash implementation and assume that agents know the reversion
function. Therefore the reversion function induces new preferences, to be called
reverted preferences (this is the ”translation principle” in Maskin and Moore
[1999]). Reverted preferences are state dependent even if preferences are not.
Hence, implementation when the feasible set is state dependent reduces to the
case of implementation when only preferences are state dependent. However,

1Renegotiation may be channelled by institutions or may be totally free. A striking example
is that of a legal system. Once infractions are detected there are institutions designed to punish
transgressors and to restore feasibility. In our case we can think of the feasible set including
not only the properly feasible allocations, but also all punishments and additional devices that
can be administrated by the designed institutions, as well as the delays that may occur.
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as remarked by Maskin and Moore, ”results from the standard literature are
too abstract to give a clear indication of how serious a constraint renegotiation
is...”.
We focus our attention in a class of reversion function in which, should an in-

feasibility arise at least one agent is made worse off. We call this a non-rewarding
reversion function. Reversion functions considered before do not fall into this
class because they assume that agents are made better off by renegotiating. The
difference is explained by the fact that in their case, renegotiation comes from
the inability of the mechanism to stop agents from reaching mutually beneficial
trades. In our case renegotiation arises from the physical impossibility of car-
rying out the intended plans so that somebody has to make a sacrifice in order
to achieve feasibility. An extreme case of a non-rewarding reversion function is
when, should an infeasibility arise, all agents are punished so that they prefer
any allocation without punishment to the situation in which they are punished.
This strong form of punishment -which we will call generalized severe- resem-
bles the one implicitly assumed in the previous literature, but in our case it only
serves an instrumental role: we show that in the class of non-rewarding rever-
sion functions, the generalized severe reversion function implements the largest
class of social choice rules (Proposition 3).
An easy adaptation of the classic result shows that monotonicity, when re-

verted preferences are given by the generalized severe reversion function, is a
necessary and almost sufficient condition of implementation in Nash equilibrium
(Remark 1). Thus, our first task is to characterize monotonicity. We show that
it is equivalent to a weak form of unanimity and a generalized form of con-
traction consistency (Proposition 2). The former property is satisfied by most
social choice rules and the latter is similar to Nash’s independence of irrelevant
alternatives.
Next, we apply the previous result to several frameworks and compare our

findings with the earlier literature. In the case of exchange economies, weak
unanimity is trivially satisfied by any individually rational social choice rule.
We show that the Constrained Walrasian rule satisfies generalized contraction
consistency and thus is implementable (Proposition 3). However, the individual
rationality requirement which in Hurwicz et al. (1995) is necessary and suf-
ficient for feasible implementation, is not sufficient for implementation in our
framework. The reason is that they not only assumed that players never exag-
gerate their endowments. Since a mechanism is designed for each state of the
world, it is implicitly assumed that players never use messages designed for a
different state of the world even if such messages lead to an outcome which is
feasible in the current state of the world. We turn our attention to bargain-
ing problems. We show that if the disagreement point is not state dependent
the Nash Bargaining solution is implementable with a non-rewarding reversion
function (Proposition 4). This agrees with the findings of Serrano (1997) and
Naeve (1999). We also show that the Kalai-Smorodinski solution is not imple-
mentable. Finally, we consider the taxation problem in which the mechanism
has to collect a given amount of taxes. We find a negative result, namely that
a taxation method is implementable if and only if it is a serial dictatorship, i.e.
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agents are arranged so that any agent pays the minimal tax compatible with the
following agents to be able to complete the required amount (Proposition 5).
This negative result contrasts with the permissive results obtained by Dagan
et al. (1999). The difference between our approaches is that in their case the
report sent by agents matters for the renegotiation and in our case it does not.
Our result serves to highlight the negative consequences of disregarding reports
(i.e. a fiscal amnesty) even if all agents show endowments.
The rest of the chapter goes as follows: Section 2 spells out the model.

Section 3 introduces reversion functions. Sections 4 and 5 study implementation
under the assumption that the reversion function is non rewarding. Section 6
concludes.

2.2 The model

In this section we provide the main definitions. Let us first describe the envi-
ronment.
Let I = {1, ..., n} be the set of agents. Let ωi be the type of i and Ωi be agent
i’s type set. Let Ω ⊂

Qn
i=1Ωi be the set of all possible states of the world. Each

ω ∈ Ω is characterized by a list of individual outcome sets (X1(ω), ...,Xn(ω)),
a feasible set A(ω) ⊂

Qn
i=1Xi(ω) ≡ X(ω) and a preference profile R(ω) =

(R1(ω), ..., Rn(ω)). The outcome set of i might include sanctions that can be
charged to i and other constraints such as individual rationality, etc. A(ω)
contains all feasible allocations including punishments that arise in state ω. Set
A ≡

S
ω∈ΩA(ω). Let a = (a1, ..., an) ∈ A be an allocation, also written (ai, a−i),

for i = 1, ..., n. Let Ai(ω) = {ai ∈ Xi(ω) : ∃ a−i such that (ai, a−i) ∈ A(ω)}
be agent i’s feasibility constraint. Observe that A(ω) can be written too asTn
i=1 {a : ai ∈ Ai(ω)}. Ri(ω) is a preference relation, a complete, reflexive and

transitive binary relation on X(ω). Pi(ω) denotes the corresponding strict pref-
erence relation. Let Li(a, ω) = {x ∈ A(ω) : aRi(ω)x} be agent i’s lower contour
set of ai. Let <i ≡ ∪ω∈ΩRi(ω) be the set of i’s admissible preferences relations.
Set < =

Qn
i=1<i. With abuse of notation, for every profile of preferences R ∈ <

we will also denote by R the preference profile that R induces on A.
A correspondence F : Ω³ A such that F (ω) ⊂ A(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω will be called
a Social Choice Rule (SCR for brevity).
A mechanism is a pair (M,g) where M ≡

Qn
1 Mi is the message space and

g : M → A is the outcome function. Mi denotes agent i’s message space. Let
m = (m1, ..,mn) ∈ M , be a list of messages, also written (mi,m−i). Given
ω ∈ Ω, a mechanism (M, g) induces a game (M,g,R(ω)).
A message profile m∗ ∈M is a Nash equilibrium for (M, g,R(ω)) if, for all i ∈ I
g(m∗)Ri(ω)g(m

∗
−i,mi) for all mi ∈Mi.

NE(M, g,R(ω)) will denote the set of allocations that are yielded by all Nash
equilibria for (M, g,R(ω)).
The mechanism (M, g) implements F in Nash equilibrium if, for all ω ∈ Ω
NE(M, g,R(ω)) = F (ω).
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2.3 Reversion functions

Since outcomes that are feasible in some states may be unfeasible in others, we
have to describe how society deals with unfeasible allocations. We assume that
if an allocation is unfeasible it is transformed into a feasible one by a process
that might involve delays (because renegotiation takes time), penalties to some
individuals, etc. This systematic way in which the reallocation process takes
place will be called a reversion function.2 This reallocation may correspond to
a “free-market renegotiation” or to a process where the planner applies some
kind of punishment or a bankruptcy rule. Formally:

Definition 5 A reversion function is a map h : A×Ω→ A such that, for each
ω ∈ Ω, i) h(a, ω) ∈ A(ω) ∀a ∈ A and ii) h(a, ω) = a ∀a ∈ A(ω).

A reversion function always yields feasible allocations (condition i) above)
and is such that feasible allocations are not renegotiated (condition ii) above).
The latter condition is made in order to separate the issue of infeasibility from
the issue of pure renegotiation.3

If the reversion function can be chosen by the planner, under weak condi-
tions, any single valued SCR can be implemented as the next example shows.
Assume that there is a state of the world, say ω0, in which the feasible set

is larger than in any other state, i.e. A(ω) $ A(ω0), for all ω 6= ω0. Then, any
single-valued SCR such that F (ω0) ∈ A(ω0) \

S
ω0 6=ω

A(ω) can be implemented for

some reversion function: take a constant mechanism g(m) = F (ω0), ∀m ∈ M
and a reversion function h(F (ω0), ω) ≡ F (ω), ∀ω ∈ Ω. h fulfils the conditions for
a reversion function since F (ω0) is unfeasible at any state different than ω0 and
by definition it provides the desired allocations. Notice that implementation
occurs in dominant strategies.

This example implies that in order to obtain meaningful results it is better
not to allow the designer of the mechanism to also design the reversion function.
This is also intuitively agreeable because it seems reasonable that there are
aspects of renegotiation that are beyond the control of the designer. Thus, in
the rest of the chapter we will assume that the reversion function is exogenously
given.
To explain the next step, consider the simplest possible case: At states of the

world ω and ω0 the preference profile, say R, is the same. Let a, b and c be three
allocations that are feasible at state ω. Assume that aPibPic for some agent i.
In state ω0, a is not feasible and is renegotiated to c and b is feasible. So, even
if the underlying preferences are the same in both states, player i prefers a to
b at state ω and b to a at ω0. To formalize and extend this idea we give the
following definition.

2See Amorós (2004) for a model with several renegotiation functions.
3A tautological interpretation of the latter condition is that A(ω) is the set of allocations

that are not renegotiated at ω.
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Definition 6 Given ω ∈ Ω and a reversion function h, the reversion of R(ω)
on A(ω), denoted by Rh(ω) is

aRh
i (ω)b⇔ h(a, ω)Ri(ω)h(b, ω), ∀ a, b ∈ A, ∀ i ∈ I.

Lhi (a, ω) = {b ∈ A : h(a, ω)Ri(ω)h(b, ω)} will be called the lower contour set of
a at ω with respect to Rh(ω).

Then, when the reversion function is h, we can interpret that agents’ prefer-
ences are the reverted preferences, i.e. they only care about reverted allocations.
The next definition is a straightforward adaptation of the standard notion of
implementation in Nash equilibrium.

Definition 7 A social choice rule F is h-implementable in Nash Equilibrium if
there exists a game form (M, g) such that for all ω ∈ Ω

F (ω) = h(NE(M, g,Rh(ω))).

In words, F is h-implementable in Nash equilibrium if and only if it is imple-
mentable in Nash equilibrium when, for each ω ∈ Ω, the correspondent prefer-
ence profile is Rh(ω). In other words, once we consider that agents’ preferences
are those induced by the reversion function, we can deal with h-implementation
exactly in the same way as done in the classical implementation problem.
In the study of the restrictions that a state dependent feasible set imposes

on implementation, we concentrate on monotonicity (or Maskin-monotonicity).
As observed by Jackson (2001), monotonicity is the most important obstacle to
implementation in Nash equilibrium. For instance, it is not generally satisfied
by the Walrasian social choice rule. Monotonicity is a necessary and almost
sufficient condition for a SCR to be implementable in Nash equilibrium (see
Maskin (1999) or Repullo (1987)). Thus it is the first condition to deal with.
A SCR satisfies monotonicity whenever an alternative is chosen at a state of

the world and it rises in each agent’s preference ranking at another state of the
world, then it must be chosen also at this state. Now we restate the definition
of monotonicity in terms of reverted preferences. Let h be a reversion function.

Definition 8 A social choice rule F is h-monotonic if, for all ω, ω0 ∈ Ω and
for each a such that h(a, ω) ∈ F (ω)

Lhi (a, ω) ⊂ Lhi (a, ω
0) ∀ i =⇒ h(a, ω0) ∈ F (ω0).

The importance of h-monotonicity is highlighted by the following remark
whose proof is a straightforward adaptation of an standard result mentioned
before and, therefore, is omitted:

Remark 6 If a social choice rule is h-implementable in Nash equilibrium, it
is h-monotonic. Moreover in economic environments with #I > 2 if a social
choice rule is h-monotonic, it is h-implementable in Nash equilibrium.4

4An economic environment is one in which no two agents agree on the top allocation of
their preference rankings.
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2.4 Non-Rewarding Reversion Functions: Basic
Results

In this section, we restrict our attention to a class of reversion functions where
renegotiation is not advantageous for all players. We will call them Non-
Rewarding. We will show that inside this class a particular reversion function
-that we will call Generalized Severe- implements the maximal set of SCR. Then,
we will characterize the SCR that can be implemented under generalized severe
reversion functions.

Let us start by defining the following class of reversion functions:

Definition 9 A reversion function is non-rewarding if for all ω,ω0 ∈ Ω and
for each a ∈ A(ω) there exist i ∈ I, c ∈ A(ω0) such that aRi(ω)h(c, ω) and
cPi(ω

0)h(a, ω0) or Lhj (a, ω) ⊂ Lhj (a, ω
0) for all j.

Consider the case where the feasible set is constant and only preferences
change. In this case the first condition in the definition postulates the existence
of a pair of allocations for which there is a preference reversal.5 In the case where
preferences are fixed and the feasible set varies, the idea is that when agents
renegotiate, something bad happens -delays, punishments engineered from the
designer, etc.- and this is what causes the inversion of the ranking of a and c in
the reverted preferences. The second condition in the definition considers the
case where a has improved in everybody’s ranking when passing from ω to ω0.
It takes care of the case where A(ω0) ⊂ A(ω) because if a ∈ A(ω0) no feasible
reversal around a can take place.
Consider now a specific reversion function which belongs to the class of non-
rewarding ones. Suppose that, should an infeasibility arise, players are redi-
rected to what they consider to be the worst possible allocation. This reversion
function resembles the assumption made in previous papers that agents do not
choose unfeasible messages because the planner detects infeasibility and imposes
a punishment in such a way that agents prefer any other feasible allocation to
this punishment. However, our interest in this particular reversion function
arises from the fact that it allows finding the maximal set of SCR that can be
implemented under non-rewarding renegotiation (see Proposition 3 below).
Let G ∈ A(ω), ∀ω ∈ Ω be such that for all i, aPi(ω)G with a 6= G and a ∈ A(ω).
G will be called the “generalized punishment point”. The reversion function
with h(a, ω) = G if a /∈ A(ω) will be called generalized severe and the induced
preferences Rh(ω) will be called the saturation of R(ω) on A(ω) defined by the
following properties.
For all i ∈ I:
(1) If a, b ∈ A(ω) then aRh

i (ω)b if and only if aRi(ω)b
(2) If a ∈ A(ω) and b /∈ A(ω) then aPh

i (ω)b
(3) If a, b /∈ A(ω) then aIhi (ω)b

5This condition was emphsized by Maskin and Moore (1991): ”The other problem that
renegotiation poses is that it interferes with “preference reversal”.
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We show that generalized severe reversion implements the largest set of social
choice rules among the class of non-rewarding reversion functions.

Proposition 3 Let F be a SCR which is h−implementable in Nash Equilibrium
with a non rewarding reversion function. Then F is implementable in Nash
Equilibrium with a generalized severe reversion function.

Proof Let (M, g) implementing F with reversion function h.
Let a ∈ F (ω). Let m(ω, a) be a Nash equilibrium of

©
M, g;Rh(ω)

ª
such

that g(m(ω, a)) = a.
Let Bi(ω, a) = g(Mi × {m−i(ω, a)}) be the attainable set of i.
Set Bh

i (ω, a) =
S
ω0∈Ω{c ∈ A(ω0) : aRi(ω)h(c, ω), cPi(ω0)h(a, ω0) if for

some b ∈ Bi(ω, a), aRi(ω)h(b, ω), h(b, ω0)Pi(ω0)h(a, ω0)}
Set Bh = Im g ∪ (

S
ω,ω0∈Ω
i∈I

{c ∈ A(ω0) : aRi(ω)h(c, ω), aPi(ω0)h(c, ω0) if for

some b ∈ Bi(ω, a), aRi(ω)h(b, ω), h(b, ω0)Pi(ω0)h(a, ω0)}).
Observe that for all ω ∈ Ω, a ∈ F (ω), and i, Bh

i (ω, a) ⊂ Bh. Thus:
- Bh

i (ω, a) ∩A(ω) ⊂ Bi(ω, a) ∩A(ω) for all ω.
- aRh

i (ω)x for all x ∈ Bi(ω, a) and for all i ∈ I.
- If aRi(ω

0)x for all i ∈ I , x ∈ Bh
i (ω, a)∩A(ω0) then a ∈ F (ω0). Otherwise

there would exist j ∈ I and b ∈ Bj(ω, a) such that h(b, ω0)Pi(ω0)h(a, ω0).
h is non-rewarding so there exists c ∈ A(ω0) such that aRj(ω)h(c, ω),
cPj(ω

0)h(a, ω0). By definition c belongs to Bh
j (ω, a).

Using the assumption that h is non-rewarding we can prove, exactly as
above:
- If b ∈ Bh

i (ω, a) for some i ∈ I is such that, for some ω0 ∈ Ω, bRi(ω
0)x for

all x ∈ Bh
i (ω, a) ∩ A(ω0), and if bRh

j (ω
0)x for all x ∈ Bh ∩ A(ω0) for each

j 6= i then b ∈ F (ω0).
- If b ∈ Bh is such that for some ω0 ∈ Ω, bRh

i (ω
0)x ∀ x ∈ B for all i, then

b ∈ F (ω0).
For all i set M 0

i = {(ω, a); a ∈ F (ω)} × Bh ×N, where N is the set of
integers. Let M 0 =

QN
1 M 0

i , and g0 :M 0 −→ A such that:
a) g0(m) = a if mi = (ω, a, b, n) ∀i.
b) If there exists a unique i such that for all j 6= i mj = (ω, a, b, n)
and mi = (ωi, ai, bi, ni) is such that (ω, a, b, n) 6= (ωi, ai, bi, ni) then set
g0(m) = b if bi ∈ Bh

i (ω, a), otherwise set g
0(m) = a.

c) Otherwise set g0(m) = bi where i = min argmaxj{nj ;mj = (ωj , aj , bj , nj)}.
This is the canonical mechanism in Nash implementation. It is proved im-
mediately that (M 0, g0) implements F by generalized severe punishment.

In words, generalized severe reversion implements any SCR implementable
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with non-rewarding reversion functions.6 , 7 The rest of this section will be de-
voted to study the former. According to Remark, 1 this leads us to study
h-monotonicity under saturated preferences.
We now introduce two properties that are necessary and sufficient for h-

monotonicity under generalized severe reversion.

Definition 10 A SCR F satisfies Weak Unanimity (WU) if for all ω, ω0 ∈ Ω
such that A(ω0) ⊂ A(ω) and for all a ∈ A(ω)\A(ω0) such that Li(a, ω)∩A(ω0) ⊂
Li(a, ω

0) for all i ∈ I, a /∈ F (ω).

When preferences are fixed, WU says that if all alternatives available at ω0

are also available at ω, the SCR will not select at ω an alternative which is
available at ω but not at ω0 if all players prefer any allocation available at ω0 to
it. If this condition is not satisfied, when the actual state is ω all agents have
incentives to underrepresent the economy and implement the decision intended
for state ω0. Notice that WU is equivalent to the following condition: if A(ω0) ⊂
A(ω) and a ∈ F (ω)\A(ω0) then there exists b ∈ A(ω0), b 6= G such that aRib for
some i ∈ I.

Definition 11 A SCR F satisfies Generalized Contraction Consistency (GCC)
if, for ω, ω0 ∈ Ω, and for a ∈ F (ω) ∩A(ω0) such that Li(a, ω) ∩A(ω) ∩A(ω0) ⊂
Li(a, ω

0) and A(ω0)\A(ω) ⊂ Li(a, ω
0) for all i ∈ I, a ∈ F (ω0).

When preferences are fixed and A(ω0) ⊂ A(ω), A(ω0)\A(ω) = ∅ ⊂ Li(a, ω)
for all i. In such a case GCC prescribes choosing at state ω0 any feasible alloca-
tion we have chosen at ω. Thus GCC is a weak version of Nash Independence
of Irrelevant Alternatives (see Roemer [1996], p. 55). In the general case, GCC
says that if a is selected at state ω, is feasible at ω0 and no better alternatives
are available in A(ω0)\A(ω), then a must be selected also at ω0.

Proposition 4 A SCR is h-monotonic under generalized severe punishment if
and only if it satisfies Generalized Contraction Consistency and Weak Unanim-
ity.

Proof Let h denote the generalized severe punishment reversion function.
We begin by proving the necessity of WU and GCC. Let F be h-monotonic.

6Proposition 3 can be proved under the following assumption that generalizes that of
a non-rewarding reversion function: whenever there exists i ∈ I with aRi(ω)h(b, ω) and
h(b, ω0)Pi(ω0)h(a, ω0) a ∈ A(ω) then there exists j and c ∈ A(ω0) such that: i) aRj(ω)h(b, ω)
and h(b, ω0)Pj(ω0)h(a, ω0) and ii) aRj(ω)h(c, ω) with cPj(ω0)h(a, ω0). This says that at least
one agent suffers as a consequence of unfeasibility in a way that could have been done through
a feasible allocation. For instance, the agent who is deemed responsible for the unfeasibility is
punished and there is an agent who does not get the bundle she consumed at the other state.

7The assumption of non rewarding is necessary for Proposition 3 to hold. Let Ω = {ω, ω0},
A(ω) = {a, b, c,G} and A(ω0) = {a, b,G}. Let n = 2 and Ri(ω) = Ri(ω0) = R for i = 1, 2
where bPaPc. Let F (ω) = a and F (ω0) = b. Let h(c, ω0) = b. h does not satisfy the non
rewarding assumption at c. F is h-implementable in NE by the simple mechanism which
leaves agent 1 to choose among a and c. But it cannot be implemented by severe generalized
punishment because F ( ) is not monotonic with respect to saturated preferences.
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Then F must satisfy WU. Let ω, ω0 ∈ Ω, let A(ω0) ⊂ A(ω) and let
a ∈ A(ω)\A(ω0) such that Li(a, ω)∩A(ω0) ⊂ Li(a, ω

0) and i ∈ I. By con-
tradiction, let a ∈ F (ω). Then Lhi (a, ω) = (Li(a, ω) ∩ A(ω)) ∪ A\A(ω) =
(Li(a, ω) ∩A(ω0))∪
(Li(a, ω) ∩ A(ω)\A(ω0)) ∪ A\A(ω) ⊂ (Li(a, ω

0) ∩ A(ω0)) ∪ A\A(ω0) =
Lhi (a, ω

0) for all i ∈ I. Then h-monotonicity implies that a ∈ F (ω0),
which is a contradiction as F (ω0) ⊂ A(ω0).
Now we consider GCC. Let a ∈ F (ω)∩A(ω0) such that Li(a, ω)∩A(ω)∩
A(ω0) ⊂ Li(a, ω

0) and A(ω0)\A(ω) ⊂ Li(a, ω
0) for all i ∈ I.

Lhi (a, ω) = (Li(a, ω) ∩A(ω) ∩A(ω0)) ∪ (Li(a, ω) ∩A(ω)\A(ω0))∪
(A(ω0)\A(ω)) ∪ ((A\A(ω))\A(ω0)) ⊂ (Li(a, ω0) ∩A(ω) ∩A(ω0))∪
(Li(a, ω

0) ∩ A(ω0)) ∪ A\A(ω0) = Lhi (a, ω
0). h-monotonicity implies a ∈

F (ω0).
We next show the sufficiency of WU and GCC for F to be h-monotonic.
Let ω, ω0 ∈ Ω, and let a ∈ F (ω) such that Lhi (a, ω) ⊂ Lhi (a, ω

0) for all i.
Consider the following three cases:
i) A(ω) ∩A(ω0) = {G}.
ii) A(ω) ∩A(ω0) 6= {G} and a /∈ A(ω0).
iii) A(ω) ∩A(ω0) 6= {G} and a ∈ A(ω0).
i) It is not possible. In such a case, there is no i ∈ I such that Lhi (a, ω) ⊂
Lhi (a, ω

0), since, from the definition of saturated preferences it follows that
aPh

i (ω)b and bPh
i (ω

0)a for all b ∈ A(ω0).
ii) It must be the case that A(ω0) ⊂ A(ω). Otherwise, from the definition
of saturated preferences, for all b ∈ A(ω0)\A(ω): aPh

i (ω)b and bPh
i (ω

0)a
for all i. Then we must have Li(a, ω) ∩ A(ω0) ⊂ Li(a, ω

0) for all i ∈ I
Otherwise for some i ∈ I, b ∈ A(ω0): aRi(ω)b and bPi(ω

0)a. But from
WU it would follow that a /∈ F (ω), a contradiction.
iii) It must be the case that Li(a, ω) ∩A(ω) ∩A(ω0) ⊂ Li(a, ω

0) and

A(ω0)\A(ω) ⊂ Li(a, ω
0) for all i ∈ I. Otherwise, either there exists b ∈

A(ω) ∩ A(ω0) such that aRi(ω)b and bPi(ω
0)a for some i ∈ I, or there exists

b ∈ A(ω0)\A(ω) such that aPh
i (ω)b and bPi(ω

0)a for some i ∈ I. Then GCC
implies that a ∈ F (ω0).
So F is monotonic. .

2.5 Non-Rewarding Reversion Functions: Ap-
plications

In this section we apply the findings of previous sections to exchange economies
and to bargaining and bankruptcy problems.

2.5.1 Exchange Economies: Withholding

First, we notice that in this environment with more than two agents, h-monotonicity
is necessary and sufficient for F to be h-implementable in Nash equilibrium.
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There are n agents and K goods. Let Xi = R
K
+ be i’s consumption set. We

assume that agents’ preferences and consumption sets do not vary but endow-
ments do. Let ui be a utility function that represents agent i’s preferences. Let
Ωi ⊂ RK

+ be the set of agent i’s possible endowments. For ω = (ω1, ..., ωn) ∈ Ω
set ω =

Pn
i=1 ωi. We consider that the planner can only transfer goods among

players. Then the allocation set contains the set of the balanced net transfers
and the generalized punishment point, A = {x ∈ RK×n :

Pn
s=1 xs = 0} ∪ {G}.

For all ω ∈ Ω the feasible set isA(ω) = {x ∈ A : xi+ωi ≥ 0 for i = 1, ..., n}∪{G}.
Then A(ω0) ⊂ A(ω) if and only if ω0 ≤ ω. In order to describe preferences on
net transfers, notice that the utility agent i gets from transfer xi when her
endowment is ωi is ui(xi + ωi). Thus, the utility function is state dependent
even if preferences are not. For each ω and for all x ∈ A(ω) for all i set
ui(x, ω) ≡ ui(xi + ωi).
Saturated preferences can be represented by the following utility functions:

uωi (x) = ui(x, ω) x ∈ A(ω)\ {G} .
uωi (G) = ui(0)− ε, ε > 0.

Let us first consider WU. It is easily seen that it suffices to consider only endow-
ments ω, ω0 such that ω0 ≤ ω. Then WU amounts to the following condition:
Condition α : For all ω, ω0 ∈ Ω such that ω0 ≤ ω, if a ∈ F (ω)\A(ω0) there

exists i such that ui(ωi + ai) ≥ ui(ωi − ω0i).
Observe that if (0, ωi) ⊂ Ωi for all i then Condition α requires simply the

SCR to be individually rational for at least one agent. It is a very weak require-
ment and it is obviously satisfied by many SCR, e.g., any Pareto efficient or any
individually rational SCR.
Stronger requirements are imposed by GCC. Also in this case, it suffices to

consider only endowments ω, ω0 ∈ Ω such that ω0 ≤ ω. GCC is satisfied if and
only if the following condition holds:
Condition β. For all ω, ω0 ∈ Ω such that ω0 ≤ ω, if a ∈ F (ω) ∩ A(ω0) and

a /∈ F (ω0), there exists i and x ∈ A(ω0) such that:

ui (ωi + ai) ≥ ui (ωi + xi) .

ui (ω
0
i + ai) < ui (ω

0
i + xi) .

Let us compare our conditions with Hong (1998). She showed that a SCR is
implementable by a collection of state dependent mechanisms if and only if the
following condition is satisfied:

ui(ωi + fi(ω)) ≥ ui(ωi − ω0i) for all i. (H)

Our Condition (α) is weaker than condition (H): If x ∈ A(ω0) then ui(ωi +
xi) ≥ ui(ωi − ω0i) for all i as all ui are increasing. Then if f(ω) ∈ A(ω0),
ui(ωi + fi(ω)) ≥ ui(ωi − ω0i) for all i. So for all ω, ω

0 such that f(ω) ∈ A(ω0)
condition (H) holds. Notice that our condition depends on the fact that each
agent cannot simply retain part of her endowment, but she has to make it
compatible with other agents’ messages. But our Condition (β) is not implied
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by Condition (H). Assume for instance that f(ω) ∈ A(ω0) then (H) imposes
no restrictions on f(ω0). If the translations by ω − ω0 of all agents’ indifference
curves through ω0+f(ω) are strictly above all agents’ indifference curves through
ω + f(ω), then condition (β) implies f(ω) = f(ω0). Formally if for all y ∈ {y :
ui(ω

0
i + fi(ω))) = ui(yi) for all i} we have ui(yi + ωi − ω0i) > ui(ωi + fi(ω)) for

all i, condition (β) imposes that f(ω) = f(ω0).
The difference between our conditions and Hong’s is explained by the fact that
her goal is to design one feasible mechanism (M(ω), g(ω)), for each possible
endowments ω, in a way such that the larger the feasible set, the larger the
message space. Two of her assumptions make our approaches different:
i) Hong assumes that players can not exaggerate their endowment and that
they can be punished by the message they send, not only for the allocation they
intend to obtain, if such an allocation is not feasible.
ii) Hong gives each player the power of retaining part of her endowments. In our
framework, we assume that players can collectively cheat the planner through
the mechanism by asking for a feasible allocation in which some agents retain a
part of their endowment.
Finally, let us analyze the implementation of the Constrained Walrasian

SCR. a is a Constrained Walrasian Allocation (CWA) at ω iff there exists p ∈
RK
+ such that ∀ i = 1, ..., n, a ∈ argmax {ui(ωi + xi) : pxi ≤ 0, x ∈ A(ω)}. p is

said to be an equilibrium price supporting a at ω. Let CW (ω) denote the set of
CWA at ω.

Proposition 5 Let utility functions be increasing, continuous and quasi-concave.
Let Ωi = (0, ωi) for all i for some ωi ∈ (0,∞). Then the Constrained Walrasian
SCR is implementable in Nash Equilibrium by generalized severe punishment.

Proof Under our assumptions CW (ω) is not empty for all ω ∈ Ω. To prove
the claim it suffices to show that CW satisfies Condition β. Let ω0 ≤ ω,
a ∈ CW (ω) ∩ A(ω0) and a /∈ CW (ω0). Let p an equilibrium price at ω.
Then there exists x ∈ A(ω0) with ui(ω

0 + xi) > ui(ω
0 + ai) and pxi ≤ 0

some i. A(ω0) ⊂ A(ω) so x ∈ {pxi ≤ 0, x ∈ A(ω)} . From the definition of
CW it follows ui (ωi + ai) ≥ ui (ωi + xi). Then CW satisfies Condition
β.8

2.5.2 Bargaining with unknown utility possibility set

We now consider the non-cooperative implementation of cooperative solution
concepts (Dagan and Serrano [1998] and Naeve [1999]).
A bargaining problem is a pair (U, v) where U ⊂ Rn

+ is the utility pos-
sibility set and v ∈ U is the disagreement point. We assume that U is con-
vex, closed, with a non empty interior and comprehensive (i.e. u ∈ U and

8The Walrasian CorrespondenceWC defined byWC(ω) = argmax {ui(ωi + xi) : pxi ≤ 0}
is not implementable in Nash Equilibrium by generalized severe punishment. An example is
available from the authors under request but intuitively it is clear that in our case preferences
vary, so we are back to the classical framework where such a problem is well known.
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u0 ≤ u, u0 ∈ Rn
+ implies u0 ∈ U). For each bargaining problem, (U, v) let

Uv = {u ∈ U : u ≥ v} be bounded. The Nash Bargaining Solution (NBS) is de-
fined as NBS(U, v) = argmaxu∈Uv

Qn
i=1(ui−vi). It is completely characterized

by the following properties: strong efficiency, individual rationality, scale covari-
ance, symmetry and independence of irrelevant alternatives. Let NBS(U, v)i
be the utility received by i.
We consider here non rewarding reversion function more suited to the situation.
We say that a reversion function is Not Severe if for all a ∈ A and ω ∈ Ω
h(a, ω) 6= G. We consider Uv as the feasible set of (U, v) and we assume that
unfeasible allocations are renegotiated into the disagreement point. Let h to
denote such reversion function. Clearly h is Non Rewarding. Agent i’s reverted
preferences at (U, v) are described by

uhi (u(U, v))) = ui if u ∈ Uv.

uhi (u(U, v)) = vi otherwise.

If the disagreement point is not known by the planner, NBS fails to sat-
isfy GCC: Let n = 2 and let U =

©
x ∈ R2

+ : x
2
1 + x22 ≤ 1

ª
. Let v = (0, 0)

and let v0 =
³
(12)

1
2 , 0
´
. Then NBS(U, v) =

³¡
1
2

¢ 1
2 ,
¡
1
2

¢ 1
2

´
∈ Uv0 ⊂ Uv but

NBS(U, v) 6= NBS(U, v0). Thus, according to Proposition 1, NBS is not im-
plementable in NE by any non-rewarding reversion function.9

The Kalai-Smorodinski solution does not satisfy GCC even with fixed disagree-
ment point. Then, Proposition 1 implies that it cannot be implemented in NE
by any non rewarding reversion function.10

Instead, when the disagreement point is known, the NBS satisfies both GCC
and WU as the reader can easily check. However, Proposition 2 cannot be used
to conclude that the NBS is implementable by generalized severe punishment
because Maskin Theorem requires at least three agents (see Remark 1).11

9This result agrees with the findings of Serrano (1997).
10A different interpretation of preferences on the utility possibility set may lead to more

permissive results. One can interpret them as if they were a measure of agents’ satisfac-
tion with respect to the disagreement point. A representation consistent with this view is
ui(u, (U, v)) = ui − vi. Then the preferences that h induces in this case are

uhi (u, (U, v)) = ui − vi if u ∈ Uv

uhi (u, (U, v)) = 0 otherwise

Observe that uhi (u, (U, v)) = uhi (u − v, (U − v, 0)). The reader can easily check that from
the translation invariance property of the NBS the analysis of the problem with unknown
endowments amounts to the previous situation with the endowment fixed and known at 0. In
this case applying Proposition 6 below yields a positive result.

11NBS does not satisfy no-veto power either. Let v = (0, 0, 0) and U =©
x ∈ R3

+ : max {x1, x2} ≤ 1,max {x1 + x3, x2 + x3} ≤ 1
ª
. Agent 1 and agent 2 prefer u =

(1, 1, 0) ∈ U to any other allocation, under saturated preferences but NBS(U, v) = ( 2
3
, 2
3
, 1
3
).
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We prove the result directly by using the characterizations by Moore and
Repullo (1990).

Proposition 6 Let n ≥ 2. The Nash Bargaining Solution is h-implementable
in Nash Equilibrium with a Non-Severe h if the disagreement point v is known.

Proof Let x = NBS(U, v). Let i ∈ I and let (U 0, v) be a bargaining prob-
lem. Let u ∈ Lhi (x, (U, v)) such that, at (U

0, v) and with reverted pref-
erences u is maximal for i in Lhi (x, (U

0, v)) and u is maximal in Rn
+ for

all agents different from i. We first prove that u = NBS(U 0, v). Ob-
serve that it must be the case that u is feasible at U 0 otherwise all agents
different from i would prefer some point in the interior of U 0v and that
uj = max

©
u0j : u

0 = (u0j , u
0
−j) ∈ U 0v

ª
for all j 6= i. In particular, u lies

on the boundary of U 0. If u 6= NBS(U 0, v) then NBS(U 0, v)i > ui. If
NBS(U 0, v) /∈ Uv u is not maximal in Lhi (x, (U, v)) for i when prefer-
ence are reverted at (U 0, v), a contradiction. Finally, consider the case
NBS(U 0, v) ∈ Uv. NBS(U 0, v) 6= NBS(U, v) and NBS (U, v) /∈ U 0v0 oth-
erwise u would not be maximal in Lhi (x, (U, v)) for i under reverted pref-
erences. Consider the segment joining NBS(U 0, v) and u. Such a segment
lies in U 0v because U

0
v is convex and it intersects {u0 ∈ Uv : NBS(U, v)i ≥ u0i }

because Uv is convex and NBS (U, v) /∈ U 0v. All along the segment the co-
ordinate i increases from u0i to NBS(U 0, v)i. Then there exists a point
in {u0 ∈ Uv : NBS(U, v)i ≥ u0i } which has the i-th coordinate strictly
greater than ui, a contradiction. Let u be maximal in Rn

+ for all agents
when preferences reverted at (U 0, v) then uj = max

©
u0j : u

0 = (u0j , u
0
−j) ∈ U 0v

ª
for all j. From efficiency it follows that u = NBS(U 0, v).
NBS satisfies Individual Rationality, Pareto efficiency and GCC, too. Then,
when n ≥ 3 the family of sets

©
Lh(x, (U, v))

ª
x=NBS(U,v)

satisfies condi-
tion µ in Moore and Repullo (1990). When n = 2 it satisfies condition µ1
in the same paper, because of the disagreement point. The application of
Theorems 1 and 2 there, respectively, leads to the claim.

2.5.3 Taxation

A taxation problem, is a pair (x, T ) ∈ Rn
+×R+ where x is the vector of taxable

incomes and T is the total amount to be collected such that
Pn

i=1 xi ≥ T (Dagan
et al. [1999]). A tax allocation t is a vector of Rn

+ and it is feasible for the taxa-
tion problem (x, T ) if t ≤ x and

Pn
i=1 ti = T . A taxation method is a function f

which associates a tax allocation to each taxation problem. We assume that the
planner knows the amount to be collected, T , but she does not know the taxable
vector x. Let Sn(T ) =

©
t ∈ Rn

+ :
Pn

i=1 ti = T
ª
be the set of tax allocations that

collect T . Let Ωn(T ) =
©
x ∈ Rn

+ :
Pn

i=1 xi ≥ T
ª
be the set of the states of the

world. Let Tn(x) = Tn(x, T ) =
©
t ∈ Rn

+ : 0 ≤ t ≤ x,
Pn

i=1 ti = T
ª
be the set

of feasible tax allocations at x. Each agent’s preferences only depend on her af-
ter tax income and are strictly increasing. Then we can assume ui(t, x) = xi−ti
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for each x ∈ Ωn(T ) and for each t ∈ Tn(x, T ). Assume that only income exag-
geration can be detected and punished. The reversion function is non rewarding.
Therefore, the hypothesis of Proposition 3 are fulfilled.
Let σ : I → I be a permutation or ranking on the agents. Set (i) = σ−1(i).

Let f (σ) be the following feasible taxation method.

fσ(1)(x) = min
©
t(1) : t ∈ Tn(x, T )

ª
.

fσ(j)(x) = min

(
t(j) : t ∈ Tn−j+1(x−{(1),...,(j−1)}, T −

j−1X
i=1

fσ(n−i)(x))

)
j = 1, .., n.

The first agent (1) pays her last feasible amount. The second agent pays her
last feasible amount given (1) payment and so on. Each agent is a dictator with
respect to the following players. For this reason fσ will be called the σ-serial
dictatorship.12

An equivalent definition for fσ is

fσ(n)(x) = min
©
x(n), T

ª
.

fσ(n−j)(x) = min

(
x(n−j), T −

n−j+1X
i=n

fσ(n−i)(x)

)
j = 1, .., n− 1.

In words, player n pays the whole amount to be collected if she has enough
income. Otherwise what is left is paid by player n− 1 if she has enough income
and so on.

Proposition 7 Let h be a non rewarding reversion function and let f be a
continuous feasible taxation method. If f is h−implementable in Nash Equi-
librium then it is a serial dictatorship. If f is a serial dictatorship then it is
h-implementable for any non rewarding h.

Proof For each x and t ∈ Tn(x) set I(t, x) = {y : t ≤ y ≤ x}. We first prove
that f((I(f(x), x)) = {f(x)} for all x. In particular, if I(f(x), x) ∩
I(f(x0), x0) 6= ∅, then f(x) = f(x0). Let x0 ≤ x. In such a case
T (x0) ⊂ T (x). Let t = f(x) ∈ T (x0), which is f(x) ≤ x0 then Li(t, x) ∩
T (x)∩T (x0) ⊂ Li(t, x

0). If x0 ≤ x and f(x) ≤ x0 then GCC prescribes that
f(x0) = f(x). In particular, f(x) = f(y) for all y such that f(x) ≤ y ≤ x.
By contradiction, let f be not a serial dictatorship. Then exist x,i, j such
that 0 < fi(x) < xi and 0 < fj(x) < xj . Then I(f(x), x) is at least 2
dimensional.
Let y ≥ x. We show that f(y) = f(x). On the contrary assume f(y) 6=
f(x). There is no loss of generality in assuming that f(z) 6= f(x) for all z

12 Serial dictatorship plays an important part in the characterization of SCF truthfully
implementable in Dominant Strategies (Satterthwaite and Sonnenschein [1981]) and in the
equilibrium in social systems in which property rights are weakly protected (Piccione and
Rubinstein [1993]).
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on the segment joining y and x. Otherwise, by continuity, we can substi-
tute x with the point x0, on the segment, having the largest coordinates.
From the observation above it follows that for all such z, f(z) /∈ T (x). Let
z → x on this segment then. By continuity f(z)→ f(x). If f(z) converges
then f(z)→ t∗, where t∗i = 0 or t

∗
j = 0.

Let x∗ = (T, ..., T ). It follows that f(y) = f(x) for all y ≥ f(x). If
y ¤ f(x) then f(y) = fσ(y) for some σ, because otherwise I(f(y), y) ∩
I(f(x∗), x∗) 6= ∅ and f(x∗) = f(x) is not feasible at y. But in such a case
f would not be continuous. A contradiction.
The proof of the second part of the claim is as in Proposition 6.

We end this section by noting that there are also discontinuous feasible
taxation methods that are h−implementable in Nash equilibrium as the proof
of the previous result suggests. Let x∗ = (T, ..., T ), let t ∈ Ω(T ) and let σ be a
permutation on I.

f(x) = (
T

n
, ...,

T

n
) for all x ≥ (T

n
, ...,

T

n
).

f(x) = fσ(x) otherwise.

It is not difficult to prove that f is implementable in NE through generalized
severe punishment.

2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented a new approach to deal with the implementa-
tion problem when feasible sets are state dependent. It is based on the idea that
agents renegotiate unfeasible allocations into feasible ones. We have presented
a class of reversion functions that are suited to our problem and we have found
necessary and sufficient conditions for implementation when renegotiation takes
this form. Finally, we have used our characterization results to study the im-
plementation in Nash equilibrium of social choice rules in exchange economies,
bargaining problems and taxation methods, and we have compared our results
with those obtained by the earlier literature.
A feature of the traditional approach of implementation when feasible sets

are state dependent is that it requires a collection of state dependent mecha-
nisms, contrary to the case when preferences are state dependent. This distinc-
tion contrasts vividly with our intuition on how markets cope with unfeasible
allocations, namely that the sign of excess demand entirely determines the ad-
justment irrespectively of the cause of infeasibility.13

Thus our approach may offer a better understanding of market mechanisms
than does the traditional one. But the traditional approach is better suited to
deal with topics like withholding of endowments -in our case the state of the

13 In fact, following the lead of Benassy (1986), many papers dealing with markets from the
implementation point of view disregard the issue of individual feasibility.
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world, and thus endowments, is common knowledge- or tax evasion given the
importance of reports in the renegotiation. Actually, our approach can be gen-
eralized to deal with these cases by introducing uncertainty in the renegotiation
process or the mechanism as an argument in the reversion function. These two
extensions are easy to write, but require completely new analytical methods.
Thus, they are left for future research.
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Chapter 3

Ramón y Cajal:
Mediation and Meritocracy

Abstract

The Ramon y Cajal Program promotes the hiring of top re-
searchers in Spanish R&D centers and academic institutions. The
centralized mechanism associated to the Program is analyzed. The
chapter models it as a two-sided matching market and studies if
it provides the incentives to increase the quality of the researchers
hired. We analyze the mechanism both under complete and incom-
plete information. The comparison of the theoretical findings with
the available data points out that the mechanism provides poor in-
centives and does not prevent collusion between research depart-
ments and candidates in the hiring process.

49
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3.1 Introduction
Spanish Research Policy has been constantly under scrutiny, fostering an in-
tense debate that has been echoed by international scientific journals. Two
issues were especially raised: “the lack of sufficient funding and the existence
of social networks that regardless of the candidates’ scientific merit, systemati-
cally award positions to one of their members.” (Navarro and Rivero (2001), see
also Camacho (2001)). Many researchers attacked the inbreeding system that a
long-standing intellectual tradition with supporting empirical results (see, for in-
stance, Eisenberg and Wells (2000) and Soler (2001)), links with poor scientific
productivity. Many advocated for drastic solutions: “... first, every position
should be advertised internationally; second, there should be no local members
on appointment committees; and third, lecturers or full professors with low sci-
entific productivity should not serve on committees that appoint professorships.”
(Soler (2001)). In addition, the Spanish academic world has been repeatedly ac-
cused of hostility towards researchers who had completed their scientific training
abroad (see Ferrer (2000)).
After April 2000 elections, a reshaping of the whole Science and Technol-

ogy policy domain took place. A R&D committee was created to evaluate the
situation. The findings substantially agreed with the mentioned critiques. The
committee pointed out the lack of meritocracy in researchers’ selection and the
high incidence of endogamic practices as reasons for recruitment distortions.
It also remarked that the labor market presented serious problems regarding
careers opportunities and long-term perspectives.
An ambitious National R&D Plan was expected to operate, but only at the

end of 2000, because of pressures from Universities representatives, a new instru-
ment was put on the agenda, the Ramón y Cajal Program. The Program was
designed to overcome recruitment distortions. It was intended to provide sub-
sidies to public research centers for hiring researchers. The instrument selected
was a partially funded 5 years contract1. The objective of the Program was to
identify the best quality researchers and promote their employment within the
Spanish R&D system. The Ramón y Cajal Program attempted to introduce
a competitive and centralized selection of the applicants through an objective
evaluation of their merits and potentialities realized by a governmental agency
(see also Bosch (2001) and Sanz Menénedez and al. (2003)). The design of
the assigning procedure involved a complex bargaining stage between the main
actors involved: the Ministry of Technology, the direct responsible of the Pro-
gram, the Ministry of Education, having regulatory powers on Universities, the
Universities, legal and accounting advisers and aspirant researchers. Each one of
them tried to put its particular objectives across. The Ministry was concerned
about selecting the best researchers, the universities feared an attempt to weak-
ening their independence and the researchers expressed the need of stabilization
and of improvements of their working conditions (for a detailed account see Sanz
Menéndez (2003)).

1Each Ramón y Cajal contract is financed in decreasing terms during the five years. The
first year the entire burden is on the Ministry, the last year it is on the department.
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In this chapter we analyze the mechanisms used to match researchers and
research departments within the Program in its two main versions. The origi-
nal matching procedure has been used, with no great adjustments for the first
three years of the Program. After public expressions of concern about its per-
formance, the procedure was redesigned for the fourth edition. Our aim is to
provide insights on the ability of the mechanisms to carry out its objective.
We explore if the different interests that influenced the design undermined the
goal of incorporating the most promising researchers into the Spanish R&D sys-
tem. We compare the mechanism objectives with its performance, through an
analysis that is both theoretical and empirical.
We present a bilateral matching model that describes the main features of

the assignment mechanism. We derive predictions compatible with the data
available. We explain why the first model provided poor incentives and needed
a redesign. The new matching mechanism can solve part of the problems found
in the previous one.
To provide an intuition for these findings, we need to describe the procedure

used with minor variations in the first triennium. Initially, each research depart-
ment was endowed with a quota of researchers, which is the maximum number
of researchers they were allowed to hire. Any researcher who wanted to apply
for Ramón y Cajal Contracts had to contact the department or the departments
she would like to join and to ask for a preliminary acceptance. To get it, each
applicant had to provide the department with a scientific curriculum and a de-
tailed research proposal. The applicants who had been preliminary accepted by
at least one department, were evaluated for a Ramón y Cajal contract, by a
panel of national and international specialists in each field. They had to rank
the applicants in each field up to fill the number of financed contracts. Once the
lists of researchers entitled to financed contracts was published, the researchers
had to choose which departments to join compatibly with the preacceptances
and the ranking. The top ranked applicant in each research area decided which
department to join, among the ones that had previously accepted her. The
other applicants could choose among the departments that had accepted them
and had not filled all positions with better ranked researchers. At this stage,
the departments were passive. Each one had to hire all applicants preaccepted
in the preliminary stage up to complete the number of financed positions as-
signed. If at the end of this round all acceptable applicants got a position the
procedure ended. Otherwise, in a second round of the matching procedure, the
departments left with unfilled positions were asked to consider the researchers
unmatched after the first round. If a department and a researcher agreed they
were matched together. This second round was informal. In the first edition
of the Program, almost all matchings ended with the first assignment. Also,
in most of this second round matchings the researcher finally decide to opt out
without signing any contract.
The matching procedure resembled the Gale-Shapley algorithm with appli-

cants proposing and departments assuming as preferences the official ranking
on the preliminary accepted applicants. We prove that the original procedure
was unable to reconcile a competitive and meritocratic selection of the appli-
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cants with department’s co-responsibility. The mechanism aimed at creating
incentives for departments to hire top researchers. The coordination between
departments and researchers prevented this objective. The procedure gave
departments the possibility of vetoing any applicant through the preliminary
acceptance phase. Therefore, departments and applicants had possibilities to
collude. For example, any department could have decided to accept only the
applicants who had applied only to this department. An applicant who did not
get approval by at least one institution did not enter the selection. In conclusion
the possibility to create a large set of collusive equilibria existed (Proposition 9).
Institutions and applicants were able to jointly manipulate the mechanism and
make the centralized selection procedure irrelevant to the outcome (Theorem
2).
In Spain most research departments’ priority is either to settle researchers

already working on short-term contracts or to hire researchers they already
know. Therefore, academic merit was not departments’ main concern, at the
beginning of the Program. Given this preferences, once the applicants with
financed contracts are known, the matching is independent of the ranking of
financed researchers. Therefore, the mechanism does not create incentives in
hiring top researchers if by “creating incentive” we mean inducing the depart-
ment to internalize the meritocratic ranking provided by the Committee in each
field. It does not produce changes in departments’ choices following the ranking.
This is because it was indifferent for the departments to hire the best or the
second-best applicant. Even worse, there was a problem of constrained eligibil-
ity. The procedure only guaranteed that researchers hired were the best among
those that applied because only they will be financed but no all applicants can
be evaluated. In particular, an applicant alien to the system might have had
problems to get the preacceptance she needs. Nevertheless, it was appealing for
departments to take part in the Program because it reduced the financial load
of new long-term contracts. It also favored researchers’ objectives by improving
their labor conditions and stabilization perspectives.
Because of such concerns about the performance of the mechanism a new

procedure has been in place since the fourth edition (2004). The new proce-
dure is simpler and removes the preliminary acceptance stage. Each researcher
interested to enter the selection must send a unique scientific curriculum and
research proposal to the Ministry. The applicants are ranked and the best are
granted with a financed contract conditioned on final matching with a research
department. Then departments and researchers have to settle agreements in a
decentralized way. The contracts of the applicants who signed an agreement are
confirmed, the rest are withdrawn. The new mechanism does not prevent any
applicant from being evaluated by the Commission, and reduces considerably
the application costs. We will see along the chapter that it does not prevent col-
lusion between centers and applicants, because assignments are decentralized.
The main limits seem to be the possible incompatibilities between applicants
and research centers (Proposition 11). If the academic world is already collusive
(see Navarro and Rivero (2001)), it might deter outsiders’ entry. Still, without
any doubt it is an improvement with respect to the old matching mechanism,
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because it prevents low ranked applicants to be financed through the Program.
The chapter proceeds as follows: in Section 3.2 we present the formal model.

In Section 3.3 we study the sequential game that models the mechanism used
in the first edition by the Ramón y Cajal Program. We explore the strategic in-
centives of the players. We characterize the Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium
(SPE from now on) outcomes that results to have particular stability proper-
ties. The outcome set only depends on agents’ preferences and on the number
of positions assigned to each department. It is not responsive to the order in
which the Committee ranks the applicants (Theorem 2). In Section 3.3.6 we
analyze the mechanism in use since the fourth edition of the Program. We show
that, while the outcome is not independent of the ranking, it is still possible
that research departments and applicants collude (Proposition 11).
In Section 3.4 we introduce informational incompleteness in the original

model. We would like to know if the lack of information can change depart-
ments’ attitude towards meritocracy. With this purpose in mind, we simplify
the preferences: we assume that each department only distinguishes between
acceptable and not acceptable applicants. This is a charitable assumption: it is
equivalent to postulate that departments assume the ranking on the set of their
acceptable researchers. Further, we assume that each department, given the in-
formation each researcher sends to it, is able to discover the relative ranking of
its applicants. If uncertainty affects only the ranking then it does not produce
any incentive effect (Corollary 4). If the uncertainty is on agents’ preferences,
two sources of instability emerge. One stems from the cut of poorly ranked
researchers, the other one is manipulative. We see that both such instabilities
cause inefficient outcomes in which some contracts are not assigned. Our data
show that the number of contracts signed between researchers and departments
in the second round was small. Therefore, either such uncertainty did not exist
or the mechanism induces agents to share the information they need to prevent
the inefficiencies.
In Section 3.5 the data available on the first call of the Program is analyzed.

We show how uncertainty affected applicants. A small number of applicants
applied to more than one research department, despite the costs of presenting
different research proposals. This behavior can be explained in our model as an
effect of incomplete information on other agents’ preferences. Most applicants
were well-informed about the market, but some “outsiders” did not know the
possibility they had of entering it but they were confident in their possibilities
of being assigned with a contract, once preaccepted by some department.
The study of sequential matching mechanism under perfect and complete

information is not new in the literature even with few examples as Alcalde et al.
(1998), Alcalde and Romero-Medina (2000) and (2005). Our model apparently
shares features of the sequential mechanism described by Alcalde and Romero-
Medina (2005). There, each applicant can apply to one department according
to some priority order and the SPE outcome is the applicants’ optimal stable
matching, which is independent of any initial order. First, in our model, the pre-
liminary acceptance phase gives departments larger strategic possibilities (that
is, veto power or the possibility to exclude candidates). Then, each researcher
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can apply to any number of departments, fact that could produce instabilities, if
applications weren’t costly (see Example 3). Therefore, the SPE outcomes set is
larger. We deal with a more general problem in which the matching procedure
is restricted by the scarcity of contracts with respect to departments’ wishes.
Our mechanism can be seen also as a generalization to the many-to many-case
of the model analyzed by Sotomayor (2003). She presents a one-to-one match-
ing model where departments can preliminary accept any number of aspirants.
Then, each applicant has to select, in a given order, one department among the
ones who have accepted her and are still unmatched. She proves that the stable
set is implemented in Nash equilibrium.
Roth and Rothblum (1999) and Ehlers (2004) consider the incentives appli-

cants have under incomplete information in misrepresenting their preferences
when the Gale and Shapley mechanism is used and information is symmetric.
They show that when information is symmetric they cay can at best have in-
centives to truncate their preferences list. For a game-theoretic analysis the two
main references are Ordoñez de Haro and Romero-Medina (2004), who study
a sequential hiring game similar to the one analyzed in Alcalde et al. (1998)
and Pais (2005), who studies a particular set of equilibria of the Gale Shapley
algorithm under incomplete and symmetric information.

3.2 The model

We consider a bilateral matching market with k research departments (or de-
partments) and f ≥ k applicant researchers. Let D = {d1, ..., dk} be the set
of the research departments and let R = {r1, ..., rf} be the set of applicant
researchers. Each d ∈ D is endowed with a complete, strict, transitive pref-
erence relation, Pd on 2R, where 2R is the set of subsets of R, which is the
set of all possible research groups. For every S, S0 ∈ 2R, SPdS0 means that d
prefers to employ research group S to researchers group S0. If S = ∅ we say
that S0 is unacceptable to d, meaning that d would prefer not to hire any new
researcher rather than hire group S0. Given Pd and S ∈ 2R, the choice set
Chd(S) is the research group that d would like to hire most when S is avail-
able, formally Chd(S) = supPd{S0 : S0 ⊂ S}. For all r, r0 ∈ R, we write rPdr0

instead of {r}Pd {r0}. For each d ∈ D d’s quota, qd is the maximum number
of researchers that d is willing to employ, formally qd = max {S : SPd∅}2.
Set qi = qdi and q = (q1, ..., qk). Each researcher r has complete, strict and
transitive preferences Pr on D ∪ {r}. For every d, d0 ∈ D, dPrd0 means that r
would prefer to be employed by d rather than by d0. Any department d such
that rPrd is said to be unacceptable to r, which means that r would prefer to
stay unemployed rather than join department d. If dPrr, d is said to be ac-
ceptable to r. In the chapter we make also use of a cardinal representation of
Pr , ur : D ∪ {r} → R. Let P = (Pd1 , ..., Pdk , Pr1 , ..., Prf ) denote a preference
profile. The triple M = (D,R,P ) is called matching market.

2For any set S, S denotes the cardinality of S.
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Definition 12 A matching on (D,R) is a mapping µ : D ∪ R → 2R ∪D,such
that, for every d ∈ D and r ∈ R:
(1) µ(d) ∈ 2R and µ(r) ∈ D ∪ {r}.
(2) µ(r) = d if and only if r ∈ µ(d).

Let µ be a matching on (D,R) and let M = (D,R,P ) be a matching mar-
ket. WithM(D,R) we denote the set of matchings on (D,R). With abuse of
notation, for all S ⊂ D, µ(S) denotes

[
d∈S

µ(d).

Definition 13 The matching µ is individually rational for d ∈ D if rPd∅ for
each r ∈ µ(d) or µ(d) = ∅; µ is individually rational for r ∈ R if µ(r)Prr or
µ(r) = r.

Definition 14 The matching µ is blocked by a pair (d, r) ∈ D ×R if dPrµ(r)
and r ∈ Chd(µ(d) ∪ {r}}.

Definition 15 µ is stable in market (D,R,P ) if (1) µ(d) ≤ qd for all d ∈ D
(2) µ is individually rational for all agents and (3) µ does not have any blocking
pair.

In words a matching µ is stable if there are not a department d and an
applicant r such that r does not belong to µ(d) but r would prefer to join d
rather than µ(r) and d would choose to have r in its research group if it was
available together with µ(d).

Definition 16 Given a bilateral matching market M = (D,R,P ) the stable set
of M , denoted by Γ(M) is the set containing the matchings that are stable in
market M .

In general the stable set may be empty. This is why the literature has focused
on the restriction that researchers are seen as substitutes. More precisely, a
department’s preferences are substitutable if it wants to hire a researcher even
when other researchers become unavailable.

Definition 17 Let d ∈ D. The preference relation Pd is said to be substitutable
if for each S ∈ 2R and for all r, r0 ∈ S, r 6= r0, whenever r ∈ Chd(S) then
r ∈ Chd(S − {r0}).

If all departments have substitutable preferences we say that preferences
are substitutable. Roth and Sotomayor (1990) have shown that, under this
hypothesis, the deferred acceptance algorithm produce either the department-
optimal or the researcher-optimal stable matching, depending on whether the
departments or the students make the offer.
Substitutability is the most general condition, known in the literature, which

assures the non emptiness of the stable set. There are other additional properties
that hold in the case of one-to-one matchings or under responsiveness (see Roth
and Sotomayor (1990)), but not under substitutability. In particular, in the
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former cases the set of unmatched agents is the same in all stable matchings,
a property that we need in the chapter to prove Proposition 11. A general
condition under which this property holds joins substitutability and separability
with respect to departments’ quotas (Martinez and al (2000)). Preferences are
separable whenever only adding acceptable students makes any given set of
worker a better one. Preferences are quota q-separable if the property holds
only with respect to subsets having less than q elements. Formally:

Definition 18 Let d ∈ D and let q > 0 be a natural number. The preference
relation Pd is said to be q-separable if for all S ∈ 2R:

S < q, r /∈ S : rPd∅⇔ S ∪ {r}PdS.

S > q ⇒ ∅PdS.

All along the chapter, we assume that each department d, has substitutable
and quota qd-separable preferences3.
In our analysis we compare the preferences of the departments with a rank-

ing T over R. T , according to the Government’s views, evaluates researchers’
merits. If a department evaluates’ research group according to T , we say that
its preferences are meritocratic. More precisely a department has meritocratic
preferences if she would prefer to hire researcher r rather than r0, if and only if
r is better ranked than r0 according to T . And this, independently of the other
components of the research group.

Definition 19 Let T be a strict order on R. Let P be a profile of strict pref-
erences on 2R ∪ {d}. Department d’s preferences are T-meritocratic if, for all
r, r0 ∈ R ∪ {∅} and for all S ∈ 2R such that S ≤ qd − 1

S ∪ {r}PdS ∪ {r0}⇔ rTr0.

In other words, Pd is meritocratic if they are responsive to T . In particular,
T -meritocratic preferences are substitutable and quota q-separable.
Finally, let us recall the notion of subgame perfect implementation in a

matching market framework. Let D and R be two disjoint and non-empty sets
of departments and researchers, respectively.

Definition 20 Let Φ be a class of matching markets and let F : Φ³M(D,R).
An extensive form mechanism (D,R,Γ) implements F in Subgame Perfect Equi-
librium if (1) for each (D,R,P ) ∈ Φ and for each µ ∈ F (D,R,P ) there exists
a SPE of the game (D,R,Γ, P ) yielding µ as outcome (2) each SPE outcome of
(D,R,Γ, P ) belongs to F (D,R,P ).

Throughout the chapter, we consider equilibria in pure strategies only.

3Although, all results until Proposition 11 hold under substitutability only, unless stated
otherwise.
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3.3 The mechanisms
In this section we introduce the two matching mechanisms that we analyze in
the chapter. The first one models the matching procedure which was used in the
three first editions of the Program. We call it the "old mechanism". It needs
a preliminary acceptance of the applicant from each of the departments she is
applying to. The “new mechanism” has been used since the fourth edition.
In this new procedure the applicants send their applications to the Ministry
without preacceptance.

3.3.1 The old mechanism

In a preliminary stage each research department communicates to the Ministry
its scientific projects in some areas and asks for some contracts to be financed.
The Ministry assigns to each department a maximum number of contracts. The
positions offered are linked to the specific projects presented by the departments.
Let ni be the number of financed contracts that are assigned to department
di. N =

Pk
i=1 ni is the maximum number of new contracts to financed. Set

n = (n1, ..., nk). We assume that the number of positions and projects to be
financed at each department is given and public knowledge. In the same way
we assume that the Commission’s ranking criteria are known and they can be
summarized by a strict order T , on R. Then the matching takes place as a five
stage game.

Stage 1: Researchers’ Preacceptance Applications. Each
applicant asks to some departments the preacceptances for joining
them. Joint with each application, the applicant must send a de-
tailed research project related with one presented to the Ministry
by the department itself. The application must specify also ap-
plicants’ preferences on the participant institutions4. Then each
application presents a cost for the applicant. We introduce it in
her utility function as a linear term. Let ψrd be the cost that r
faces in applying to d. We assume 0 < ψrd for all r ∈ R, for all
d ∈ D and ψrd < ur(d) whenever ur(r) < ur(d). For each r ∈ R let
D1(r) be the set of departments r applied to. For each d ∈ D let
R1(d) = {r : d ∈ D1(r)} be the set of researchers applying to depart-
ment d. Denote m1

R = {D1(r)}r∈R the action profile for researchers
at stage 1. With abuse of notation m1

R denotes the applications
received by departments which is {R1(d)}d∈D.
Stage 2: Departments Preacceptance Decision. Each depart-
ment accepts or rejects the demands it receives. For each d ∈ D
let R2(d) ⊂ R1(d) the set of researchers preaccepted by department
d. For each r ∈ R. D2(r) ⊂ D1(r) be the set of departments that

4The order provided has only informative purpose. It does not compel agents to conform
to their revealed preferences. It seems that the organization used it to arrange the residual
matchings.
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has accepted r. Set m2
D = {R2(d)}d∈D. Each department, d which

has accepted at least one researcher, communicates R2(d) to the
ministry.

Stage MR: Ministry Ranks Preaccepted Researchers. The
result of this process is a ranking on ∪ki=1R2(di), formally the re-
striction of T to ∪ki=1R2(di). We denote the ith ranked researcher
by riT or r

i when no ambiguity is possible.

Stage 3: First Assignment. The researchers who have been ac-
cepted by at least one department are assigned, until N positions are
filled. Priority is given to the best ranked applicants. Researcher r1

is assigned to the department she chooses among the ones in D2(r
1).

For i ≤ N , ri is assigned to the department she chooses among the
ones that have some free positions in D2(r

i), if any. The rest re-
main unmatched. Each researcher accepted by some department
must choose a department if at least one among the ones that ac-
cepted her has some free positions. The result of such a process is
a matching µ1. If at least one researcher is unmatched and at least
one university has some unfilled positions, the procedure goes to the
fourth stage. Otherwise the matching process ends and µ = µ1is
the resulting matching. For i = 1, ..., k let n0i = ni − µ1(di), be the
number of department di’s unfilled positions.

Stage 4: Second Acceptance Decision. For any department di
such that n0i > 0 the ministry asks to it to submit a new set R4(di),
of acceptable researchers among the ri (i ≤ N) not matched under
µ1. Let T 0 be the restriction of the ranking T to such applicants.
For each such ri, let D4(r

i) be the set of departments that accepted
ri.

Stage 5: Second Assignment. All researchers ri such that
D4(ri) 6= ∅ are assigned to the departments following the procedure
used in Stage 3. Applicant r1T́ 0 is assigned to the department she
chooses among the ones that have some free positions in D4(r

1
T ), if

any exists. At step i if some empty position is left and if some appli-
cant is not yet assigned to any department applicant riT 0 is assigned
to the department she chooses among the ones that have some free
positions in D4(rT 0). A second matching µ2 is concluded involving
the not yet assigned researchers. The process ends at this point: the
researchers matched to some department at the end of Stage 3 are
assigned by such an institution, the other ones are assigned by µ2.
For i ≤ N set µ(ri) = µ1(ri) if µ1(ri) ∈ D, µ(ri) = µ2(ri) otherwise.
Set µ(r) = r otherwise. At any point of the process each applicant
can leave the game.
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3.3.2 The extensive form of the game with complete in-
formation

We assume that ni ≤ qi for all i, which is consistent with the fact than depart-
ments cannot be forced to hire any researcher against their will. Let (D,R,P )
be a matching market and let n = (n1, ..., nk). For each d ∈ D let Pn

d be prefer-
ences that coincide with Pd except for the fact that all sets of cardinality larger
than nd are not acceptable. Observe that if Pd are substitutable and qd-quota
separable then Pn

d are substitutable and nd-quota separable. For each r ∈ R let
Pn
r = Pr. Finally, set Pn = (Pn

d1
, ..., Pn

dk
, Pn

r1 , ..., P
n
rf
). Pn is called the effective

preference profile.
For i = 1, ..., 5, zi we denote a node of the game belonging to stage i. Zi

denotes the set of stage i nodes. We assume that at each node z, all agents z
belongs to, have complete information of what happened before. Each node of
the second stage z2, is characterized by the applications strategies leading to it.
LetR(z2) be the set of researchers who sent at least one application and letD(z2)
be the set of departments that received at least one application. Pn(z2) denotes
the profile of preferences in which departments’ preferences coincide with the
ones of Pn and researcher r’s preferences Pn

r (z2) ranks departments in the same
order as Pn, but each department she did not applied to is not acceptable. The
matchings belonging to Γ(D(z2), R(z2), Pn(z2)) is called z2-stable. Let µRz2 be
the researchers’ optimal stable matching for (D(z2), R(z2), Pn(z2)).

Definition 21 The reduced game is the extensive form game that ends with
the first assignment.

For each z4 let D(z4) be the set of departments d that filled less than nd
positions. Let R(z4) be the set of idoneous researchers who did not sign for any
department. If D(z4) = ∅ or if R(z4) = ∅ the first matching is the definitive
one. Let µ1z4 be the first matching at z4. Define the profile of preferences
Pn(z4) as follows: for each d ∈d(z4) for all S, S0 ⊂ R(z4), SPn

d (z4)S
0 if and only

if (µ1z4(d)∪S)Pn
d (µ

1
z4(d)∪S0), researchers’ preferences coincide with the original

one. If Pn
d (z2) is substitutable and nd-quota substitutable and z4 follows z2 then

Pn
d (z4) is substitutable and

¡
nd − µ1z4(d)

¢
-quota substitutable.

The outcome matching is be the union of a first matching and of a residual
matching µ = µ1z4 ∪ µ2z5 where z4 is a node of the fourth stage and z5 is a
terminal node of the fifth stage following z4.

Definition 22 The full game is the game that ends with the second assign-
ment.

3.3.3 Analysis

We show that the assignment procedure does not prevent collusion between the
two sides of the market. There exists a set of SPE outcomes which depends only
on the total number of contracts assigned and on agents’ preferences and not on
the ministerial ranking. Such an outcome set is “stable” compatibly with the
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limit imposed by the number of contracts assigned to each department. In such
equilibria the departments do not compete for the best applicants according
to the ranking, they compete for their favorite researchers. The research de-
partments can exclude any researcher by not accepting her at the second stage.
If the ranking used by the Committee and the preferences of the departments
differ substantially any researcher could be excluded in the matching because
no department gave her the preacceptance. In this case she would never appear
in the ranking compiled after the second stage. We show there are equilibrium
outcomes that can result only from contracts signed at the end of the fifth stage
and build on “redundant acceptances”. We suggest (Example 2) that such equi-
libria could hurt some departments. It might explain why a low number of fifth
stage contracts were signed in the first edition of the Program. It could be the
result of a departments’ attempt of reducing the hurting matchings. This is the
reason why we consider the reduced game that yields sharper predictions. All
SPE outcomes are stable, considering the departments’ preferences as shaped
by quota. Furthermore applicants’ equilibrium strategies reduce to a unique
application, which resembles the data of the first application.
The result does not longer hold if one assumes zero costs of application.

In such a case unstable SPE equilibria could occur because of multiple appli-
cations and incoherent behavior of the departments. Unstable equilibria build
on departments that in subgames starting at the second stage use a different
acceptance policy even when they receive the same set of applications. We first
note that any preaccepted applicant has as dominant strategy, at each node she
owns at the third and at the fourth stage to accept the best offer it holds. This
must be her SPE strategy.

Proposition 8 Let r ∈ R. At the third stage of the reduced and of the full game
she has a unique dominant strategy: to join her favorite department among the
ones that have preaccepted her and have vacant positions. It holds both for the
reduced and for the full game. In the fifth stage of the full game she has a unique
dominant strategy: to join her favorite available department.

Proof. The proof is trivial for the reduced game and for the fifth stage of the
full game. For the third stage of the full game it suffices to observe that r is
called to play at most once between the third and the fifth stage.

3.3.4 The lack of meritocratic incentives

First we show that the procedure is not immune to agents’ manipulation. We
prove that the set of SPE includes a “stable set”, which is independent of the
ranking elaborated by the Ministry. It follows that the mechanism does not
provide enough incentives for hiring the best applicants. Further it might fos-
ter the collusion among departments in order to end the game after the first
assignment. The SPE outcome sets of the full and of the reduced game contain
the “stable set” Γ(D,R,Pn), which is independent of any ranking T of the ap-
plicants. Once the number of financed contracts is known, it depends only on
agents’ preferences. The result does not build on application costs.
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Proposition 9 Let n be given, let P be a profile of preferences and let µ ∈
Γ(D,R,Pn). Then there exists a SPE of full game yielding µ as outcome, in
which all matchings are concluded after the first assignment. Such strategies are
SPE of the reduced game that yield µ as outcome, too.

Proof. Let µ ∈ Γ(D,R,Pn). Consider the following strategy profile: Stage 1:
Each r applies µ(r). Stage 2: At each z2 ∈ Z2, department d accepts the appli-
cants r ∈ µRz2(d). Stage 3: Each researcher plays her dominant strategy. Stage
4: At each z4 ∈ Z4, department d accepts the applicants r ∈ µRz4(d). Stage 5:
Each researcher plays her dominant strategy. Given such a profile of strategies,
at each z2 ∈ Z2 no researcher is accepted by more than one department. The
stability of µRz2 in (D(z2), R(z2), P

n(z2)) and of µRz4 in (D(z4), R(z4), P
n(z4)),

for all z2 and for all z4 imply subgame perfection. The same strategy profile,
“cut” after the third stage constitutes a SPE of the reduced game and both
yield µ as outcome.

Remark 7 The strategy profile used in the proof of Proposition 9 is consistent
with the empirical evidence found on the first edition of the Program (see Section
3.5). Most applicants presented applications to few departments. In addition,
most institutions preaccepted only the researchers that they would have hired.
Furthermore, almost all matchings were settled at the end of the third stage. In
the contracts closed at the fifth stage typically the applicant postponed the time
of join the department and finally opted out. It seems that agents deliberately
chose not to use stage 4 and 5.

3.3.5 The reduced game

The equilibrium constructed in the proof of Proposition 9 ends with the first
matching. Not all equilibria conclude with a first definitive matching. More
important, there are equilibrium outcomes that cannot be result of strategies
ending with the first matching if costs are strictly positive. They build on “re-
dundant acceptances”. In these equilibria some department d gives a redundant
preacceptance to an applicant r that it is not going to hire. Researcher r will
finally join a department d0 which accepts her as residual. Any applicant that
d0 prefers to r has been excluded from the ranking due the acceptance policies
of the other departments, and they do not enter the process due to application
costs. Department d0 would be strictly better off, if no researcher had been
redundantly accepted. Therefore, if a fifth stage matching is not redundant it
hurts some departments. The following example formalizes the intuition and
shows that not all SPE end with the first assignment.
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Example 2

Let k = 2 and let f = 3. Let n1 = n2 = 1 and N = 2. Let 0 < ψrd < ur(d)
for all d and for all r. Let T : r1, r,2 , r3, Pd1 = r1, r2 Pd2 = r3, r2, Pr1 = d1,
Pr2 = d2, d1, Pr3 = d2. Consider the following strategy profile: First Stage:
D1(r1) = {d1}, D1(r2) = {d1}, D1(r3) = ∅. Second Stage: let d1 accepting r1
and/or r2 whenever at least one of them applies. Let d2 not accepting anyone
else. Let d2 always accepting r3, whenever she applies Let d2 accepting r2
whenever r3 has not applied to any university at the first stage. Let d2 rejecting
r2 when r2 and r3 apply. Let d3 not accepting any applicant different from r3
and r4. Third Stage: let researchers play their dominant strategies. Fourth
Stage: for each z4 let department d accepting only the applicants in µRz4(d) (see
Proposition 9). Fifth Stage: let researchers play their dominant strategies. The
described strategies yield the following matching, µ as outcome.

d1 d2 ∅
r1 r2 r3

They constitute a SPE. It is easily checked that d1, r1, d2 and r2 behave
optimally in any subgame. If r3 deviates, it is sufficient to consider the case
in which she applies to d2. By applying to d2 the three researchers would be
preaccepted, r3 would not get any position because there are only two positions
available and two better researched have been preaccepted.
Now we prove that there exits no SPE yielding µ, where all the agreements end
at the first assignment. Buy contradiction assume that there exists one. Then,
it must be the case that r4 did not apply to any department, otherwise she
would pay positive costs. Further r3 applied only to d3. Otherwise consider
the following deviation for r3, D1(r3) = {d3}. In the subgame induced by
such deviation d3 accepts r3, because it is the unique acceptable application it
receives. Then such a deviation would be profitable for r3 because she would
save the costs of multiple applications.

In Example 2, the redundant acceptance of r3 by d2 forces r4 to be excluded
by the process. This hurts d3, which would prefer to hire r4 rather than d3 but
it cannot, because r4 entry is prevented by r3 redundant acceptance.
An assignation can end at the fifth stage only if some applicants have been ac-

cepted by a department, that fills all its positions with better ranked researchers
at the third stage. The redundant acceptances either hurt some departments
or the process could have been concluded at the third stage. Why should a
department preaccept an applicant whom it is not going to hire? Departments
could deliberately chose to collude and to play the reduced game only. It would
prevent unwanted assignations and it would be an equilibrium strategy, accord-
ing to Proposition 9. This is consistent with the fact that most of contracts
signed in the first edition of the Program (16 out of 802) were concluded at
the fifth stage. Therefore, we study the reduced game whose equilibrium set is
smaller and more appealing, at least for the departments. The reduced game
has no equilibrium outcomes outside the stable set. So they do not depend on
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the ranking used by the Ministry, but only on the number of financed contracts.
The introduction of the ranking alone cannot induce departments to compete
for the best researchers.

Theorem 2 For each n, the reduced game implements Γ(D,R,Pn) in SPE. In
all SPE each applicant applies to at most one department.

The result extends straightforwardly to the equilibria of the full game in
which all contacts are signed at the end of the third stage. From Theorem 2
and from Proposition 9 it follows that

Corollary 2 For each n the set of SPE outcomes in which contacts are signed
at the end of the third stage is Γ(D,R,Pn).

To proof Theorem 2 we need some preliminary Lemmas. The SPE allocations
are “ex-post” stable.

Lemma 7 Let z2 be second stage node where at most N researchers (D(z2) ≤
N) have applied. The game beginning at z2 implements the set of z2-stable
matchings, Γ(D(z2), R(z2), Pn(z2)) in SPE.

Proof. Without loss of generality assume D(z2) = D and R(z2) = R. We
first prove each matching µ, that is stable in (D,R,Pn(z2)) is an equilibrium
outcome. Consider the following strategies. For each d ∈ D let R2(d) = µ(d).
Let each r ∈ R playing her dominant strategy at each node of the game. No
researcher can profitably deviate. If some d deviates let µ0(d) be the outcome
matching, keeping fixed other agents’ strategies. Let r ∈ µ0(d))\µ(d). Then
dPr(z2)µ(r) as no applicant has been accepted by more than one department
different from d. The matching µ is stable in (D,R,P (z2)) so r /∈ Chd(µ(d) ∪
{r}). In particular, µ(d)Pd(z2)µ0(d). The matching µ is stable in (D,R,P (z2)),
so it cannot be the case that d can profitably deviate simply by not accepting
some applicants in µ(d). Then, no deviation is profitable for d.
We complete the prove by showing that each SPE outcome matching of z2 is
stable in (D,R,Pn(z2)). Let d ∈ D and assume that dPr(z2) µ(r) for some
r ∈ R. Consider the following deviation for d: R2(d) = Chd((µ(d) ∪ {r}),
where, as d preferences we consider Pd(z2). It must be the case that such
deviation produces a matching µ0 such that µ0(d) = Chd((µ(d) ∪ {r}) because
the applicants decide sequentially according to ranking T , and at any SPE each
one selects her best available offer at her turn. Then if r ∈ Chd(µ(d)∪ {r}) the
deviation would be profitable for d. Then µ is stable in (D,R,P (z2)).
The next result shows that, in any SPE in which researchers apply to one

department or none, the outcome is stable under the effective preferences, Pn.

Lemma 8 All SPE equilibria outcomes of the reduced game in which each
matched researcher applies to exactly one department are stable in (D,R,Pn).
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Proof. Let µ be an SPE outcome in which each researcher applies to exactly
one department. By contradiction, assume that (d, r) blocks µ in (D,R,Pn).
Consider the following deviation for r: she applies only to d and she conforms
to SPE strategies afterwards. In the subgame induced by such a deviation d
receives the applications of the agents in µ(d)∪ {r}. Given subgame perfection,
it must be the case that the deviation matches r with d, yielding a contradiction.

The main result follows.
Proof of Theorem 2. From Lemma 8, it suffices to show that, at equilib-
rium, all researchers apply to no more than one department. At equilibrium
no unmatched agent researcher to any department because of the costs. So, at
equilibrium no more than N researchers apply. To complete the proof, letm∗ be
an SPE yielding a matching µ∗ as outcome. Let {D∗1(r)}r∈R be the equilibrium
application profile. Let r∗ ∈ R and let d∗ ∈ D such that µ∗(r) = d∗. Let z2 be
the node in which each r 6= r∗ has applied to D∗1(r) and r∗ has applied to only
d∗. The matching µ∗ is stable in (D(z2), R(z2), Pn(z2)) and d∗ is r’s unique
stable partner in (D(z2), R(z2), Pn(z2)). By Lemma 7 if D∗1(r

∗) % {d∗} the de-
viation D1(r

∗) = {d∗} would be profitable to r∗, because it would produce the
same matching as m∗ with a lower number of application so with lower costs.
Then it must be the case that D∗1(r) = {µ∗(r)} for all r ∈ R.
As it was to expect, the system performs correctly if the preferences of

the departments coincide with the ranking criteria. When preferences are T -
meritocratic there exists a unique stable matching in (D,R,Pn), µT . Matching
µT matches the best researcher to her favorite department, the second ranked
researcher to her favorite department among the ones that have empty positions
and so on.

Proposition 10 Let all departments’ preferences be T−meritocratic then the
reduced game implements µT in SPE.

Proof. If researchers play their SPE strategy the best each department can
do at every z2 ∈ Z2 is to accept all applicants regardless of other depart-
ments’ moves. So, in any SPE of z2 it must be as well as playing such a
strategy. Then, the SPE outcome of z2 must be the unique stable matching of
(D(z2), R(z2), P (z2)). Let then µ∗ be an SPE outcome of the game. Without
loss of generality let T = r1, ..., rN , .... By contradiction, assume that there
exists ri such that µ∗(ri) 6= µT (ri). Let ri be the best ranked of such applicants
which means µ∗(rj) 6= µT (rj) for j < i and µ∗(ri) 6= µT (ri). If dPrµT (ri) then
µT (d) ⊂ {r1, ..., ri−1} and µ∗(d) = nd. Then µT (d) = µ∗(d) by hypothesis.
Therefore, ri can join any department d ∈

©
d : µT (d) < nd

ª
by applying to d.

But ri’s most preferred department in this set is exactly µT (ri).

Remark 8 The result is independent of any assumption on costs.

When there are no application costs and preferences are not T meritocratic
the mechanism might produce unstable matchings. An unstable matching may
result at equilibrium if some agents apply to more than one department.
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Example 3

Let k = f = 3 and let ψrd = 0 for all r and for all d. Let n1 = n2 = n3 = 1.
Let Pr1 = d1, d2, d3, Pr2 = d2, d1, d3, Pr3 = d2, d3. Let Pd1 = r2, r1, r3, Pd2 =
r1, r3, r2, Pd3 = r3, r1, r2. Consider the following matching, µ.

d1 d2 d3
r1 r2 r3

It is blocked by (d2, r3) in (D,R,Pn), but it is an SPE outcome of the reduced
game. Consider the following strategies. Researcher r1 and r2: apply to {d1, d2}
at the first stage and use the strict dominant strategies at the third stage.
Researcher r3: applies to d3 at the first stage and uses the strict dominant
strategies at the third stage. At any z2 of the second stage d accepts only the
applicants in µRz2(d). It is easy to verify that such strategies constitute an SPE:
r1 and r2 have no profitable deviation as µ assign them to their first choice.
If r3 deviates she is matched to r3 whenever she includes it in her application,
otherwise she ends unmatched. The stability of µRz2 assures that no department
can profitably deviate from the described strategies at z2. So µ is a SPE outcome
of the reduced game. It can be easily seen that it is a SPE outcome of the full
game with no costs.

When the costs are positive and the information is complete no researcher
applies to more than one department, at equilibrium (Theorem 2). Multiple
applications create a coordination problem to departments. Even if a candidate
gets more than one preacceptance she can join only one department. On the
other side the example relies on an “incoherent” behavior on departments’ side.
In the subgames in which r3 applies to d2 while the other researchers behave
as in equilibrium d1 accepts only r2 even if it receives the same applications as
on the equilibrium path (by r1 and r2). A convenient behavioral assumption
on departments’ strategies would extend the stability result to the case of zero
costs. Matching µ can be sustained as an equilibrium of the full game without
costs, too.
It is not clear which kind of SPE outcomes can be sustained without costs:

it is larger than the set of stable matchings, but it is strictly contained in the set
of individually rational matchings5. The next example proves that there exists
individually rational matchings that are not SPE outcomes.

Example 4

Let k = f = 2. Let n1 = n2 = 1 and let N = 2. Let Pr1 = d1, d2,
Pr2 = d2, d1, Pd1 = r1, r2 and Pd2 = r2, r1. The following matching is IR (but
not stable)

d1 d2
r2 r1

5The point has been made by Jordi Massó.
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It cannot be sustained by any SPE of the reduced game, whatever is T . It can-
not be sustained by single application strategies because is not stable (Lemma
8). It cannot be sustained by multiple application strategies: each department
who receives more than one application would be better strictly better off by
accepting its favorite researcher only.

3.3.6 The New Mechanism

Concerns were publicly expressed on the effectivity of the old mechanism in
selecting the best researchers. At the same time, the fears of the universities of
losing their autonomy were lessening, so it was possible to reshape the assign-
ment procedure. The main innovation is the elimination of the preacceptances.
Under the new mechanism nobody is prevented from being ranked, if she chooses
to participate. Only one proposal is necessary to enter the selection. This re-
duces the application cost to the participants. On the other hand the matching
stage is completely decentralized. In this way the universities preserved their
independence in hiring new personnel.

Stage 1: Candidates’ application. Applicants simultaneously
send their scientific CV and a research proposal to the Ministry. Let
R1 be the set of agents who apply.

Stage MR: The Ministry ranks all applicants The first N =P
ni ranked researchers have the right to see their contract (eventu-

ally) financed through the Program. We call them idoneous. The
other students are definitively out of the Program.

Stage 2: Assignment. In a decentralized way the departments
and the idoneous applicants sign contracts. Each department di
cannot sign more than ni contracts with idoneous researchers. A
matching µ is agreed.

We assume the decentralized matching takes place as in the following way.
Once the set of idoneous researchers is known, each department reveals the
applicants it is willing to hire. Then, sequentially each researcher decides which
department to join among the ones that have admitted her and are left with
vacancies6 . The mechanism is an extension of Sotomayor (2003) to the many-to-
one case and can be formally described as follows. Let N 0 ≤ N be the number of
idoneous researchers. Let ri1 , ..., riN0 the order in which researchers can choose
which department to sign for. This order agrees with the restriction of T to the
best N 0 applicants.

Stage 2.1 Each department d selects a subset R(d) ⊂
©
ri1 , ..., riN0

ª
.

Let D(r) be the set of departments that have accepted r.

6The main result of this section holds under a more general assumption on the decentralized
assignment process (see the Appendix).
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Stage 2.1.1 ri1 chooses a mate xi1 in D(ri1)∪ {ri1}. Set µ1(ri1) =
xi1 µ1(xi1) = {ri1} if xi1 ∈ D, set µ1(r) = r for all r 6= ri1 and set
µ1(d) = ∅ for all d 6= xi1 .

Stage 2.1.t (2 ≤ t ≤ N 0) rit chooses a mate dit in the setD(rit)\
©
d : µ1(d) ≥ qd

ª
∪

{rit}. Set µt(rii) = dit , µt(dit) = µt−1(dii) ∪ {rit}, and µt(x) =
µt−1(x) for all x 6= ri1 , xit .

Set µ = µN 0 .

Let z be an initial node of the second stage and let R(z) be the set of
idoneous researchers at z. Let (D,R(z), Pn(z)) be the matching markets in
which researchers’ preferences are the original ones and let each department d’s
preferences, Pn

d (z) to coincide with Pn on 2R\ {∅} and to rank as not accept-
able all subsets containing agents in R\R(z). We call a matching belonging to
Γ(D,R(z), Pn(z)), z-stable. The next result characterizes the SPE outcomes of
the subgames beginning at the second stage, extending the result of Sotomayor
(2003), to the many-to-one case.

Corollary 3 Let z2 be an initial node of the second stage. Then the game
starting at z2 implements the z2-stable set, Γ(D,R(z), Pn(z2)) in SPE stable
matching.

Proof. Observe that the subgame beginning at z2 is a subgame of the full game,
that begins at the fourth stage with the empty set and agents choosing in the
order ri1 , ..., riN0 . Then the claim follows from Lemma 7.
The main result about the new mechanism reveals the two faces of the coin.

The new system is positively responsive to the ranking. A good researcher can
enter and get the right to a financed contract. However, assignments are com-
pletely decentralized: it is impossible to guarantee her with a position according
to her preferences. In the worst of the cases, this possibility could deter her en-
try. The mechanism does not reward better ranked researchers: there is no
difference in being ranked first or N th7 .

Proposition 11 Let T = r1, ..., rN , ...rf . Let ν ∈ Γ(D,R,Pn).
(i) In any SPE at most ν(D) are employed.
(ii) Let ν(D) ≥ N and let µ be a matching in which exactly N researchers
are employed. Let rj∗ be the worst ranked employed researcher. Let j∗ > N8 .
The matching µ is an SPE outcome of the new mechanism if and only if µ
is stable in the market in which all non employed researchers are excluded
(D,µ(D), PD, Pµ(D)) and for all j < j∗ such that µ(rj) = rj, rj is single in
market (D,µ(D)\ {rj∗}) ∪ {rj} , PD, P(µ(D)\{rj∗})∪{rj}).
(iii) Let µ be a matching such that µ(D) < N . Then µ is an SPE outcome of
the new mechanism if and only if µ is stable for (D,µ(D), PD, Pµ(D)) and for all
j such that µ(rj) = rj, rjis single in market (D,µ(D) ∪ {rj} , PD, P(µ(D)∪{rj}).

7Part (i), (ii) and (iii) of the claim hold also if costs are zero.
8 It is possible because better ranked researchers could have decided not to enter.
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(iv) Let participation costs to be strictly positive for each agent. At any SPE
the same set of N agents is matched. The set of SPE outcomes coincides with
the set of matchings described in (ii).
(v) Let ν(D) ≤ N and let participation costs to be strictly positive for each
agent. The set of SPE outcomes of the new mechanism is Γ(D,R,Pn).

Proof. See Appendix A.
According to part (i), if the stable matchings of Γ(D,R,Pn) employ strictly

less than N researchers than some financed contracts will be wasted. Consider a
full employment equilibrium in which a poorly ranked researcher signs a financed
contract and some better researcher did not apply for the grant. According
to part (ii), it is because had the better researcher decided to participate in
the selection she would not have got any acceptable position (and a contract
would have been wasted). Part (iv) and (v) analyze the case of strictly positive
application costs: in this case any researcher who will not get any position does
not apply. If costs are null then some researcher might apply even if she knows
that she is not going to get any position. If she ranked between the best N
aspirants then some contracts will be wasted. The new mechanism does not
completely prevent collusion, because of the decentralized assignment. Anyway
it removes several collusive equilibria of the old mechanism as is proved in the
next example.

Example 5

Assume Let k = 3 and let f = 4. Let n1 = n2 = n3 = 1 and N = 3. T :
r1, r,2 , r3, r4 Pd1 = r2 Pd2 = r1, r3 Pd3 = r4, r3 Pr1 = d2 Pr2 = d1 Pr3 = d2, d3
Pr4 = d3 The unique stable matching of (D,R,P ) = (D,R,Pn) is µ:

d1 d2 d3 ∅
r2 r1 r4 r3

By Theorem 2 µ is the unique equilibrium of the reduced game. Only r1, r2, r4
are employed. By Proposition 11 µ cannot be sustained as a SPE outcome of
the new mechanism. Actually, the unique SPE outcome of the new mechanism
is:

d1 d2 d3 ∅
r2 r1 r3 r4

Through the new mechanism we recover some efficiency, with respect to
T . This was one of the designers’ concerns. The new mechanism may act
exactly by preventing the formation of inefficient stable markets, preventing the
entry of poor researchers. Anyway, the mechanism cannot carry out the task
if preferences are too endogamic: researchers are excluded by the market itself
(from (ii) and (iii)), whatever is their position in T .
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3.4 More general information structure

In this section we relax the assumption of perfect and complete information and
we allow for a more general structure. Let S be the (finite) set of state of the
world. A state of the world, s is characterized by a ranking T (s) and a profile
of preferences, U(s) = (Ux(· | s))x∈R∪D. In addition each agent, x ∈ R ∪D has
a fixed prior distribution πx on S. An allocation is a function M from S to the
set of possible matchings.
The agents play one of the games described in the previous section. A path

in the game is a pair (s, h), where s ∈ S and h is an history of the actions
taken by the players. To any terminal path is associated an outcome matching
µ = µ(h, s).
An information set for a player x is a set, Ix of histories identifying those

paths player x is not able to distinguish. =x denotes x’s collection of information
set. Let Ix(s) to denote x’s information set at the beginning of the game.
Behavioral strategies for x ∈ R ∪D, σx, specify the actions taken by agents at
each information set. Let σ = (σx)x∈R∪D be a profile of strategies.
A profile of (behavioral) strategies, σ∗ is sequentially rational if, for all

x ∈ R ∪D, for all s ∈ S and for every information set Ix ∈ =x

Eπx [Ux(µ(σ
∗, s))) | Ix] ≥ Eπx

£
Ux(µ(σ

−x∗, σx, s)) | Ix
¤
for all σx.

where Eπx [·, s)] denotes the expectation operator with respect to to πx. Beliefs
are determined using Bayes’ Rule whenever it is possible. It is however necessary
to model beliefs outside the equilibrium path, which is if Ix has probability 0
under (σ∗, π), then an appropriate conditional distribution has to be assigned.
We use Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE) and Sequential Equilibrium (SE) as
equilibrium concepts. Observe that in the second case the information at any
information set must be consistent with initial information through Bayesian
updating.

3.4.1 The reduced old mechanism

Let T be the set of all possible rankings on R. Agent x’s information determines
a probability distribution ρx on T , where ρx(T ) =

P
T=T (s)

πx(s | Ix(s)). Each

department d, once it receives the applications from the researchers in some
subset R1 of R, is able to determine the relative ranking among the members of
R1. Its information set at (s, h) can be then identified by Id = (R1, T|R1

) where
T|R1

is the restriction of T to R1. Department d’s beliefs are a probability distrib-
ution πd(· | Id). We assume that the induced probability distribution on T ρx(· |
Id) is consistent with ρx for all Id. Let T d(Id) =

©
T : T | R1(d) = T (Id)|R1(d)

ª
,

the set of rankings consistent with d’s information at Id’s. This induces a differ-
ential information structure. Departments are better informed than applicants
on the final ranking. Each department knows only the ranking of its applicants
but does not have detailed information about other participants’ positions on
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ranking. Pooling of all departments’ information would reveal the full ranking
on the applicants.

Remark 9 At the final stage of the game, all relevant information has already
been disclosed. Then, like in Proposition 8, each researcher has a strictly domi-
nant strategy: to accept the best offer she holds whenever she is called to choose.
The result holds at any equilibrium consistent with sequential rationality.

If µ is the outcome function, and (h, s) is a path, let Rd
1(h, s) be the set of

researchers applying to d along that path. For all (h, s), (h0, s0) belonging to the
same information set Id, we have Rd

1(h, s) = Rd
1(h

0, s0) = Rd
1(I

d). Rd
2(h, s) =

Rd
2(I

d) ⊂ Rd
1(I

d) denotes the set of researchers accepted by department d at
Id. Let T d(Id) be the a profile of preferences for d, responsive to the following
order on individuals.

rT d(Id)d⇔ r ∈ Rd
2(h, s) for some (h, s) ∈ Id.

rT d(Id)r0 ⇔ rT (s)r0.

Such preferences are meritocratic at Id.
LetM(Id) be the matching market in which researchers have their original

preferences as in state s and each department d has preferences T d(Id). Let
µT (Id) be the unique stable matching in M(Id). Then the following result
holds.

Lemma 9 Let Id be an information set belonging to the second stage and let
researchers playing conforming to Proposition 8. Then for any (h, s) belonging
to Id, the outcome of (h, s) is µT (Id) at any SE and at any PBE.

Proof. Let r1T...TrN 0 , let N 0 ≤ N be the applicants who receive a financed
contract on path (h, s). Set d1 = maxP r1 (s)

©
d : rj ∈ Rd

2(h, s)
ª
and, for all j ≤

N 0 − 1 set
dj+1 = maxP rj+1 (s)

©
d : rj ∈ Rd

2(h, s), |{0 ≤ k ≤ j − 1 : d = dj−k}| < nd
ª
, with

the convention maxP r(s)∅ = r. Let dj be rj ’s partner at the end of h at state s.
Executing the deferred acceptance algorithm with departments applying, where
each department d is substituted by nd replicas in the order (d1, ..., dN 0), one
obtains the same matching. The first claim follows by taking into account that
the outcome of such procedure is the departments’ optimal stable matching in
M(h, s) for any order of application. The second claim follows by executing the
deferred acceptance algorithm with applicants applying the order defined by the
ranking.
Then, departments’ strategy is equivalent to “revealing” a profile of pref-

erences from a restricted set. If the application stage does not convey more
information than the initial one to the departments and if preferences are pub-
lic knowledge the conclusions of previous section applies. Analogous result holds
in the case of complete information.
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Corollary 4 Assume that the information is complete on agents’ preferences
and the informational structure is the same than in Section 3.3.1
(i) the full game weakly implements the stable set in PBE and in SE
(ii) the reduced game fully implements the stable set in PBE and in SE.

Information asymmetries may have a different impact on the analysis if and
only if it affects agents’ preferences and not only the ranking.
In order to make the formal analysis simpler we restrict our attention to

preference profiles such that the departments can only differentiate between
acceptable and not acceptable applicants. They only care in filling their posi-
tions with acceptable researchers. They assume the official ranking on the set
of their acceptable researchers, but it does not mean that their preferences are
meritocratic.
Let udA (s) be d’s utility from an acceptable researcher at s ∈ S and let

udNA(s) be d’s utility from an unacceptable researcher at s ∈ S. Let ud(∅, s) be
the utility of not hiring any researcher at state s ∈ S. With no loss of generality
we assume ud(∅, s) = 0. Let udNA (s) < 0 < udA(s). Let A

d = Ad(s) be the set
of acceptable researchers for department d at s ∈ S. Set

ud(R0, s) =
¯̄
Ad(s) ∩R0

¯̄
udA(s) + |R0\A(d, s)|udNA(s), R

0 6= ∅, |R0| ≤ qd.

ud(R0, s) < ud(∅, s) if |R0| > qd.

We will say that a department strategy is essentially dominant if it is domi-
nant in the game where the researchers play according to the strategy in propo-
sition 8. In Appendix B we prove that it is essentially dominant, for all depart-
ments, to accept all acceptable researchers.

Proposition 12 Accepting all acceptable applicants is the unique essentially
dominant departments’ strategy. Furthermore it is the unique departments’
strategy which resists to the iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies.

3.4.2 Core stability and efficiency

Now we consider the issue of core stability.
LetM = (D,R,P ) = (D,R,PD, PR) be a matching market where PD is of

the same form as in 3.1. Let n = (nd)d∈D an assignment of financed contracts.

Definition 23 A matching µ on M is n−stable in M if it is individually
rational and if there exists no d ∈ D and no bR ⊂ Ad such that nd ≥

¯̄̄ bR¯̄̄ > |µ(d)|
and dP rµ(r) for all r ∈ bR\µ(d).
The definition adapts to our setup the notion of stability. A matching is sta-

ble with respect to a given assignation of contracts if it satisfies two conditions.
It must be individually rational and no department can increase the number of
hired acceptable researchers with applicants who prefer to join it rather than
their current employer.
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Incomplete information mitigates the clear-cut results obtained under the
hypothesis of full information. In contrast with Theorem 2, a researcher could
apply to some department even if she is not sure to join it. Consider the case
of an applicant who beliefs that, if she got at least one preacceptance, she
would be ranked in a good position. Assume that she would like to join some
department, but she does not know with certainty if she is acceptable to it. If
she cared enough for the profession (i.e. if application costs are low enough)
she would apply. It is similar to the case in which an applicant applies to some
department despite the risk of ending unemployed. She is not sure of passing
the cut but the conditional probability of joining the department, having passed
the cut is high enough.
On departments’ side, it might happen that, for some realizations, a de-

partment has accepted more applicants than the ones it finally hires. Even if
the strategy is ex-post redundant it can be strictly optimal at departments’
information set. This behavior might cause an idoneous applicant not to be
employed. Actually, any unstable equilibrium matching results in not assigned
financed positions.
There are two causes of such instabilities. The first one we could call risk-

induced. This instability is because of applicants who would like to join a
department which otherwise would not fill all its vacancies are too low ranked
with respect to the other idoneous applicants. It comes from departments be-
cause of lack of information and risk aversion over accepted applicants. The
other form of instability is called manipulative. It derives from the rejection of
a good ranked applicant by some department, in order not to loose lower ranked
researchers. This form of instability needs more precise information: rejecting
a well ranked applicant in favor of a lower ranked one reduced the probability
of a matching with an acceptable researcher. It can emerge in a structure in
which departments’ preferences are strict. From Proposition 12 such kinds of
strategies are (weakly) dominated.

Proposition 13 Only risk-induced or manipulative instabilities can emerge at
equilibrium. In both cases at least one preaccepted and idoneous researcher is
unemployed. If departments play their essentially dominant strategy only meri-
tocratic instabilities can emerge at equilibrium otherwise. So an outcome match-
ing is stable iff it employs N researchers.

Looking at the data instabilities seems not likely to occur. All contracts in
budget (and even more) have gone assigned. An explanation is that ex-ante
information is precise. It is also likely that the mechanism itself induces agents,
mainly departments, to share the information they have on applicants and on the
ranking. The argument is that the lack of information may induce redundant
acceptances and instabilities that harm departments by reducing the number
of the researchers assigned to some departments. Voluntary disclosure of the
information can prevent such effects. Given the dimension and the structure of
the market, communication costs are lower than the ones in which departments
would incur in losing financed positions.
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3.5 Data and results
In this section we study the empirical evidence that supports the theoretical
findings on the mechanism associated to the first call of the Ramón y Cajal
Program. The data analyzed have been provided by the Dirección General
de Investigación of the Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnología. We have data on
researcher’s applications and information provided by the 151 research insti-
tutions that participated in the Program. These institutions requested 2064
contracts. Most institutions have more than one research department among
the 24 scientific areas in with the applicants where divided. Once the demand
of contracts of an institution was decided, research departments played as inde-
pendent agents. The Program was designed to provide funding for a maximum
of 800 contracts. 2807 researchers applied to at least one research center and
got the preacceptances that allow then to be evaluated. Each researcher could
present at most two independent research projects. 122 researchers decided to
present two research projects. Therefore, 2939 different research projects were
presented. These projects received 3974 preacceptances.
A total of 24 Committees created by the “Agencia Nacional de Evaluación y

Prospectiva (ANEP)” (see Siune (1999)) evaluated the applicants. Overall, 341
experts took part in the evaluation. If a contract was granted to a researcher, she
could join the research departments that had preaccepted her. If more than one
research institution had preaccepted her, she would have to rank the institutions
in her application. Details on the number of preacceptances obtained by the
researchers are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: preacceptances
Number of preacceptances 1 2 3 4 5 More than 5
A pp l i c a n t s 2 2 2 9 4 8 6 1 2 4 4 5 2 4 1 4

(p e r c e n t a g e ) 7 6 .3% 1 6 .6% 4 .2% 1 .5% 0 .8% 0 .4%

G ra n t e d 5 6 2 1 5 0 3 1 1 1 1 2 8

(p e r c e n t a g e ) 7 2 .6% 1 9 .4% 4 .0% 1 .4% 1 .6% 1 .0%

Finally, 802 applicants were selected and 782 contracts signed. The first call
of the Ramón y Cajal Program served the purpose of stabilizing investigators
who had arrived recently to the Spanish system of R&D. The Program has also
incorporated 315 new researchers, of whom 104 are national of countries other
than Spain (more details about the first call of the Ramón y Cajal Program can
be found at Sanz Menéndez L. et al. (2003)).
We analyze several of the insights from our theoretical findings using the data

of the 2939 individual projects that were evaluated by the different Committees.
First, we analyze if Spanish researchers tended to (ask and) get preacceptances
from the research center where they achieved their Ph.D. This is evidence of
endogamic behavior: as general rule universities tend not to hire their own grad-
uate students. 998 researchers were preaccepted by the department where they
achieved their Ph.D. Out of the 2229 applicants with only one preacceptance,
616 were preaccepted by the research department where they achieved their
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Ph.D. Also, 158 research departments gave preacceptances only to their own
graduates. Therefore, we can infer that endogamy was present in the preac-
ceptance phase of the Ramón y Cajal Program. On Table 2 we analyze the
consequences of this behavior and we present a model where we control for the
effects of endogamy in the different research areas.
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Table 2: The Model of endogamy
D ep e n d e n t Va r ia b le : P r e a c c e p t a n c e in th e in s t i t u t io n w h e r e t h e c a n d id a t e g r a d u a t e s (Y /N )

M o d e l 1
(1)

S td .E r r . M o d e l 2
(1)

S td .E r r .

S p a n i sh re s id e n c e 0 .2 7 7 0 .0 7 0 0 .3 2 7 0 .7 3 9

% o f p u b l i c fu n d in g o f t h e p r e f e r r e d in s t i t u t io n 1 .3 6 0 0 .1 4 3 1 .5 1 5 0 .1 5 0

N um b e r o f P r e a c c e p t a n c e s 0 .2 0 3 0 .0 2 5 0 .2 0 5 0 .0 2 7

P hy s ic a n d S p a c e S c ie n c e s 1 .6 7 1 2 .3 3 4

E a r th S c i e n c e s 1 .5 3 2 0 .3 4 5

M a t e r ia l s S c ie n c e a n d Te ch n o lo g y 1 .4 6 4 0 .3 3 5

C h em is t r y 2 .1 1 4 0 .3 6 3

C h em ic a l t e ch n o lo g y 1 .3 9 1 0 .3 3 9

P la n t a n d a n im a l b io lo g y. E c o lo g y 1 .5 9 8 0 .3 4 6

A g r ic u l tu r e 1 .0 1 0 0 .3 5 9

L iv e s t o ck a n d fi sh in g 1 .0 7 9 0 .3 5 1

Fo o d S c i e n c e a n d t e ch n o lo g y 1 .4 5 2 0 .3 3 1

M o le c u la r a n d c e l lu la r B io lo g y a n d g e n e t ic s 1 .6 8 9 0 .3 4 4

P hy s io lo g y a n d P h a rm a c o lo g y 1 .7 5 7 0 .3 4 4

M ed ic in e 1 .3 0 0 0 .4 8 8

M ech a n ic a l , S h ip a n d A e ro n a u t ic a l E n g in e e r in g 1 .1 7 0 0 .4 4 6

E le c t r i c a l a n d E le c t r o n ic E n g in e e r in g a n d R ob o t ic s 1 .4 5 4 0 .4 2 3

C iv i l E n g in e e r in g a n d a r ch it e c t u r e 1 .9 3 7 0 .3 6 9

M a th em a t i c s 1 .2 1 4 0 .4 7 8

C om p u t e r S c i e n c e s 0 .5 1 2 0 .4 0 8

In fo rm a t io n & C om m u n ic a t io n Te ch n o lo g ie s 1 .1 2 9 0 .4 5 3

E co n om ic s - -

L aw 1 .6 7 0 0 .3 9 9

S o c ia l S c ie n c e s 0 .6 9 2 0 .4 0 3

P sy ch o lo g y a n d E d u c a t io n S c ie n c e s 1 .4 5 6 0 .3 5 8

P h i lo lo g y a n d P h i lo s o p hy 1 .3 5 1 0 .3 4 6

H i s t o r y a n d A r t 1 .7 7 6 0 .3 5 2

Model 1 Model 2
L o g L ik e l ih o o d - 1 7 4 0 .7 6 -1 6 4 6 .8 1

N um b e r o f o b s e r va t io n s 2 8 2 3 2 8 2 3

L R t e s t s f o r j o in t s ig n ifi c a n c e o f s lo p e s 1 6 0 .0 8 0 .0 0 0 1 6 4 .0 7 0 .0 0 0

L R t e s t s f o r j o in t s ig n ifi c a n c e o f A r e a D um m y 1 6 2 .8 4 0 .0 0 0

( 1 ) M a x im um L ik e l ih o o d e s t im a t e s fo r p r o b it e s t im a t e s .

On Table 2, we present two probit regressions over a variable that has value
one if a research project has requested and achieved a preacceptance in a research
center were the researcher achieved her Ph.D. Notice that in the data set there
is a group of research centers that cannot be endogamic by definition. This
is because they cannot provide Ph.D.s and therefore cannot preaccept and,
eventually, hire their own Ph.D. graduates. We consider a variable that collects
the percentage of public funding of the institutions preferred by the applicant
for her project among those that preaccepted her. Public research centers as
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public universities can obtain private funds through research contracts with the
private sector. We can infer that a researcher increases the chances to ask for
and get a preacceptance from the center where she achieved her Ph.D. as the
share of public funding of the institution increases. Finally, the chances to incur
in endogamy increase with the number of preacceptance. This means that the
research centers are viewed as entry points into the research career for their
graduates. Therefore, if a graduate considers to apply to more than one center
she includes the center where she graduates. It is worth to notice that 261 of
the finally selected applicants, have been preaccepted by the research centers
where they obtained their Ph.D. and 198 of them have only the preacceptances
of these centers. We can conclude that in the first call of the Ramón y Cajal
Program the Spanish research institutions have a tendency to preaccept their
former Ph.D. Students. In addition, this is more likely as the share of private
funding decreases. In our second model we can see how area dummies control,
among other things, for the probability to incur in endogamic behavior. We use
Economics as reference area because is the one that contributes less to increase
the probability of endogamy.
We have considered the problem of endogamy and proved that the mech-

anism is not able to prevent it. Another variable can give us more insights
about our theoretical results. Although we have no direct information from the
applicants’ curricula we can model the scores given by the different evaluating
committees to the projects presented by the applicants. The model is presented
in Table 3. The applicants with more preacceptances and US residents get
better scores; notice that this also applies to Spaniards resident in the US for
doctoral or postdoctoral training. To have achieved her Ph.D. in Spain or to
present more than one research project influences negatively the score achieved
by the applicant. The difference between the scores induced by these variables
goes from 2 to 8 points over a hundred.
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Table 3: The Model of scores
D ep e n d e n t Va r ia b le : S c o r e (1 -1 0 0 )

M o d e l 1 S td .E r r . M o d e l 2 S td .E r r . E n d o g am y S td .E r r .

M o r e th a n o n e r e s e a r ch p ro je c t - 4 .5 5 7 1 .4 3 9 -4 .5 8 3 1 .3 9 2 -6 .0 3 6 2 .1 5 5

U S r e s id e n c e 8 .7 2 5 1 .7 4 0 8 .2 2 2 1 .6 8 2 2 .0 0 9 3 .0 6 6

S p a n i sh P h .D . -2 .9 2 0 1 .0 2 5 -3 .3 0 7 1 .0 2 7 - -

C o n s t a n t 6 4 .3 8 - - - -

P hy s ic a n d S p a c e S c ie n c e s 7 4 .5 8 4 1 .4 5 2 7 5 .5 7 7 1 .7 9 1

E a r th S c i e n c e s 6 3 .5 0 5 1 .8 2 1 6 0 .3 4 8 2 .5 9 0

M a t e r ia l s S c ie n c e a n d Te ch n o lo g y 6 6 .8 2 6 1 .8 0 0 6 5 .3 7 8 2 .7 2 4

C h em is t r y 6 6 .6 5 4 1 .4 8 1 6 5 .2 7 1 1 .4 6 4

C h em ic a l t e ch n o lo g y 6 4 .7 9 2 2 .3 9 2 6 2 .8 0 1 4 .0 5 1

P la n t a n d a n im a l b io lo g y. E c o lo g y 6 7 .1 5 8 1 .6 6 1 6 5 .2 9 4 2 .1 2 5

A g r ic u l tu r e 6 6 .4 2 4 1 .7 8 6 6 5 .6 6 0 3 .3 1 4

L iv e s t o ck a n d fi sh in g 6 3 .1 5 7 2 .2 3 1 6 2 .0 1 2 4 .1 2 0

Fo o d S c i e n c e a n d t e ch n o lo g y 6 1 .3 5 4 2 .1 1 7 6 1 .4 1 9 3 .1 2 4

M o le c u la r a n d c e l lu la r B io lo g y a n d g e n e t ic s 6 3 .9 9 2 1 .2 6 2 6 2 .0 9 1 1 .3 0 2

P hy s io lo g y a n d P h a rm a c o lo g y 6 6 .5 9 6 1 .8 3 4 6 6 .0 7 2 2 .3 6 8

M ed ic in e 6 1 .8 8 0 1 .7 9 3 5 7 .8 4 4 2 .8 1 4

M ech a n ic a l , S h ip a n d A e ro n a u t ic a l E n g in e e r in g 6 0 .8 7 7 4 .6 2 8 3 8 .0 0 0 1 0 .4 5 8

E le c t r i c a l a n d E le c t r o n ic E n g in e e r in g a n d R ob o t ic s 6 5 .8 9 9 4 .3 0 0 6 5 .0 0 6 7 .4 0 3

C iv i l E n g in e e r in g a n d a r ch it e c t u r e 5 3 .9 5 2 4 .2 2 9 4 2 .8 8 8 6 .0 3 7

M a th em a t i c s 7 0 .9 1 2 2 .5 1 5 7 4 .0 5 1 3 .9 5 8

C om p u t e r S c i e n c e s 5 1 .5 5 7 3 .4 8 2 3 4 .0 0 0 1 2 .8 0 8

In fo rm a t io n & C om m u n ic a t io n Te ch n o lo g ie s 6 2 .9 2 1 3 .0 8 7 6 4 .0 0 0 7 .3 9 4

E co n om ic s 7 0 .7 8 1 2 .7 1 1 4 0 .0 0 0 1 2 .8 0 8

L aw 5 6 .2 0 6 4 .9 3 4 4 9 .2 0 0 6 .8 4 6

S o c ia l S c ie n c e s 3 0 .5 1 2 2 .7 9 4 2 0 .0 0 0 7 .3 9 4

P sy ch o lo g y a n d E d u c a t io n S c ie n c e s 5 2 .7 2 4 3 .6 5 0 5 2 .7 0 3 5 .7 3 2

P h i lo lo g y a n d P h i lo s o p hy 6 1 .2 9 4 2 .2 6 8 6 6 .4 8 1 3 .4 8 6

H i s t o r y a n d A r t 6 2 .9 6 4 1 .9 5 9 5 8 .7 7 4 2 .5 3 6

Model 1 Prb.>F. Model 2 Prb.>F. Endogamy Prb.>F.
N um b e r o f o b s e r va t io n s 2 9 0 6 2 9 0 6 9 8 6

F t e s t s fo r jo in t s ig n ifi c a n c e o f s l o p e s 1 4 .7 8 0 .0 0 0 1 5 .5 1 0 .0 0 0 4 .2 0 0 .0 1 5

χ2 t e s t s f o r e q u a l i ty o f A r e a d um m ie s 2 9 4 .6 3 0 .0 0 0 1 3 5 2 .7 6 0 .0 0 0

The most relevant characteristic of the scores is their variation among the
different research areas. This variation cannot be attributed to the fact that
each area has a different evaluating committee. The evaluation criteria and the
coordination standards prevent them to diverge in their valuation. The criteria
were based on evaluation of academic contributions (publications, patents, etc.
and using standard citations index for the different areas, up to 60 points),
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potential of the applicant (up to 20 points) and merits including postdoctoral
studies in international research centers (up to 20 points). Another natural
source of these results is the different quality of the applicants. The score
was based on academic achievements, therefore it is independent of the ratio
applicant/position in the different areas and on the total number of applicants.
The contracts were granted only to applicants that were excellent according to
the evaluation criteria. There were 1006 applicants qualified as excellent and
in all areas there were more excellent applicants than contracts available. In
fact, the number of contracts had to be increased from 800 to 802 because of
unbreakable ties.
Then, if there were excellent applicants in all areas and the average points

are significantly different, it can be due only to different degrees of difficulty
to get a preacceptance in the different areas. This possibility of the research
centers to include or not applicants during the selection process is highlighted
by our theoretical results and, from Table 3, there is evidence that it has been
used. We compare Model 2 in Table 3 with the Endogamy Model. In the
latter, we include only the researchers that applied to the centers where they
had obtained their Ph.D. We can see how the scores are generically smaller and
very different among some areas. We do not know if the research departments
have succeeded in prevent some agents from taking part to the selection but it
is clear that many departments where willing to preaccept low qualified local
applicants.
Finally, we want to test the results of our theoretical model on how infor-

mation conditions the behavior of the applicants. We use an ordered probit to
analyze the relation between the number of preacceptances and the character-
istics of the researchers, that we assume to be related with their information
about the Spanish institutions. We claim that the information of a resident in
Spain is more precise than the one of an outsider and therefore the former will
seek preacceptances in fewer institutions than the latter, given that this is costly
and time-consuming. In this sense we claim that those researchers whose resi-
dence is in Spain or has been previously in Spain shall have better information
than a researcher without this background.
In Table 4 we present the main results of the empirical part. A Spanish

residence decreases the number of preacceptances an applicant well seek and get.
If the applicant has achieved her Ph.D. in US she will seek more preacceptances.
Notice that once an applicant has been preaccepted by a center she likes, her
only source of uncertainty arises from the selection process. In fact, of the 782
contracts that were finally signed, 732 were signed with the applicant first choice
and the 96.16 % of them in the first matching round. Therefore, the reason to
increase the number of preacceptances for the same project, as it happened in
23.7 % of the cases, lies in the uncertainty about the possibility of getting to
sign the contract once granted. This uncertainty can only be caused by lack of
information about the demand of the centers. This can be seen in Table 4, the
positive and negative coefficients of those who obtain their Ph.D. in the US and
those who have Spanish residence can be understood as actions of persons with
different level of information on the agents involved in the process. The results
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confirm the insights provided by the model with incomplete information.

Table 4: The Model of number of total preacceptances
D ep e n d e n t Va r ia b le : N um b e r o f p r e a c c e p t a n c e s ( 1 -5 o r m o r e )

M o d e l 1
(1)

S td .E r r . M o d e l 2
(1)

S td .E r r .

S p a n i sh re s id e n c e -0 .2 7 9 0 .0 6 3 -0 .2 0 3 0 .0 6 5

U S P h .D . 0 .4 4 8 0 .1 3 5 0 .3 7 8 0 .1 4 0

M o r e th a n o n e r e s e a r ch p ro je c t 1 .5 8 2 0 .7 6 1 1 .7 2 4 0 .0 7 8

A p p ly t o th e r e s e a r ch in s t i t u t io n w h e r e sh e a ch ie v e h e r P h .D . 0 .5 1 0 0 .0 5 0 0 .5 0 4 0 .0 5 1

P hy s ic a n d S p a c e S c ie n c e s 1 .9 5 2 0 .4 5 4

A r e a E a r th S c i e n c e s 1 .0 0 0 0 .4 6 3

M a t e r ia l s S c ie n c e a n d Te ch n o lo g y 1 .3 1 6 0 .4 5 9

C h em is t r y 1 .0 6 2 0 .4 5 5

C h em ic a l t e ch n o lo g y 0 .6 1 8 0 .4 8 8

P la n t a n d a n im a l b io lo g y. E c o lo g y 1 .3 0 1 0 .4 5 8

A g r ic u l tu r e 1 .2 1 3 0 .4 6 1

L iv e s t o ck a n d fi sh in g 0 .8 8 7 0 .4 7 4

Fo o d S c i e n c e a n d t e ch n o lo g y 1 .2 7 9 0 .4 6 5

M o le c u la r a n d c e l lu la r B io lo g y a n d g e n e t ic s 1 .2 1 8 0 .4 5 2

P hy s io lo g y a n d P h a rm a c o lo g y 1 .3 0 9 0 .4 6 0

M ed ic in e 0 .7 9 0 0 .4 6 3

M ech a n ic a l , S h ip a n d A e ro n a u t ic a l E n g in e e r in g 1 .1 6 5 0 .5 5 1

E le c t r i c a l a n d E le c t r o n ic E n g in e e r in g a n d R ob o t ic s 1 .5 4 5 0 .5 2 4

C iv i l E n g in e e r in g a n d a r ch it e c t u r e - -

M a th em a t i c s 2 .2 1 6 0 .4 7 0

C om p u t e r S c i e n c e s 1 .2 2 2 0 .5 0 6

In fo rm a t io n & C om m un ic a t io n Te ch n o lo g ie s 0 .8 6 7 0 .5 1 3

E co n om ic s 0 .9 9 8 0 .4 9 4

L aw 0 .9 6 3 0 .5 7 8

S o c ia l S c ie n c e s 1 .4 2 2 0 .4 8 3

P sy ch o lo g y a n d E d u c a t io n S c ie n c e s 1 .2 4 1 0 .5 0 4

P h i lo lo g y a n d P h i lo s o p hy 1 .6 3 8 0 .4 6 8

H i s t o r y a n d A r t 0 .9 4 7 0 .4 6 8

Model 1 Model 2
L o g L ik e l ih o o d - 2 3 8 8 .5 9 -2 2 8 3 .0 1

N um b e r o f o b s e r va t io n s 2 9 1 4 2 9 1 4

L R t e s t s f o r j o in t s ig n ifi c a n c e o f s lo p e s 5 4 4 .3 3 0 .0 0 0 5 5 5 .1 0 0 .0 0 0

L R t e s t s f o r j o in t s ig n ifi c a n c e o f A r e a D um m y 2 0 6 .5 4 0 .0 0 0

(1) Maximum Likelihood estimates for ordered probit estimates.

If we consider the results on Table 2 and the data on Table 1 we can infer
that this can be because most applicants present only one preacceptance. This
preacceptance suits to the institution they are working in and it is given by the
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institution regardless of the quality of the applicant. Nevertheless, on Table 1
we have shown how 76.3% of researchers present only one research project and
receive only one preacceptance. Therefore, we can show that the uncertainty was
higher for those out of the system but there where few of then in the allocation
process. Most of the applicants who achieved a research contract on the first
call of the Program were Spaniards. In fact, 75% of the 698 Spaniards awarded
with contracts were living in Spain at the time of the application. From the 104
foreigners 36 of then (5% of the total contracts) were living in Spain.

3.6 Conclusions

Successful mechanism design should take into account agent’s motives in order
to provide them with the right incentives to perform its goals. The Ramón y
Cajal Program was created to improve Spanish scientific researchers’ base by
promoting the recruiting of top-researchers while preserving the autonomy of
research institutions. The model we have presented provides insights on the way
these two objectives have interacted in the design of the assigning mechanisms.
As a result we got a design failure. The limits to recruit Spanish scientists

came from the lack of a merit criterion caused mainly by endogamous behav-
ior. The objective of the mechanism was to induce departments to accept high
quality researchers.
So the meritocratic concerns resulted in the selection of applicants, which

had been taken far from concerned departments, and in giving better applicants
priority. On the other hand, to preserve researcher centers’ independence a
preliminary acceptance phase was introduced. The interacting of these two
features produced large possibility of collusion between applicants and research
centers. Large information asymmetries seem able to prevent such collusion.
The analysis of the data confirms the theoretical findings. Most of applicants

have fewer preacceptances and were preaccepted by the research centers where
they obtained their Ph.D. On the informational side, insiders seem likely to
present fewer applications than non-Spanish resident, which confirms the results
in Section 3.4. Further, the quality of the applicant has little correlation with
the number of preacceptances achieved.
We can attribute the redesign of the mechanism to the failures that it pre-

sented. In the redesign, the preacceptance stage has been removed. Therefore,
all applicants are considered by the evaluation committees. Also, the matching
has been decentralized and any priority has been removed.
The new design of the mechanism is an improvement. However, it does not

guarantee that departments are competing for the best researchers. It only can
assure the over all quality of the applicants selected.
An interesting point for future research, both theoretical and empirical, is the

evolution of the agents’ behavior through the different calls of the Program. The
data on the other calls could also help in clarifying the role of the applicants
that were granted a contract but decided to abandon the Program. Of the
selected applicants 732 signed a contracts with the institution they preferred
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and only 16 used the second round of the mechanism and signed contract with
a research center that initially did not preaccept then. This supports the idea
of a reasonably complete information environment, but it precludes testing this
hypothesis.
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3.8 Appendix A

We prove Proposition 11 under a more general assumption on the decentralized
mechanism beginning in the second stage.

Condition 1 Let z be an initial node of the second stage. Let R0 = R(z2) be
the set of idoneous researchers. Any SPE outcome of the decentralized matching
starting at z is stable in (D,R(z), Pn(z), PR0) students.

We now prove Proposition 11 in a more general form, changing the claim to
take into account Condition 1

Proposition 14 Assume Condition 1 holds. Let T = r1, ..., rN , ..., rf and let ν
be stable in (D,R,Pn).
(i) At any SPE of the new mechanism no more than ν(D) researchers are
employed.
(ii) ν(D) > N and let µ be a matching in which exactly N researchers are
employed. Let rj∗ be the worst ranked employed researcher. Let j∗ > N . Then
µ is an SPE outcome of the new mechanism if and only if µ is a SPE outcome at
zµ where zµ is the subgame induced by each department d accepting only agents
in µ(d) and if for all j < j∗ such that µ(rj) = rj, rj is single in the stable set
of (D,R(zµ)\ {rj∗}) ∪ {rj} , Pn

D(zµ, P
n
(µ(D)\{rj∗})∪{rj}).

(iii) Let µ be a matching in which N 0 < N researchers are employed. Then µ
is a SPE outcome at zµ where zµ is the subgame induced by each department d
accepting only agents in µ(d) for (D,R(zµ) ∪ {rj} , Pn

D(zµ, P
n
(µ(D)∪{rj}).

(iv)If ν(D) > N and each researcher has positive application costs, exactly N
researchers are employed at equilibrium. The set of SPE coincides with the set
of matchings described in (ii)
(iv)Let ν(D) ≤ N and assume that each researcher has positive application
costs. Then the set of SPE at (D,R,P ) is the set of SPE outcomes of the
decentralized matching process characterized starting at R1(z) = ν(D).

Proof. (i) The proof is trivial.
(ii) Let µ and j∗ as in the claim and set R0 = µ(D). Let j < j∗ such that
µ is an SPE outcome of the new mechanism if and only by participating to
the selection, no such rj can get a position. By deciding to participate j < j∗
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would result idoneous. Let z(j) be the subgame induced by such a deviation.
R0(j) = (R0\ {rj∗}) ∪ {rj}. The matching µ is a SPE if and only if rj is single
as result of such a deviation. From Condition 1 and Martinez and al (2000)
follows (ii) part of the claim.
(iii) is proven as (ii).
(v) follows from (ii) once observed that with positive application costs, at
equilibrium, no unmatched agent applies.
(iv) follows from (ii) once observed that with positive application costs, at
equilibrium, no unmatched agent applies.

3.9 Appendix B

Let (h, s) be a path in the game and let σ−d be a profile of strategies for players
other than d.
Let Rd(h, s, σ−d) = A(d, s) ∩Rd

1(h, s, σ
−d) be the set of acceptable applica-

tion received by d.

Let R−d(s, σ−d) = cRd(h, s, σ−d) ∪
" S
d0 6=d

Rd0
2 (h, s, σ

−d)

#
= {r1, ..., rl}, where

r1T....T rl. R−d(s, σ−d) is the set of researchers that would be preaccepted at
state s if d accepted only its acceptable applicants.
Consider the following algorithm.
Let d1 = maxP r1

©
d : r1 ∈ R−d(h, s, σ−d)

ª
and let

dj+1 = maxP rj+1 (s)

©
d : rj ∈ R2(d, h, s), |{0 ≤ k ≤ j − 1 : d = dj−k}| < nd

ª
.

Let µ(h, s, σ−d)(rj) = dj and let µ(h, s, σ−d)(r) = r for all other r.
Let σ(h, s, σ−d)(d) = µ(h, s, σ−d)(d) for all (h, s) and set Rd

2(I
d, σ−d)(d) =S

πd(h,s|Id,σ−d)(d)>0
σ(h, s, σ−d)(d).

We call σ(Id, σ−d)(d) the secure strategy against σ−d at Id. The secure
strategy against σ−d amounts in accepting acceptable researchers that with pos-
itive probability will join d at the following stage. Playing secure strategy assure
the best ranked ones.

Then it is the best each department can do if it only cares to fill all its
position, whatever information it owns. Formally:

Lemma 10 Let d ∈ D. Let σ−d be a profile of strategies for players other than
d, in which researchers play according to the strategies described in Proposition
8. Using the secure strategy profile at Id against is σ−d sequentially rational for
d at Id. And the secure strategy maximizes the number of researchers can get
at each state.

Proof. Let πd(h, s | Id, σ−d)(d) > 0. Accepting any R2 ⊃ σd2(h, s, σ
−d)(d)

matches d with all the agents in µ(h, s, σ−d)(d) = σ(h, s, σ−d)(d). So we can
consider subsets of R1(d, Id) such that σ(Id, σ−d)\R2 6= ∅. In particular, for
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some (h, s) such that πd(h, s | Id, σ−d)(d) > 0 σ(h, s, σ−d)(d)\R2 6= ∅. It suf-
fices to show that for any such (h, s) accepting such R2 does not increase the
cardinality of µ(h, s)(d) where µ(h, s) denotes the outcome function at (h, s),
fixed σ−d. We can assume also that R2\σ(Id, σ−d) 6= ∅ and that R2 contains
only acceptable researchers. Let µ0 be the outcome matching after (h, s) when
d plays her secure strategy and let µ be the outcome matching. after (h, s)
when d accepts the researchers in R2. µ0(d) = σ(h, s, σ−d)(d). As the out-
come for d after (h, s)is the same if d accepts R2 and if it accepts µ(d) we
can assume that µ(d) = R2(d). Let µ0(d)\R2 = {br1, ..., brs}, br1T...T brs and let
µ1(d)\µ0(d) = {r1, ..., rp} r1T...T rp. Observe that it must be the case thatbr1Tr1, by construction of σ(Id, σ−d). Consider the following algorithm. Let µ0
be the outcome matching when d accepts the researchers in µ0(d) ∪ R2. For
1 ≤ j ≤ s: Step j: Rj = µj−1(d) ∪ R2\

©
\rs−j+1

ª
. Let µj be the outcome

matching when d accepts the researchers in Rj . We have µs = µ. Accepting
µ0(d) ∪ R2 matches d with µ0(d). We now prove that

¯̄
µj+1(d)

¯̄
≤
¯̄
µj(d)

¯̄
for

all 0 ≤ j ≤ s. First of all observe that µj−1(\rs−j+1) = d. Rejecting \rs−j+1
at step j does not affect the choices of applicants ranked above \rs−j+1. This
rejection can create at most one cycle of rejections interesting only lower ranked
applicants. Then d is matched at most with one applicant different than \rs−j+1
at each step. So

¯̄
µj+1(d)

¯̄
≤
¯̄
µj(d)

¯̄
and |µ(d)| = |µs(d)| ≤

¯̄
µ0(d)

¯̄
.

In general not only supersets of the secure strategies are best responses
with respect to a given strategy. From the proof of Lemma 10 follows that are
someway robust to changes in the information setup. Playing different strategies
means to believe in the possibility of a matching with low ranked applicants.
But lower ranked applicants have in general lower probability of passing the
“cut”.
Proof of Proposition 12. It follows from Lemma 10 and Remark 9.

Proof of Proposition 13. Let σ∗ be an equilibrium and let µ∗ = µ∗(s, T ) be
the equilibrium outcome matching at state (s, T ). Let d ∈ D and let bR ⊂ A(d, s)

such that nd ≥
¯̄̄ bR¯̄̄ > |µ∗(d)| and dP r(s)µ∗(r) for all r ∈ bR\µ∗(d).. At equi-

librium |µ∗(d)| is the maximum number of researchers d can get at (s, T ) against
σ∗−d (from Lemma 10). Let r ∈ bR\µ∗(d) such that ¯̄̄̄½r0 ∈ S

d0
A2(d

0, s, I∗d
0
) : r0Tr

¾¯̄̄̄
<

N . Consider first the case in which r applied to d. By contradiction, sup-
pose r0Tr for all r0 ∈ µ∗(d). Consider the following deviation for d: accepts
µ∗(d) ∪ {r}. It would match d with µ∗(d) ∪ {r} at (T, s). But it contradicts
Lemma 10:it would follows that d could obtain at least |µ∗(d)| + 1 researchers
by playing its secure strategy against σ∗−d. Now consider the case in which r
did not applied to d. Consider the following deviation for r: applies to the same
departments as in σ∗d and to d. It changes the information set of no department
but d. Starting from such path d can get at least |µ∗(d)| researchers at (T, s).
As costs are small it must be the case that d is not matched with r as result of
such deviation. If. it was not the case applying also to d would increase r’s prob-
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ability of better matchings. Then d can get at most |µ∗(d)|. By contradiction,
assume that r0Tr for all r0 ∈ µ∗(d). Accepting only µ∗(d) ∪ {r} would procure
|µ∗(d)| + 1 researchers which, via Lemma 10, constitutes a contradiction. The
last part of the claim follows by observing that d has a vacancy at (s, T ).
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Chapter 4

The Condorcet Winner:
Incomplete Information,

Implementation and Multiplicity

Abstract

The chapter analyzes the implementation of the Condorcet Win-
ner under incomplete information. It is shown that for a non negli-
gible set of probability distributions exact implementation of Con-
dorcet consistent social choice functions cannot be obtained. A
trade-off between the robustness of the Condorcet Winner and Bayesian
Monotonicity appears. The result is proven in single peaked envi-
ronments and extended to more general setups. A positive result is
provided for uniform priors.

89
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4.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to study the implementation of the Condorcet
Winner under incomplete information. The environment is not economic (see
Jackson (1991)) so the classical results on Bayesian implementation do not hold.
The condition of Bayesian Monotonicity needs not to be sufficient for a social
choice set for being implementable in Bayesian Equilibrium.
It aims to be a first step in the study of the implementation problem under

incomplete information in pure public good economies. The Condorcet Winner
correspondence is a reference point in Social Choice and Political Science and
it seems suited to the scope because it is Pareto optimal and strategy-proof
(in single peaked environments). It is implementable in dominant strategies by
the simple mechanism that asks players to vote their favorite alternative. It is
then ordinally incentive compatible (Majumdar and Sen (2004)) on the domain
of single peaked preferences. It means that it is incentive compatible for all
informational structures and for any utility representation. But voting mecha-
nisms usually produce a multiplicity of equilibria and this is not an exception.
Even if the Condorcet Winner is implementable in Nash Equilibrium when in-
formation is complete (it is Maskin Monotonic and satisfies No-veto Power) the
implementing mechanism is much more complex than voting to remove multiple
equilibria.
Apart of incentive compatibility, multiplicity is the other main obstacle to

implementation under incomplete information, especially when public goods
are present. Laffont and Maskin (1982) observed that the incentive compatible
mechanism proposed by d’Aspremont and Gerard-Varet (1979) for a class of
public goods problems may generate multiple suboptimal Bayesian equilibria.
The difference between the so-called mechanism design approach and “exact”
Bayesian implementation stays exactly here: the objective of mechanism design
is to build game forms whose equilibrium outcomes include the desired social
choice function, in Bayesian implementation the equilibrium outcome set must
coincide with the desired social choice set.
The literature studying exact implementation under incomplete information

has devoted most of its attention to environments either containing only private
goods (Palfrey and Srivastava (1989)) or characterized by a transferable good.
The transferable utility assumption makes such environments economic and it
is crucial to eliminate undesired equilibria by separation arguments. Palfrey
(1992) and Palfrey and Srivastava (1993) prove that, under mild assumptions
on priors (independence and a consistency condition on beliefs), incentive com-
patibility is not only necessary but also sufficient for a social choice function to
be implementable in Bayesian Equilibrium. Arya et al. (2000) show that in a
principal-agent model of adverse selection, the single crossing property and a
strong incentive compatibility property are sufficient and almost necessary for
exact Bayesian implementation.
In our framework, the situation changes dramatically, even if Bayesian Monotonic-

ity is shown to be sufficient for Bayesian implementation. We prove that the
existence of states in which each one of the players is “redundant” in the sense
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that changing her type would not affect the outcome, makes implementation
complex. These are states of the world in which the Condorcet Winner beats
all other candidates by at least two votes. We find that if one of these states is
too likely to occur, the multiple equilibrium problem cannot be solved. In such
cases players believe that their probability of influencing the final outcome is too
low: there is no way to eliminate “bad equilibria”, without allowing profitable
deviations from the desired allocations. The threshold probability depends on
the utility cardinalization, then on agents’ risk attitudes. It is lower the higher
the perceived difference among candidates. It is a straightforward consequence
that, if all these states have null probability to occur, the Condorcet Winner is
Bayesian Monotonic, then implementable in Bayesian Equilibrium. The result
can be extended to a more general framework. More precisely whenever a social
choice function make all agents not pivotal at some state of the world, then for
an open set of beliefs and utility representations such social choice function is
not Bayesian monotonic. (Corollary 7). The result reveals a general trade-off
between incentive compatibility and Bayesian Monotonicity. The existence of
"redundant states” makes strategy-proofness and then incentive compatibility
easier to be satisfied. On the other hand, if they are too likely to occur, it is
impossible to eliminate bad equilibria. It follows that all Condorcet consistent
social choice functions and many tops-only functions are not implementable in
Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium for an open set of beliefs, which is more disturbing
than the main result itself. The Condorcet Winner is implementable in domi-
nant strategies in the single peaked domain, Condorcet consistent and tops-only
rules are not.
We provide a positive example other than the complete information case. If

at least one agent has uniform beliefs on other players’ peaks, the Condorcet
Winner is Bayesian monotonic. In this case it is possible to “transfer utility”
from one state to another one as a sufficient number of states are equiprobable.
From Triossi (2005) both the results are generic. Implementation is possible
for two informational opposite cases: almost complete information and almost
complete ignorance.
The structure of the chapter is the following. In the next section we introduce

the framework of Bayesian implementation and of single peaked environments.
We show directly that Bayesian Monotonicity is sufficient for implementing the
Condorcet Winner in Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium. In the third section we prove
the impossibility result and we extend it to more general environments. In the
fourth section we provide a positive result for the case of uniform priors. The
fifth section draws the conclusions and possible directions for future investigation
on the topic.

4.2 Main definitions

Let N = {1, .., n} be the set of agents. A denotes the (finite) set of possi-
ble alternatives: A = {a1, ..., ap}. For each i ∈ N , the set Si describes the
possible types or attributes of agent i. We consider only finite type spaces
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Si,
¯̄
Si
¯̄
< ∞. Let S =

nQ
i=1

Si be the states space. For all i = 1, ..., N ,

for all s ∈ S, agent i’s preferences on A are represented by a utility function
U i(· | si) : A → R. For each i ∈ N set S−i =

Q
j 6=i

Sj . For all B ⊂ S let

B−i =
©
s−i ∈ S−i : ∃ si ∈ Si, (si, s−i) ∈ B

ª
, be the projection of B on S−i

and let Bi =
©
si ∈ Si : ∃ s−i ∈ S−i, (si, s−i) ∈ B

ª
be the projection of B on

Si.
Each agent i’s information is summarized by a collection of conditional

distribution functions on S−i. For each si ∈ Si, qi(· | si) describes agent
i’s beliefs. If B ⊂ S−i let qi(B | si) be the probability that si assigns to
B: qi(B | si) =

P
(si,s−i)∈B qi(s−i | si). We assume that agents beliefs are

consistent, which is for all i, j ∈ N , for each s ∈ S, qi(s−i | si) > 0 if and only if
qj(s−j | sj) > 0. We denote by T =

©
s ∈ S : ∃ i ∈ N, qi(s−i | si) > 0

ª
the set

of states occurring with positive probability.
A social choice function (SCF) is a function x : S → A. X denotes the

set of all SCF. A social choice set (SCF) is a subset of X.
Agents’ preferences on social choice functions are specified as follows. Let x,

y be SCF and let si ∈ Si. Then

xRi(si)y ⇔
X

s−i∈S−i
qi(s−i | si)U i(x(s) | s) ≥

X
s−i∈S

qi(s−i | si)U i(x(s) | s).

Two SCF, x, x0 ∈ X are equivalent if they agree on T , which is if x(t) = x0(t)
for all t ∈ T . In this case we write x ∼ x0. Two social choice sets F,F 0 ⊂ X
are equivalent if, for all x ∈ F , there exists x0 ∈ F 0 such that x ∼ x0 and for
all x0 ∈ F 0, there exists x ∈ F such that x ∼ x0. If F and F 0 are equivalent we
write F ∼ F 0.

An environment is a family [N,S,A, {qi}i∈I , {U i(· | si)} i∈N
si∈Si

]. The struc-

ture of the environment is assumed to be known by the agents and by the
planner.

4.2.1 Implementation

A mechanism is a pair (M, g), where M =
nQ
i=1

M i is the action or message

space and g is a function from M to the outcome space A, g : M → A. A
strategy for player i is a map σi : Si → M i. Let Σi = (M i)S

i

be player i’s

strategy space let Σ =
nQ
1
Σi be the strategy space.

Let σ = (σ1, ..., σn) be a vector of strategies and let s = (s1, ..., sn) be a vector of
types, then σ(s) denotes the vector of actions σ(s) = (σ1(s1), ..., σn(sn)).σ ∈ Σ
constitutes a Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium (BNE) for the game induced by
the mechanism (M,g) if for all players i, g(σ)Ri(si)g(τ i, σ−i)for all si in Si,
τ i ∈ Σi.
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Definition 24 Let F be a social choice set and let mechanism (M, g) be a
mechanism. (M, g) implements F in Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium if there
exists a social choice set F ∗ ∼ F such that i) for all x in F ∗ there exists a BNE
σ of (M, g) such that g(σ) = x on T and ii) for all BNE σ of (M, g) there exists
x in F ∗ such that g(σ) = x on T .

Definition 25 F is implementable in Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium, if
there exists a mechanism that implements F in Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium.

We next present necessary conditions for a social choice set to be imple-
mentable in Bayesian Equilibrium.

Definition 26 A social choice function x, is incentive compatible if x(si, ·)Ri(si)x(ti, ·)
for all si, ti ∈ T i, for each i ∈ N .

Definition 27 A social choice set F , is incentive compatible if, for all x ∈
F , x is incentive compatible.

Incentive compatibility assures that true-telling is a Bayesian Equilibrium
of the revelation game (S, x) for all x ∈ F . Incentive compatibility depends on
players’ beliefs and on utility cardinalization. Strategy-proofness is stronger: it
guarantees incentive compatibility, independently of the priors and on utility
cardinalization.

Definition 28 A social choice function x, is strategy-proof if for all i ∈ N
U i(x(si, s−i) | si) ≥ U i(x(ti, s−i) | si) for all si, t ∈ Si and for all s−i ∈ S−i.

If the preference domain is the whole set of preferences on A, then any
strategy-proof SCF must be dictatorial (Gibbard (1973), Satterthwaite (1975)).
For restricted domains of preferences non dictatorial strategy-proof schemes ex-
ist.
Majumdar and Sen (2004) show that any ordinally Bayesian incentive compat-
ible social choice function is dictatorial. Priors are supposed to be independent
and satisfying an additional property.
A function αi : Si → Si is said to be an individual deception. A profile
α = (α1, ..., αn) is called a (joint) deception. 1 denotes the identity function.
Ai denotes the set of agent i’s individual deceptions and A =

Qn
i=1A

i denotes
the set of joint deceptions.
Let x : S → A be a SCF in X and let α be a joint deception. We use xα to
denote x ◦ α, the composition of x and α. If αi is an individual deception xαi
denotes x ◦ (αi,1−i), defined by xαi(s) = x(αi(si), s−i) for all s ∈ S.

Definition 29 Let F be a social choice set and let α be a joint deception. F
satisfies α-Bayesian Monotonicity if for all x ∈ F such that xα /∈ F there
exist i = i(α) ∈ N , si ∈ T i and y = y(α) ∈ X, such that yαP i(si)xα and
xRi(ti)yαi(si) for all ti ∈ T i.
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Definition 30 F is Bayesian Monotonic if it satisfies α-Bayesian Monotonic-
ity for all joint deceptions, α.

Bayesian Monotonicity provides to the planner the instruments to eliminate
unwanted equilibrium. Assume all players deceive, using deception α. If xα /∈ F
and F is α-Bayesian Monotonic then the planner can offer to player i at state
si a profitable deviation by offering her y because yαP (si)xα. Such offer does
not eliminate the true telling equilibrium yielding x: no type ti can profit from
asserting of being of type αi(si) because xRi(ti)yαi(si) for all ti ∈ T i.
It is a well known result (Postlewaite and Schmeidler (1986), Palfrey and Sri-

vastava (1989a) that incentive compatibility and Bayesian Monotonicity are nec-
essary for a social choice set to be implementable in Bayesian Equilibrium). In
economic environments (Jackson (1991)) incentive compatibility and Bayesian
Monotonicity are sufficient as well1 . Under incomplete information, Bayesian
Monotonicity is needed to eliminated undesired multiple equilibria, in the same
way that Maskin Monotonicity is needed to eliminate multiple Nash equilibria
under complete information.

4.2.2 Single peaked preferences and the Condorcet Win-
ner

A preference relation P , on A, is single peaked if, for all k < s < t:
(i) akPas =⇒ asPat.
(ii) atPas ⇒ asPak.
A preference relation is single peaked if P has no interior local minima. Let

SP (A) be the set of single peaked preferences on A. Let P = (P 1, ..., Pn) be a
profile of preferences on A such that P i ∈ SP (A) for i = 1, ..., n. For all i, the
peak of P i is the alternative a∗(P i) = argmaxA P i.
All along the chapter, if not otherwise specified we consider single peaked en-
vironments that is environments such that, for each si ∈ S, U i(· | si) represents
a profile of single peaked preferences.
Let US be the set which contains the representation of utility functions for

one of such environments having S has type space. From now on, we consider
it endowed with the Euclidean topology.
Let P (a) = {P ∈ SP (A) : a∗(P ) = a} be the set of single peaked preferences
having a as peak. For all si ∈ Si let P i

si to denote the preferences represented
by U i(· | si). Ps denotes the preference profile at state s ∈ S: Ps = (P 1s1 , ..., P

n
sn).

For each i = 1, .., n, P i(a) denotes
©
si ∈ Si : Psi ∈ P (a)

ª
.

N(a, b, P ) denotes the number of agents preferring a to b under P : N(a, b, P ) =¯̄©
i ∈ N : aP ib

ª¯̄
.

Definition 31 Let P = (P 1, ..., Pn) be a profile of preferences on A. An out-
come a ∈ A is a Condorcet Winner at P if, for all b ∈ A if N(a, b, P ) >

1A stronger result (Palfrey (1992)) can be obtained if agents’ utility is transferable and
there are no consistent deceptions (which means that any deception induces a probability
distribution which is different than true-telling). In such a case incentive compatibility alone
is sufficient for implementation.
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N(b, a, P ) for all a 6= b.
If a weak inequality sign holds for all b 6= a, then a is said to be aWeak Con-
dorcet Winner.

The following Remark summarizes some well known properties of the Con-
dorcet Winner (see, for instance Moulin (1980))

Remark 10 Let P = (P 1, ..., Pn) ∈ SP (A) and assume that a∗(P 1) ≤ ... ≤
a∗(Pn). Then:
(i) If n is odd a unique strong Condorcet Winner exists and it is the median of
agents’ peaks, namely a∗(Pn+1

2
).

(ii) If n is even then the set of weak Condorcet Winners is not empty and con-
sists of all outcomes between a∗(Pn

2
) and a∗(Pn

2+1
).

(iii) The Condorcet Winner correspondence is individually and collectively strategy-
proof on SP (A).

Let CW (P 1, ..., Pn) to denote the Condorcet Winner correspondence evalu-
ated at (P 1, ..., Pn) ∈ SP (A)n. CW (s) denotes CW (Ps).
Single-peakedness and Condorcet Winner are purely ordinal concept. The in-
formational requirements to compute the Condorcet winner in single peaked
domain are very low. It is simply needed that each agent to communicate her
peaks.
Bayesian Monotonicity is sufficient for the Condorcet Winner to be imple-
mentable in Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium. We provide a complete proof, because
the result is not implied by the known characterizations: the environment is
not economic. Anyway, the mechanism used for to prove the sufficiency part is
similar to the one employed in Jackson (1991).

Proposition 15 The Condorcet Winner Correspondence is Implementable in
Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium if and only if it is Bayesian monotonic.

Proof. Bayesian Monotonicity is necessary for Bayesian implementation. Let
us prove sufficiency. Define the following message space for agent i, M i =
Si × AS−i × A × NS−i . AS−i denotes the set of functions from S−i to A
and NS−i denotes the set of functions from S−1 to N = {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}. Let
mi = (mi

1,m
i
2,m

i
3,m

i
4) denote a generic message for agent i, where m

i
1 ∈ Si,

mi
2 ∈ AS−i , mi

3 ∈ A, mi
4 ∈ NS−i . For h = 1, 2, 3, 4 mh denotes the message

profile (m1
h, ...,m

n
h).

Set D1 =
©
m : mi

3 = 1 for all i
ª
∩
©
m : mi

2(m
−i
1 ) ∈ CW (m1) for all i

ª
,

Dj
2 =

¡©
m : mi

3 = 1 for all i 6= j
ª
∩
©
m : mi

2(m
−i
1 ) ∈ CW (m1) for all i 6= j

ª¢
\D1,

for j = 1, ..n,
D2 =

Sn
j=1D

j
2,

D3 =M\(D1 ∪D2).
For all m ∈ M , set j∗(m) = min argmaxi=1,..,n

©
m4(m

−i
1 )
ª
. For all α ∈ A let

j(α), y(α) and sj as in Definition 29 Consider the following mechanism:
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g(m) = m1
2(m

−1
1 ) if m ∈ D1,

g(m) = CW (m1) if m ∈ Dj
2 j 6= j(mj

3),
g(m) = y(mj

3)(m1) if m ∈ Dj
2 j = j(mj

3),
g(m) = m

j∗(m)
2 (m−i1 ) if m ∈ D3.

Let x be a Condorcet Winner Selection. From Bayesian Monotonicity and
Strategy-proofness it follows that σi(si) = (si, x(si, ·),1,...) is a Bayesian Equi-
librium yielding x at each state of the world.
Let σ∗ be a Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium.
Let Si = {s : σ∗(s) ∈ Di} for i = 1, 2, 3.
If s ∈ S2∪S3 then at least n−1 players get their peak so σ∗(s) is the Condorcet
Winner at s.
Now let s ∈ S1 and let α = σ∗1 ∈ A, g(σ∗(s)) = x(α(s)) for all s, for some Con-
dorcet Winner selection x. We prove the claim by contradiction: assume that
x(α(s)) is not a Condorcet Winner at s. Let sj as in the definition of Bayesian
Monotonicity. For j = j(α), set σj1(s

j) = α(sj), σj2(s
j)(s−i) = y(α)(α−i(s−i))

, for all s−j ∈ S−j , σj3(s
j) = α and σj4(s

j)(s−j) > (σ∗)i4(si)(s−i) for all i 6= j,
s−,j ∈ S−j . Let σj(tj) = (σ∗)i(tj) if tj 6= sj . Then g(σj(sj)), (σ∗)−i(s−i) =
y(α)(sj , s−j) for all s−j ∈ S−j and g(σj , (σ∗)−j)P j(sj)g(σ∗), which contradicts
the hypothesis of σ∗ being a Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium.
Set S∗ =

©
s ∈ S : ∀ i = 1, ..., n, ∀s0i ∈ Si, CW (si, s−i) = CW (s0i, s−i)

ª
. S∗

coincides with the set of states in which the Condorcet Winner has a superma-
jority, so no agent pivotal, as the reader can easily check.
To check Bayesian Monotonicity of the Condorcet winner it suffices to consider
deceptions α such that α(s) ∈ S∗ for all s and such that CW (α(s)) = a for all
s, for some a ∈ A.

Lemma 11 Let α be deception such that the Condorcet Winner is not α-Bayesian
Monotonic(Definition 29). Then α(s) ∈ S∗ for all s ∈ T and there exists a ∈ A
such that CW (α(s)) = a for all s ∈ T .

Proof. We prove the claim by contradiction. Assume that the Condorcet Win-
ner is not α-Bayesian Monotonic and that α(s) /∈ S∗ for some s in T . Then
there exist an i ∈ N and some s∗ = (s∗i, s∗−i) ∈ S such that CW (α(s∗)) 6=
CW (s∗i, α(s∗−i)). From strategy-proofness of the Condorcet winner it fol-
lows that U i(CW (s∗i, α(s∗−i)) | s∗i) > U i(CW (α(s∗) | s∗i). Then by set-
ting y(α(s∗)) = CW (s∗i, α(s∗−i)) and y(si, s−i) = CW (si, s−i). We have
yαP

i(s∗i)CWα and CWαiR
i(si)yαi for all si ∈ Si, which yields a contradic-

tion. The second part of the claim is trivial.
As a first implication if no event in S∗ is likely to occur then CW is Bayesian

Monotonic then implementable in Nash Equilibrium.

Corollary 5 If there exists i such that for each s∗−i ∈ S∗−i, qi(s∗−i | si) =
0 for all si ∈ T i, then the Condorcet Winner is implementable in Bayesian
Equilibrium.

It suffices to check a unique i because beliefs are assumed to be consistent.
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In other world the Corollary says that if each player is pivotal with probability
one the CW is Bayesian Monotonic.

4.3 Impossibility
In this section we prove that there exists a not negligible set of beliefs and
of utility representation under which the Condorcet Winner is not Bayesian
monotonic.
The following example introduces the main argument for the result.

Example 6

(Non Bayesian Monotonicity of Condorcet Winner). Let n = 3, A =
{a1, a2, a3}. Let U1 < U2 < U3. Let S1 = S2 = S3 =

©
s1, s2, s3

ª
. For

i = 1, 2, 3 let U i(· | si) = U(· | si), where:
U(a1, s

1, s−1) = U3, U(a2, s1, s−1) = U2, U(a3, s1, s−1) = U1.
U(a1, s

2, s−2) = U1, U(a2, s2, s−2) = U3, U(a3, s2, s−2) = U2.
U(a1, s

3, s−3) = U1, U i(a2, s
3, s−3) = U2, U(a3, s3, s−3) = U2.

Assume players’ priors are derived from the same probability distribution, p
with independent types. Let p1, p2, p3 be nonnegative numbers such that
p1 + p2 + p3 = 1. For all i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 let p(si, sj , sk) = pipjpk be the prior

probability of type (si, sj , sk). Let p2 ≥ p∗, where p∗ =
q

U3−U1

2U3−U1−U2 ∈
i√

2
2 , 1

h
.

Consider the following individual constant deceptions αi(si) = s2 for i = 1, 2, 3.
Then CW ◦ α(s) = a2 for all s.
If CW is monotonic there exists a SCF y, i and si such that
(i) E

£
U(y(α(si, ·) | si

¤
> E

£
U(CW (α(si, ·)) | si))

¤
.

(ii) E
£
U(CW (sj , ·) | sj)

¤
≥ E

£
U(yα(si)(s

j , ·) | sj)
¤
for j = 1, 2, 3.

As type s2 gets its favorite allocation with probability one from CW ◦α, it must
be the case that y(s2, s2, s2) ∈ {a1, a3} and si ∈

©
s1, s3

ª
.

Let i ∈ {1, 3} let y ∈ X such that y(s2, s2, s2) = ai. From p2 ≥ p∗ it follows that
E
£
U(CW (si, ·)) | si))

¤
≤ p2p2U2 + (1 − p2p2)U3 ≤ p2p2U3 + (1 − p2p2)U1 <

E
£
U(yα(si)(s

i, ·) | si)
¤
contradicting (ii). Then CW is not Bayesian Monotonic.

At state (s2, s2, s2) no agent is pivotal. Each agent believes that she is not
pivotal with high probability. Any deviation the planner can offer to any agent
would make her profitable to deviate from the equilibrium strategy when all the
other agents reveal their type truthfully.
Observe that the example is generic in (U1, U2, U3). And independence is

not necessary for the impossibility result to hold. What matters is the belief
some player has about being not pivotal. The next result exploits this intuition
to extend the result of Example 6 to a more general setup.

Proposition 16 Let S ∩ S∗ 6= ∅. Then:
(i) Given {U i(· | si)} i∈N

si∈Si
] ∈ US there exist (q∗1, ..., q∗n) ∈ (

¤
1
2 , 1
£
)n such that

if, for some s∗ ∈ S ∩ S∗ and for all i, qi(s∗−i | si) > q∗i for all si ∈ Si, then
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the Condorcet Winner is not Bayesian Monotonic.
(ii) Let s∗ ∈ S∩S∗. Assume that, for all i and for all si ∈ S0i, qi(s∗−i | si) > 1

2 .
Then there exists an open set B ⊂ US, such that, for all environments having q
as priors and utility representations in B, the Condorcet Winner is not Bayesian
Monotonic.

Proof. For simplicity in the notations we prove the claim in the case in which
T ican be identified with SP (A). We assume that for each i, for each P ∈ SP (A)
there exists exactly one si such that P i

si = P i. We take, with abuse of notation
T i = SP (A). For each P i and for each k = 1, ..., p, set U∗(P i) = U i(ak | P i),
the utility i derives from alternative ak when her preferences are P i. Set
U∗(P i) = (U∗1 (P

i), ..., U∗p (P
i)) such that U∗1 (P

i) ≤ ... < U∗p (P
i).

Let P ∗ ∈ S∗ and consider the following individual deceptions αi(P i) = P i∗ for
all P i ∈ SP (A). Then, for all P i E

£
U i(CW ◦ α | P i)

¤
= U i(CW (P ∗) | P i).

From the definition of S∗, for all P i, CW (P ∗−i, P i) = CW (P ∗).
If E

£
u(CW ◦ α | P i)

¤
< E

£
u(y ◦ α | P i)

¤
= U i(y(P ∗) | P i), then y(P ∗) 6=

CW (P ∗−i, P i). In particular, y 6= CW . The inequality holds also for any P 0i

having peak in y(P ∗).
We haveE

£
U i(yα(P i)) | P i)

¤
≥ qi(P ∗−i | P i)U∗p (P

i)+(1−qi(P ∗−i | P i))U i
1(P

i).
And E

£
U i(CW ) | P i)

¤
≤ qi(P ∗−i | P i)U∗p−1(P i) + (1− qi(P ∗−i | P i))U∗p (P i).

The first claim follows setting q∗i = maxP i∈SP (A)
U∗ip (P

i)−U∗i1 (P i)

2U∗ip (P i)−U∗i1 (P i)−U∗ip−1(P i)
∈¤

1
2 , 1
£
.

The second claim follows observing that the function (U1, ...., Up) 7→ Up−Up−1
2Up−U1−Up−1

is continuous in {(U1, ...., Up) ∈ Rp : U1 ≤ ... < Up}.
The claim straightly extends to the case in which each single peaked profile of
preferences has more than one utility representation which occurs with positive
probability.
The same strategy of proof can be used in more general setup.
Let [N,S,A, (U i(· | s))i∈N, s∈S] be any environment (not necessarily single

peaked) in which no agents is indifferent among all alternatives. It follows
immediately that:

Corollary 6 If S ∩ S∗ 6= ∅ any Condorcet consistent SCF is not Bayesian
implementable for an open set of beliefs.

If x is a social choice function set S∗(x) =
©
s ∈ S : ∀s0i ∈ Si, x(si, s−i) = x(s0i, s−i)

ª
.

S∗(x) is the set of the states of the world in which no agent is pivotal. If
S∗(x) 6= ∅, the same argument used in Proposition 16 leads to prove the fol-
lowing facts:

Corollary 7 Let x ∈ X and let S ∩ S∗(x) 6= ∅. Then:
(i) There exists (q∗1, ..., q∗n) ∈ (

¤
1
2 , 1
£
)n such that if, for some s∗ ∈ S ∩ S∗(x)

and for all i = 1, ..., n, qi(s∗−i | si) > qi∗ for all s
i ∈ Si then x is not Bayesian

Monotonic.
(ii) Let s ∈ S ∩ S∗(x) and assume qi(s−i | s0i) > 1

2 for all s
0
i ∈ S0i then there
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exists an open subset of US, B for all environments having q as priors and
utility representations in B, x is not Bayesian Monotonic.

4.4 Uniform priors

In this section we, show that if at least one agent has sufficiently symmetric
information on the distribution of the peaks, then the Condorcet Winner is
Bayesian monotonic, in particular it is implementable. The result extends to
any strategy-proof SCF which depends only on peaks (tops-only)2.

Definition 32 Let i ∈ N . Agent i’s priors are uniform on peaks if, for
all si ∈ Si and for all a1, ..an−1, b1, ...bn−1 ∈ A: qi(

Q
j 6=i

P j(aj) ×
©
si
ª
| si) =

qi(
Q
j 6=i

P j(bj)×
©
si
ª
| si).

An agent’s priors are uniform on peaks, if she beliefs that all possible con-
figurations of other agents’ peaks arise the same probability.

Example 7

Let the preferences, the state space and U1, U2, U3 be defined like in Exam-
ple 6. According to Definition 32 agent 1’s beliefs are uniform on peaks if and
only if
q1(s1, s2 | si) = q1(s2, s1 | si) = q1(s1, s3 | si) = q1(s3, s1 | si) =
= q1(s2, s3 | si) == q1(s2, s3 | si) = q1(s1, s1 | si) = q1(s2, s2 | si) =
= q1(s3, s3 | si) = 1

9 , for i = 1, 2, 3.
In this example, uniformity on peaks corresponds to the usual notion of uni-
form beliefs, but it needs not to be the case. For instance, assume that Si =©
s1, s2, s3, s4

ª
, for i = 1, 2, 3 where the preferences at s4 are the following:

U i(a1 | s4) = U1, U i(a2 | s4) = U3, U i(a3 | s4) = U1 for i = 1, 2, 3.
In this case agent 1’s beliefs are uniform on peaks if and only if
q1(sj , s2 | si) + q1(sj , s4 | si) = q1(s2, sj | si) + q1(sj , s4 | si) =
= q1(sj , s2 | si) + q1(s4, sj | si) = q1(s2, sj | si) + q1(s4, sj | si) =
= q1(s1, s3 | si) = q1(s3, s1 | si) = q1(s1, s1 | si) = q1(s3, s3 | si) for
i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Such beliefs are no longer uniform.

Proposition 17 If information is complete or if there exists an agent i ∈ N ,
having uniform priors on peaks, then the Condorcet Winner is implementable
in Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium. In particular, the Condorcet Winner is imple-
mentable in Bayesian Equilibrium for an open set of beliefs.

2For the intimate relation between strategy proofness and the tops-only property the in-
terested reader can refer at Weymark (2004) or Massó and Neme (2002)
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Proof. If information is complete Bayesian Monotonicity andMaskin Monotonic-
ity are equivalent. Then the first claim follows from Proposition 15, because the
CW is Maskin Monotonic 3. For the case of uniform priors, from Lemma 11
it suffices to consider the deceptions α such that there exists s∗ ∈ S∗ with
CW (α(s)) = ak for some k, for all s. For all j 6= i, let aj = a∗(s∗) and let

bj = ak+1. Set y(si, s−i) = CW (P i(si), P ∗−i) = ak if s−i ∈
n−1Q
j=1

P (aj), set

y(si, s−i) = x(P ∗−i, P i(si)) = ak+1 if s−i ∈
n−1Q
j=1

P (bj). Set y(s) = x(s) other-

wise.
Then we have E

£
U i(y(·, ti) | si

¤
= E

£
U i(CW (·, ti) | si

¤
for all si, ti ∈ Si, be-

cause i’s priors are uniform on peaks. In particular, E
£
U i(y(·, αi(si) | si

¤
=

E
£
U i(CW (·, αi(si)i) | si

¤
for all si ∈ Si. Let si having peak in ak+1 then

E
£
U i(yα(·, si) | si

¤
> U i(ak, s

i) = E
£
U i(CWα(·, si) | si

¤
.

The last claim follows from Triossi (2005), where it is shown that, if a social
choice correspondence is Bayesian Monotonic for some profile of beliefs, then it
is Bayesian Monotonic in a neighborhood of such profile.

4.5 Conclusions

In the chapter we have presented a preliminary investigation on the implemen-
tation of social decisions under incomplete information in pure public good
environments. We devoted our attention to the Condorcet Winner. We un-
derline the trade-off between strategy-proofness and Bayesian Monotonicity. It
suggests that the problem of multiplicity might be hard to tackle. We offer a
positive result, too.
The mechanism implementing the Condorcet Winner in dominant strategies

needs players only to indicate their favorite alternative. The mechanism im-
plementing the Condorcet Winner in Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium is much more
complex. The planner needs detailed information about the environment. It
would be interesting to compare the performance of the different mechanisms
under costly participation, when the voting for the favorite alternative is no
longer a dominant strategy and to see if the positive results presented here sur-
vive. Under the light of the classical and most recent results on costly voting
and electoral turnout (see for instance Ledyard (1984), Palfrey and Rosenthal
(1983) and (1985), Börgers (2004) and Goeree and Großer (2004)), we can con-
jecture that, also for the mechanism presented in Proposition 29, some pure
strategy equilibria would not survive and mixed-strategy equilibria would have
the main part.
Future research should also clarify that if it is possible to build implementing

mechanisms that are, at least locally, independent of the underlying probability

3An alternative proof follows from observing that the CW is Maskin Monotonic and satisfies
no-veto power so it is implementable in Nash Equilibrium.
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distribution, which is to say that it make the work for some open set of prob-
ability distribution (see also Duggan and Roberts (2001) and Bergemann and
Morris (2005)).
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Chapter 5

Coordination
in Sequential Admission

Mechanisms

Abstract

In this chapter a class of realistic sequential admission (or hiring)
mechanisms is analyzed. They constitute an extension of the mech-
anisms presented by Alcalde and Romero-Medina (2000), but here
each candidate can submit more than one application. It is shown
that multiple applications impose serious coordination problems to
colleges. Unstable equilibrium allocations may arise. We prove that
the introduction of small application fees can restore stability under
complete information.

105
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5.1 Introduction

An extensive game-theoretic literature has studied incentive problems in match-
ing markets, especially the ones that use revelation mechanisms. Dubin and
Freedmans (1981) and Roth (1982) have shown that agents may have incentives
in misrepresenting their true preferences when the deferred acceptance algo-
rithm is used. Alcalde and Barberà (1994) present a class of preference profiles
that are immune from manipulation. Sönmez (1997) devote his attention to
capacity manipulation and Sönmez (1999) analyzes the possibility of collusion
between colleges and students. Alcalde (1996), Ma (1995) and Shin and Shou
(1996) have characterized the equilibria of the games produced by revelation
mechanisms in one-to-one matching markets. Such mechanisms implement the
individually rational correspondence in Nash equilibrium (Alcalde (1996)), the
core correspondence in strong equilibrium (Shin and Shou (1996)) and in re-
matching proof equilibrium (Ma (1995)).

The literature on non revelation mechanisms is less extensive, as pointed
out by Sotomayor (2003). Kara and Sönmez (1997) show that the stable cor-
respondence is implementable in Nash Equilibrium. However, their finding is
based on the characterization in Danilov (1991), whose proof relies on integer
games so they do not provide any simple mechanism that can be used in con-
crete situations. They also show that no subselection of the stable set is Nash
implementable.

Alcalde (1996) approached the design of “natural mechanisms” able to imple-
ment the stable set for the particular case of one-to-one matching. He provides
simple mechanisms to implement the stable set and its extreme points. Alcalde
and Romero-Medina (2000) and (2005) extend their analysis to the many-to-one
matching problem. In particular, Alcalde and Romero-Medina (2000) present
two mechanisms implementing the stable correspondence in Subgame Perfect
Equilibrium, one in which students propose to colleges, the other one in which
colleges propose. In the first, which they call Students-Propose-and-Colleges-
Choose, each student proposes to no more than one college, then each college
selects the applicants to accept. In the second one, which they call Colleges-
Propose-and-Students-Choose, each college proposes to a group of students who
decide which one to choose. The authors prove that both mechanisms imple-
ment the stable set in Subgame Perfect Equilibrium. Extensions to models with
monetary compensations is presented by Alcalde, Perez-Castrillo and Romero-
Medina (1998) and in Alcalde and Revilla (1999). Alcalde and Romero Medina
(2005) modify the game by imposing students to apply to colleges (at most one
for each student) sequentially. In such a case the outcome is the students’ opti-
mal stable matching. Haeringer and Wooders (2004) obtain the same result for
a model in which the colleges make offers sequentially.

There are many real world hiring mechanism that work in a way which is
similar to the Students-Propose-and-Colleges-Choose Mechanism, but most cen-
tralized and decentralized markets rarely impose restrictions on the number of
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applications, and when they do, the limitations are not necessarily unitary1. For
this reason we introduce here a class of extensions that allow for multiple appli-
cations in the many-to-one case. First, the students propose to some colleges.
Then, colleges observe students’ applications and each one decides the ones to
accept among its own applicants. Finally, each student selects her favorite of-
fer. The mechanisms differ critically in the number of proposals each student is
allowed to send. We analyze also the possibility of imposing application fees to
students.
The unrestricted applications mechanisms mimic a number of real world hir-

ing mechanisms. A relevant example is the recruiting mechanism for young PhD
or the decentralized job market conduced through newspapers’ (or internet’s)
announcements. Each job-seeker sends applications to some employers. Then
each employer selects the aspirants she is willing to hire. Finally, each worker
who holds at least one offer can select any. The work of some employment offices
and the admissions to Graduate Schools can be described similarly.
In the chapter we prove that the original “Students-Propose-and-Colleges-

Choose” mechanism overlooks an important aspect of such mechanisms: the
“duplicity” of colleges’ role. In the single-application case the colleges have
only a passive role: to accept or reject the offers they receive. When multiple
applications are allowed each college selects a group of applicants and, at the
same time, proposes to them (more than one college could have accepted each
student). So such mechanisms share aspects both of the “Students-Propose-
and Colleges-Choose” mechanism and of the “Colleges-Propose-and Students-
Choose” mechanism. This generates a relevant problem of coordination among
colleges. When students can apply to a single college the sets of applicants of
two distinct college never intersect. Then each college has as dominant strategy
to accept the most preferred group of applicants. It is no longer the case when
students are allowed to apply to more than one college. Not only the number but
also the complexity of the subgames defined at the second stage multiplies. There
is no longer dominant strategy for the colleges. When each college computes its
best response, it has to take into account not only the set of applicants but also
the enrollment policy of the other centers. It cannot accept too many students
not to incur in matchings that are not individually rational. And it cannot
accept too few: a student who is selected by more colleges will choose only one.
Furthermore, the multiplicity of the subgames leads to consider a large number
of deviations from the equilibrium strategy profile. The same problem appears
in the mechanism analyzed by Romero-Medina and Triossi (2006). Obviously
when the restriction of one application for student is imposed the stability result
of Alcalde and Romero-Medina (2000) is recovered (Proposition 18). The set of
equilibrium outcomes contains always the stable set, regardless of the restriction
on applications. We prove a powerful equivalence result (Proposition 19): the
outcome set of this class of games is the same than the one of a simultaneous
game in which students send applications and then the students’ optimal stable

1For instance, in Italy the aspirant academic researchers can apply for at most fifteen
different positions each year.
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matching (with respect to their true preferences) is implemented. We use this
result and a simple example to show that, if no application costs are imposed
on applicants, the coordination problems among colleges is very serious even
at equilibrium. A slight departure from the single application case can induce
unstable equilibrium allocations. At least one college would like (ex-post) to
undo the outcome matching to enroll a different student. And such a student
would be willing to join such college if she was allowed to do so. We show
that the imperfection disappears when small applications fees are imposed on
applicants (Theorem 3). In this case the mechanism implements the stable set
in Subgame Perfect Equilibrium. The coordination problem is not solved by
the costs in themselves, but simply bypassed: at equilibrium the costs make
students to apply to no more than one college. We also note that departing on
the assumption of small costs undermines the result by reducing the dimension
of the market. When information is incomplete the coordination problem is
still present (Example 8), even assuming application costs. This facts would
explain why many markets attempts to introduce additional stages in which
new applications and offers are done. Examples are the assignment mechanism
used in the first three years of the Ramón y Cajal Program (Romero-Medina
and Triossi (2006) and the recent introduction of the “AEA Job Scramble” in
the job market for Economist.
Ordoñez de Haro and Romero-Medina (2005) present a model that is related

to ours. They study the evolution of a sequential hiring mechanism with ap-
plication costs and monetary preferences under incomplete information. Each
worker sends a costly application to a set of colleges. Each firm, observed (only)
its own applicants propose a salary to each one of them. Finally, each worker
chooses her favorite offer. The extensive form of the game differs from the one
presented here. The stable set is implemented in Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium
in the one-shot game. The stringent assumptions about players’ beliefs and the
possibility of competing in wage are the driving elements of the result. Under
complete information any individually rational matching can be obtained as
Subgame Perfect Equilibrium outcome2.
Another paper related to this work is Sotomayor (2003), which extends the

model by Alcalde and Romero-Medina (2000) in a different direction. She con-
siders the case of one-to-one matching. Her mechanism joins the characteristics
of the Students-Propose-and-Colleges-Choose mechanism and of the serial dicta-
torship. The structure of the game is as follows. An order on the colleges’s set is
selected. At the first stage students play simultaneously: each of them selects a
group of potential partners. Then, after observing students moves, colleges plays
sequentially according to the selected order: each college chooses exactly one
student among the ones who selected it and have not been chosen previously. She
shows that such mechanism implements the stable set in Subgame Perfect Equi-
librium. Note that, in the one-to-one case, the Students-Propose-and-Colleges-
Choose mechanism and the Colleges-Propose-and-Students-Choose mechanism

2The reason for such discrepancy between complete information and incomplete infor-
mation case is that Perfect Bayesian equilibrium is not a refinement of Subgame Perfect
Equilibrium.
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coincide3.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the

basic matching model and the class of admissions mechanisms we will analyze.
Section 3 contains the main results and Section 4 concludes.

5.2 The Model

Consider a bilateral matching market (C,S, P ), where C = {c1, ..., ck}, k ≥ 2,
is the set of colleges and S = {s1, ..., st} is the set of students with C ∩ S = ∅.
P = (Pc1 , ..., Pck , Ps1 , ...Pst) is the vector of agents’ preferences. For all c ∈ C,
Pc represents college c’s preferences that are assumed to be a strict total order
on 2S . Let S0 ⊂ S be a set of students, the choice set of S0 is denoted by
Chc(S

0, Pc) = argmaxPc {S00 : S00 ⊂ S0}, it is the favorite group of students for
college c among the ones belonging to S0. Given S0 ⊂ S, ∅PcS0 (or Chc(S0, Pc) =
∅) means that college c prefers to employ no student rather than employing
some students from S0. The set of c’s acceptable students under Pc is denoted
by A(c, Pc). When no ambiguity is possible we use simply Chc(A) and A(c),
respectively. For each c define c’s quota as qc = max { S0 : Chc(S0, Pc) 6= ∅},
the maximum number of jointly acceptable students.
For each s ∈ S, Ps denotes student s’s preferences, that are assumed to be
a strict total order on C ∪ {s}. Any college c such that sPsc is said to be
unacceptable to s. It means that s prefers to join no college rather than
join c. Otherwise c is said to be acceptable to s. The set of s’s acceptable
colleges under Ps is denoted by A(s, Ps) or A(s) when no ambiguity is possible.
Sometimes for each s ∈ S we use us to denote a function us : C ∪ {s} → R
representing Ps.
For each x ∈ C ∪ S, Rx denotes x’s weak preference relation.

Definition 33 A matching on (C,S) is a function µ : C ∪ S → 2S ∪ C, such
that, for every (c, s) ∈ C × S
(i) µ(c) ∈ 2S.
(ii) µ(s) ∈ C ∪ {s}.
(iii) µ(s) = c⇔ s ∈ µ(c).
The set of all matchings on (C,S) is denoted byM.

Let µ be a matching.

Definition 34 µ is individually rational for s ∈ S if µ(s)Rss.
µ is individually rational for c ∈ C if rRc∅, for all r ∈ µ(c).

Definition 35 µ is blocked by a pair (c, s) ∈ C × S if:
(i) cPsµ(s).
(ii) s ∈ Chc(µ(c) ∪ {s}}.

3Furthermore, her model does not present a straightforward extension to the many-one-
case, if thought as a generalization of the Students-Propose-and-Students-Choose Mechanism.
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A matching µ is unstable if there are a college c and a student s who are not
paired together but: (i) s would prefer to join c rather than her mate under µ,
(ii) c would accept s among its students if it was given to choose its students
among the ones in µ(c) ∪ {s}. In the one-to-one case the interpretation is even
more intuitive: µ is unstable if there are a college c and a student s who are
not paired together but they would prefer to be matched together rather than
accepting the assignment given by µ.

Definition 36 µ is stable in market (C,S, P ) if it is individually rational
for all agents in C ∪ S and if no pair blocks it. Otherwise µ is unstable.

We denote by Γ(C,S, P ) the stable set, the set of matchings that are stable
in market (C,S, P ).
The stable set may be empty. This is why the literature has focused on pref-
erence restrictions where students are seen as substitutes. More precisely, a
college’s preferences are substitutable if it wants to enroll a student even when
other students become unavailable.

Definition 37 Let c ∈ C. Pc are said to be substitutable if, for each A ∈ 2S
and for all s, s0 ∈ S, s 6= s0:

s ∈ Chc(A)⇒ s ∈ Chc(A− {s0}).

If all colleges have substitutable preferences we say that preferences are sub-
stitutable.
Roth and Sotomayor (1990) have shown that, under this restriction, the deferred
acceptance algorithm produce either the college-optimal or the student-optimal
stable matching, depending on whether the colleges or the students make the
offer.
Substitutability is the most general condition, known in the literature, which

assures the non emptiness of the stable set. Anyway, there are other additional
properties that hold in the case of one-to-one matchings or under responsiveness
(see Roth and Sotomayor (1990)), but not under substitutability. In the former
cases the set of unmatched agents is the same in all stable matchings, a property
that we need in the chapter to prove Lemma 14. The most general condition
under which this property holds joins substitutability and separability with
respect to colleges’ quotas (Martinez and al (2000))4. Preferences are separable
whenever adding additional acceptable students makes any given set of students
a better one. Preferences are quota q-separable if the property holds only with
respect to subsets having less than q elements. Formally

4 If the colleges have substitutable and quota separable preferences the following properties
hold: (a) the set of stable matching is a lattice with respect to two “natural” orders (Martinez
and al. (2001)), (b) the students’ optimal stable matching is weakly Pareto optimal in the set
of individually rational matchings (Martinez and al. (2004)), (c) the students’ optimal stable
matching is weakly Pareto optimal in the set of individually rational matchings (Martinez and
al. (2004)). These properties hold in the case of one-to-one matchings and under responsive
preferences (Roth and Sotomayor (1990)), but not if preferences are only substitutable.
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Definition 38 Let c ∈ C and let q > 0 be a natural number. Pc are quota
q-separable if for all S0 ⊂ S

S0 < q, s /∈ S0, s ∈ A(c)⇐⇒ (S0 ∪ {s})PcS0.

S0 > q ⇒ ∅PcS0.

All along the chapter, we assume that each college c has substitutable and
quota qc-separable preferences5.
The concept of implementation used throughout the chapter is implemen-

tation in Subgame Perfect Equilibrium (SPE). Let Ex be a set of strategies
for player x ∈ S ∪ C and let E =

Y
x∈S∪C

Ex be the set of strategy profile. A

matching mechanism is described by the set of strategies available to each agent
and by a function γ that assigns a matching to each profile of strategies. Let
Φ be a class of matching markets and let F be a correspondence on the set of
matchings on (C,S).

Definition 39 A matching mechanism implements F in Subgame Perfect
Equilibrium (SPE) if
(i) for each (C,S, P ) ∈ Φ and for each µ ∈ F (C,S, P ) there exists a SPE of
the game Γ = {C,S, P, γ} yielding µ as outcome
(ii) each SPE outcome of Γ belongs to F (C,S, P ).

All along the chapter, we consider equilibria in pure strategies only.

5.2.1 The Admission Mechanism

For all i = 1, ..., t let ni be a natural number that represents the maximum
number of colleges student si is allowed to apply to. Sometimes we use ns
meaning ni, for s = si. Let δ ≥ 0 be the cost that each student pays to apply
to each college. We assume each student would be willing to apply to each
acceptable college. Formally us(c) > us(s) =⇒ us(c)− δ > us(s)

6.
The Sequential Admission Mechanism (SAM) with restriction n =

(n1, ..., nt) is described by the following procedure

Stage 1: Application. Each candidate si sends applications to at
most ni colleges. Let C1(si), C1(si) ≤ ni be the set of colleges that
receives one of si’s applications. Let S1(c) =

S
c∈C1(s) {s} the set of

students who applied to college c.

Stage 2: Acceptation. Each college c decides to accept a subset
of students, S2(c) ⊂ S1(c), among the ones who applied to it in the

5All results until Lemma 14 hold requiring only substitutability.
6The assumption on small costs is not too restrictive. Under higher costs our results would

be the same eliminating from s’s list of acceptable colleges all colleges for which us(c)− δ ≤
us(s)
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first stage. For each student s let C2(s) =
S
s∈S2(c) {s} be the set

of colleges that accepted s.

Stage 3: Matching. Student s decides which college to join among
the ones in C2(s).

Let µ be the matching resulting from such a procedure. The payoff for each
student s, is us(µ(s))− δ C1(s).
We now introduce some notation that is used in the rest of the chapter.
Let Z2 be the set of subgames starting at the second stage. Each z2 ∈ Z2

is completely characterized by the family of sets of students who applied to
each college {S1(c, z2)}c∈C , or equivalently by the family of sets of colleges each
student applied to, {C1(s, z2)}s∈S .
We denote by P (z2) each one of the following profiles of preferences:

(i) for each c ∈ C: Pc(z2) = Pc

(ii) for each s ∈ S: if c /∈ C1(s, z2) or if sPsc then sPs(z2)c. If
c, c0 ∈ C1(s, z2) then cPs(z2)c

0 iff cPsc
0

P (z2) differs from P only in the following aspect: each student ranks as not
acceptable all the colleges she did not apply to, in the history that leads to z2.
Let S2(c, z2) ⊂ S1(c, z2) denote a generic strategy for college c at z2.
Z3 denotes the set of the subgame that begin at the third and last stage of the
game and z3 denotes a generic element of Z3. Let µ(s, z3) denote student s’s
strategy at z3.

5.3 The Analysis
The first preliminary result does not need proof: at the third stage, each student
will accept the best offer she holds.

Lemma 12 At any SPE each student chooses the most preferred college among
the ones that accepted her at the second stage, for each z3 ∈ Z3.

The following result characterizes the SPE that arises in the second stages
in terms of the preferences induced by each subgame.

Lemma 13 Let z2 ∈ Z2. Then z2 implements Γ(C,S, P (z2)) in SPE.

Proof. Let µ be a SPE outcome of z2. First, it must be the case that µ is
individually rational both for colleges and for students: a college can always
choose not to enroll any student and a student can choose not to join any
college. Let (c, s) be a college-student pair. If (c, s) blocks µ then consider the
following deviation for c: accept Chc(µ(c) ∪ {s}). From the definition of P (z2)
and from Lemma 12 it follows that such deviation would be profitable to c, a
contradiction.
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Let µ be stable in (C,S, P (z2)), we prove that µ a SPE outcome of z2. Consider
the following strategy for each college c: accept only the applicants in µ(c). Let
students conforming to their SPE strategies at the third stage. No college can
profitably deviate so the strategies profile constitute a SPE at z2.

Remark 11 From the proof of Lemma 13 follows that the existence of a stable
matching in each (C,S, P (z2)) is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a
SPE of z2 and for the existence of a SPE of the whole game.

In each subgame z2 each college has to propose to a subset of the students
who applied to it. It is like in the Colleges-Propose-and-Students-Choose mech-
anism in Alcalde and Romero-Medina (2000). Their result follows from Lemma
13 considering the subgame in which each student has proposed to all acceptable
colleges.

Corollary 8 The Colleges-Propose-and-Students-Choose-Mechanism implements
the stable set in SPE.

First, we check that the set of SPE in which each student applies to at most
one college is the stable set and we recover the original result by Alcalde and
Romero-Medina (2000) as immediate consequence.

Proposition 18 The set of SPE outcomes of the sequential mechanism in
which no student applies to more than one college is the stable set of (C,S, P ).
Then, if ni = 1 for all i = 1, ..., t the sequential admission mechanism imple-
ments the stable set in SPE.

Proof. Let µ∗ be a stable matching. Consider the following strategy profile.
Each student s applies to µ∗(s). At the second stage, for each subgame z2,
each college c accepts only the students in µSz2(c), the students’ optimal stable
matching of (C,S, P (z2)). At the third stage students conform to SPE strategy.
It is easily verified that such strategy profile constitute a SPE of the sequential
mechanism yielding µ∗ as outcome.
Now, let µ∗ be a SPE outcome for an equilibrium in which no student has
applied to more than one college, which exists as follows from the first part
of the proof. Matching µ∗ must be individually rational. Let (c, s) be a pair
blocking µ∗. In each subgame in which C1(s, z2) ≤ 1 for all s each college has
a strictly dominant strategy, to accept the students in Chc(S1(c, z2)). Then,
applying to c would be a profitable deviation for s, a contradiction.
The next two results show that the outcome of the mechanism is induced

essentially by students, who have then a sort of first movers advantage. The
first one shows that each student can force to join her optimal stable mate under
the preference “revealed” by the other applicants.

Lemma 14 Let n be a restriction on the number of applications and µ∗ be
the outcome matching of the sequential admission mechanism with restriction n
= (n1, ..., nt). Let z∗2 ∈ Z2 be the second stage subgame on the equilibrium path.
Then µ∗ is the students’ optimal stable matching of (C,S, P (z∗2)).
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Proof. Let µS be the students’ optimal stable matching of (C,S, P (z∗2)). From
Lemma 13 all students (weakly) prefer µS to µ∗. If µS(s)Psµ∗(s) for some
s then consider the following deviation for s: apply only to µS(s), formally
C1(s) =

©
µS(s)

ª
. Let z2 be the second stage subgame induced by such devia-

tion. Matching µS is stable in (C,S, P (z2)) and µS(s) is the unique s’s stable
partner. From Lemma 13 this deviation produces an outcome which is stable
in (C,S, P (z2)). Matching µS is stable in (C,S, P (z2)) and µS(s) is the unique
s’s stable partner. Since colleges’ preferences are substitutable and quota q-
separable, then s is never unmatched in any sable matching of (C,S, P (z2)).
Matching µS is stable in (C,S, P (z2)) then µS(s) is s’s stable partner in any
matching which is stable in (C,S, P (z2)). Through such deviation s would not
incur in higher application costs then it would be profitable to s, a contradiction.
Then µS = µ∗.
Actually, we can prove that colleges’ role is somehow irrelevant in the game.

We will show that, to analyze the sequential admission mechanism it is necessary
and sufficient to analyze an associated reduced mechanism, where only students
play and the outcomes are determined according their optimal stable allocations
(with respect to the preferences induced by the applications). Formally we
consider the associated game where the set of the players is S, where each
student s’s message space isMns

s = {C0 ⊂ C : C0 ≤ ns} and where the outcome

function is defined as follows. For all m = (m1, ...,mt) ∈ Mn =
tQ

i=1
Mni

si set

h(m) = µSz2 , where µ
S
z2 is the students optimal stable matching of (C,S, P (z2))

is the second stage subgame of the sequential admission mechanism induced
by each student si applying to colleges in mi. The payoff for player si is then
usi(h(m)(si))−δ mi. We call such game the reduced admission mechanism
with restriction n and we denote it by Hn.

Proposition 19 µ∗ is a SPE outcome matching of the sequential admission
mechanism with restriction n = (n1, ..., nt) if and only if it is a NE outcome of
the reduced admission mechanism Hn.

Proof. To prove the result, we show that (C∗1 (s1), ..., C
∗
1 (st)) are first stage

strategies forming part of a SPE of the sequential game if and only if they
constitute a NE of the reduced game and that both equilibria yield the same
outcome matching. Let µ∗ be a SPE outcome and let (C∗1 (s1), ..., C∗1 (st)) be a
first stage SPE strategy leading to µ∗. From Lemma 14 it follows that it must
be a NE strategy for the reduced game.
Now, let (C∗1 (s1), ..., C∗1 (st)) be a NE of the reduced game and let µ∗ be its
outcome. Consider the following profile of strategies for the players of the se-
quential mechanism. At the first stage each student s applies to C∗1 (s). At
the second stage, for each subgame z2, each college c accepts only the students
in µSz2(c), the students’ optimal stable matching of (C,S, P (z2)). At the third
stage students conform to SPE strategy. It is easily verified that such strategy
profile constitute a SPE of the sequential mechanism yielding µ∗ as outcome.
If students pay no application costs the result of Alcalde and Romero-Medina

(2000) does not extend to the sequential admission mechanism, without the
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restriction of a single application for student. The reason is that due to their
“first movers’ advantage” they are able to force unstable allocations that are
weakly Pareto superior to some stable matching. Furthermore, colleges cannot
coordinate to prevent it.

Proposition 20 Let ni ≥ 2 for at least two i ∈ {1, ..., t} and let δ = 0. The
sequential admission mechanism implements unstable allocations.

Proof. The proof is through Proposition 19, by mean of an example. Let
C = {c1, c2, c3} and let S = {s1, s2, s3} and let
Pc1 = s1, s2, s3. Ps1 = c2, c1, c3.
Pc2 = s3, s1, s2. Ps2 = c1, c2, c3.
Pc3 = s1,s2, s3. Ps3 = c1, c2, c3.
In this case, q1 = q2 = q3 = 1. In (C,S, P ) there is only one stable matching,
namely:

µ =
c1 c2 c3
s1 s3 s2

Let n = (2, 1, 2).
We prove that µ is a NE of the reduced mechanism. Now consider the following
strategy profile for the reduced admission mechanism:
s1 applies to {c1, c2}, s2 applies to {c3}, s3 applies to {c1, c2}
The outcome matching of such strategies is

ν =
c1 c2 c3
s3 s1 s2

The matching ν is blocked by (c1, s2). At ν, s1 and s3 are matched with their
first choices, respectively so there is no need to check if they can profitably de-
viate from the proposed strategy.
Student s2 is restricted to apply to only one college. If s2 applies to c2 the
outcome is the students’ optimal stable matching of the market characterized
by the following preferences P (z2).
Pc1(z2) = s1, s2, s3. Ps1(z2) = c2, c1.
Pc2(z2) = s3, s1, s2. Ps2(z2) = c2.
Pc3(z2) = s1,s2, s3. Ps3(z2) = c1, c2.

eµ = c1 c2 c3 ∅
s3 s1 ∅ s2

Then, this deviation is not profitable.
If s2 applies to c1 the outcome matching is the students’ optimal stable matching
of the market characterized by the following preferences P (z02).
Pc1(z

0
2) = s1, s2, s3. Ps1(z

0
2) = c2, c1.

Pc2(z
0
2) = s3, s1, s2. Ps2(z

0
2) = c1.

Pc3(z
0
2) = s1,s2, s3. Ps3(z

0
2) = c1, c2,

which is bµ = c1 c2 c3 ∅
s1 s3 ∅ s2
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where s2 is strictly worse off.
The statement follows applying Proposition 19. The reader can easily check
that the same strategies are equilibrium strategies also for n1 ≥ 2, n2 ≥ 2,
n3 ≥ 2.
Strong equilibrium may eliminate unstable outcomes but it is not guaran-

teed that the Colleges-Propose-and-Students-Choose mechanism has a strong
equilibrium (Alcalde and Romero-Medina (2000)), so neither our mechanisms
have, in general, one.

5.3.1 Application costs and stability

Instead, when costs are positive and sufficiently small the mechanism imple-
ments the stable set in SPE independently of the restrictions on the number
of applications. The point is that each student, fixed other agents’ strategy can
secure the same allocations for herself by applying to a unique college.

Theorem 3 Let δ > 0, the Sequential Admission Mechanism implements the
stable set in SPE.

Proof. It suffices to show that at equilibrium each student applies exactly to
her outcome mate, if any. The statement then follows from Proposition 18. Let
m∗ = (C∗1 (s1), ..., C

∗
1 (st)) be a NE strategy of the reduced game and let µ∗ be

the outcome matching of m∗. Let z∗2 be the subgame induced by such strategy
as first stage strategy of the sequential game, then µ∗ = µSz2 . If µ

∗(s) = s then
C∗1 (s) = ∅ otherwise s could save strictly positive costs by not applying to any
college. If µ∗(s) = c ∈ C and C∗1 (s) > 1, let z

0
2 be the subgame obtained by the

following deviation C1(s) = {c}. We have µ∗ = µSz2 = µSz02
. Then such deviation

is profitable to s because she is enrolled by the same college and saves strictly
positive costs, a contradiction.
The assumption of small application costs does not suppose any loss of gener-

ality. If the condition is not met the results hold in the smaller market (C,S, P 0)
in which P

0
c = Pc for all c and cP 0ss0P 0ss if and only if us(c) > us(c

0) > us(s)+ δ
and sP 0sc if us(c) ≤ us(s)+δ. But in this case the allocation would not be stable
in the original matching market (C,S, P ).
The result does not hold if one relaxes the assumption of complete informa-

tion as the following example shows.

Example 8

Let students’ preferences be public knowledge and coinciding with the ones
defined in the proof of Proposition 20. Let colleges preferences be the following
with probability 1/2: Pc1 = s1, Pc2 = s3, Pc3 = s2. Let colleges preferences be
as in the proof of Proposition 20 with probability 1/2. For any utility represen-
tation, if δ is small enough there exists a sequential equilibrium of the sequential
admission mechanism with restriction in which the students apply like in Propo-
sition 20, and in which each college makes offer to µSz2

7. The outcome is then

7This strategy is well defined because each college has complete information: πc(P | P c) =
1 and πc(P | Pc) = 1, for each c.
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unstable with probability 1/2.

5.4 Conclusions
This chapter studies a class of real-world admission (or hiring) mechanisms
that generalize the model presented by Alcalde and Romero-Medina (2000).
We have proved that, if there are positive application costs, these mechanisms
implement the stable set in subgame perfect equilibrium. We have shown also
that the argument cannot be extended to the case of zero application costs. The
result stems on the coordination problems that emerge among colleges. Colleges
have to select some applicants, but at the same time, they have to propose to
them, because more than one institution might accept the same student. If
multiple applications are allowed the set of applicants to two different colleges
may intersect. Then, colleges must coordinate to prevent matchings that are not
individually rational and they have to take into account that a student accepted
by both will finally choose at most one of them.
Application costs reduce the advantages of multiple applications, while pre-

serving stability. The interpretation of the result is twofold. On the one hand,
stability should be of a lesser concern in presence of formal or implicit costs (in-
formation seeking costs, travel expenses for job interviews) for applicants when
multiple application cannot be prevented by law. On the other hand, imposing
application costs could reduce ex-post negotiations costs in the other cases. The
result is sensitive to the assumption of small costs and complete information.
Relaxing any of the assumptions can produce unstable allocations as equilibrium
outcome.
The model presented fits well job markets in which salaries are fixed and

known from the beginning (for instance markets for public sector employees
and low skilled workers). Preferences on employers can account for this factor.
It would be interesting to extend the analysis to the case in which employers
can compete in salaries. Alcalde, Perez-Castrillo and Romero-Medina (1998)
studied the problem for the single-application case. We do not believe that the
coordination problems can be solved by the introduction of wage competition. It
should not be difficult to build an example similar to the one used in Proposition
20 and to prove that instabilities can arise also in this setup. Another interesting
extension would be considering a model where colleges act sequentially and can
make exploding offers to students. The analysis would provide insights about
the anomalies that are related with the timing of the markets (see Roth and
Xing (1991) and (1997)).
A forward step toward a better understanding of admissions mechanisms

would be a detailed analysis of the incomplete information case. Example 8
shows that, even if the costs may help to reduce the number of equilibrium
applications, they are not able to prevent completely their multiplicity. Then
the coordination problem revealed in Proposition 20 is still present.
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